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1. Architectural cultural heritage on the territory  

A) Identifying architectural cultural heritage of the territory  
In order to identify its heritage resources a municipality can include in its strategy for 

planning and management a so called heritage survey. This survey can be a development and 
management tool, which: 

• records historic and existing land uses;  
• exhibits street and subdivision density, development and patterns; 
• identifies sensitive areas and helps to guide future development; 
• demonstrates construction development, practices and elements; 
• offers new opportunities for public awareness concerning local heritage; 
• informs the tourism industry; 
• fosters business development.  

The survey can also play the role of a heritage preservation instrument, which: 
• helps to set municipal goals for preservation planning; 
• provides for the evaluation of existing resources; 
• facilitates planning for the maintenance, alteration or destruction of resources; 
• identifies potential historic districts, areas or streetscapes; 
• identifies resources and areas that carry potential social importance. 

Additionally, a heritage survey can be a resource for public and private research that: 
• provides information for the development of walking tours and driving tours; 
• provides for the identification of potential historic districts; 
• provides information to property and business owners; 
• creates educational resources for schools and local museums; 
• provides a resource for historical and genealogical researchers. 
 

The products of a survey 
The in-depth study of a specific community has such intangible benefits as: 
• Instilling a feeing of belonging and pride while helping to define the region’s character 
• Allowing for an exploration of the past and its preservation for the future 
• Making an investment in local identity by offering a revived and reinforced sense of 

community possible 
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The tangible and more specific products of a survey are the survey documentation and the final 
report. The survey documentation is a key component of a thorough heritage survey because it 
formally records all information gathered during the survey process. The survey documentation 
includes: 

• community heritage survey forms 
• details and information about the resources’ locations, architectural features, condition and 

history 
• a photo collection 
• archival prints and negatives 
• historical research files  
The final report is an in-depth examination of the survey project highlighting the important 

findings. This report, together with its preliminary outcomes, including a list of places of interest, can 
be used as a reference point for creating a municipal built heritage Inventory, which could be the 
next step in creating a municipal register of built heritage and historic places. 

 

1. Elements of a Survey 

The “front line” elements of fieldwork, research and document completion — the collecting and 
recording of information — are key factors that affect the scope of a survey. Fieldwork (the visual 
inspection and recording of a resource) requires that fieldworkers visit a resource to take 
specialized notes on its location, architecture and condition, and create a photo record. 

Research (the historical investigation of the resource) requires that researchers conduct 
detailed research to uncover information on ownership, on the builder and architect, and on 
important dates, people and/or events related to the resource. 

The documentation stage – completion of survey form - involves a combination of fieldwork, 
photography and research and entering it on municipal built heritage survey forms. 

 

2. Types of Heritage Surveys 

In general there are two types of surveys: scouting and intensive. 
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A scouting survey is a general information-gathering expedition, whereas an intensive survey is 
a systematic and thorough examination of a specific survey area. These two types of surveys return 
results, which are quite different. Considering the fact that the intensive survey produces a more 
comprehensive record, it does represent the ideal, but not always possible, kind of survey. 

An intensive survey is a thorough one; an examination of a municipality, which checks 
everything. It provides detailed information about the entire built heritage of a community, and it 
creates comprehensive survey documentation. This inspection of all resources in a given area, 
requires detailed planning, extensive time, sufficient funding and skilled personnel.1 However, when 
the proper elements are in place, all these efforts are rewarded with results. 

Although an intensive survey should always be a rigorous and exhaustive search for potential 
historic places, there are different ways to approach it, including the identification of target dates or 
zones. For example a project area can be narrowed by a target date. A municipality may choose to 
cover all resources up to a certain date, for example, all resources built before 1965, or to examine 
a certain time period, for example, selecting the dates 1914 to 1919 would target resources 
developed during World War I.  

To make a huge and intimidating project less scary, complex urban centers and large rural 
areas can be broken down into smaller, easier to work with zones that function as separate phases 
of the overall survey. These zones can be based on geographic layout, development trends, 
heritage density or priorities among preservation goals. To help define potential zones, a 
municipality many decide to conduct a scouting survey or do preliminary background research. 

A scouting survey is a basic overview of a municipality. Its aim is to quickly identify potential 
historic places in a given area. Typically designed to help large project areas narrow their scope, it 
can readily identify highly sensitive, important and/or threatened resources. The weakness of this 
type of survey lies in its reliance on visual clues. In cases where the significance of a resource is 
obscured or lies in an area unrelated to appearance – such as an association with a historic event 
or person – it may be missed by this survey method. A scouting survey almost always requires 
detailed follow-up: either an intensive survey of important areas or a detailed recording of important 
resources identified in the original survey area. A scouting survey is only a starting point; an 
additional and more thorough survey will almost always be required. 

 
1 See “Identifying Historic Places”, Municipal Heritage Partnership Program 2010 
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If timing and funding constraints require a scaled-down approach, a scouting survey can start a 
community on the preservation path. A scouting survey might be appropriate when: 

• A project must be set in motion immediately. For example, sensitive areas may be threatened 
by development or demolition, and a quick response is needed. 

• The scope of a large project must be narrowed. A scouting survey can identify and break up a 
project area into more workable units in preparation for a subsequent intensive survey. 

• A community heritage density is quite low. A scouting survey saves time and energy by 
focusing on the more important resources. For example, a town with 2,000 structures may have 70 
per cent of its buildings constructed since 1990, 20 per cent between 1960 and 1990, and 10 per 
cent before 1960. This town might choose to examine all pre-1960 structures, but only conduct a 
sampling survey of the newer buildings. 

 

3. Differences between urban and rural surveys 

Urban and rural surveys offer different challenges. For example, an urban area allows for easy 
access to resources. Fieldworkers can work from public land such as the sidewalk or the alleyway. 
In rural areas, fieldworkers may have to enter private land, which means obtaining permission 
before the fieldwork begins. 

The types of resources inspected and the types of research available also differ greatly. A 
survey of farm areas and homesteads is completely different from a survey of urban commercial 
buildings. Therefore, training sessions for fieldworkers and researchers need to be specifically 
tailored to the setting. 

 

4. Time schedule of the survey  

Typically early spring and fall offer the optimal conditions for fieldwork. It is best to conduct 
inspection and recording of resources when the weather is good, and in these seasons vision and 
photography are not obscured by trees and hedges in full foliage. Winter and summer are more 
suited to research, document completion and reporting. Scheduling these indoor activities during 
the seasons that are not good for fieldwork can help to make the best possible use of time. 
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The duration of a project depends on its scope and on the type of personnel involved. While a 
small town of less than 1,000 resources may take as little as four months to survey and only require 
volunteer help, a survey involving several zones in a large city could take well over a year, even 
with a large paid staff.2 

Conducting a built heritage survey at any level is detailed work, and it is always better to be 
pessimistic in the estimation of the time required.  

 

5. Seasonal concerns to take into consideration when doing a survey 

Spring: Late storms and rain 
Summer: Heat and foliage 
Fall: Foliage, cold and early snow 
Winter: Snow, ice and cold 
No season is without its challenges. Relatively moderate conditions and lack of foliage make 

early spring and fall the best seasons for fieldwork. 

6. The survey personnel team 

Heritage surveys are rigorous and multifaceted projects that require a team of specialized 
individuals to accomplish the various tasks:  

1. Municipal coordinator 
The coordinator should be able to: 
• Explain and promote the project within the community and to the media 
• Work cooperatively with a heritage consultant in setting up, monitoring and evaluating 

progress 
• Develop and implement clear and detailed procedural guidelines 
• Establish efficient volunteer and staff coordination strategies 
• Manage the day-to-day aspects of fieldwork 
• Arrange and supervise film processing 
• Manage the storage and filing of all materials associated with the project 

 
2 See „Identifying Historic Places”, Municipal Heritage Partnership Program 2010 
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• Advise and respond to fieldworkers as required 
• Administer the budget 
 
2. Heritage consultant(s) 
A heritage consultant, consulting team or heritage firm can bring a range of professional 

knowledge, experience and services to the project. A strong background in architectural history, 
heritage planning and building research complements practical field experience when extensive 
heritage surveys are undertaken. 

The role of the consultant is to work cooperatively with the municipality and the community in 
advising and supporting the role of the project coordinator. The specific duties of the consultant 
depend on: 

• The consultant’s experience and expertise 
• The project’s budget and scope 
• The consultant’s proximity to and familiarity with the municipality 
• The level of community/volunteer participation and expertise 
Additionally, knowledge of architecture and architectural history is invaluable in providing 

guidance on “reading a building”. The identification of architectural features and construction 
methods is necessary for a heritage survey to be properly executed. 

A heritage consultant can assist a municipality in several ways. 
• Advise and/or participate in public relations and awareness strategies within the community 
• Draw up answers to FAQs for fieldworkers 
• Plan or assist in drawing up a seamless strategy for efficient fieldwork procedures and 

schedules, and for the management of survey forms 
• Advise and assist the coordinator in compiling packages of materials for fieldworkers  
• Design forms to support procedural guidelines (for example, forms for signing film and 

equipment in and out) 
• Set up and provide a specially tailored training program for community fieldworkers and 

researchers 
• Be proactive in dealing with concerns, issues and difficulties that arise in relation to the details 

of fieldwork and survey form completion 
• Suggest adjustments to meet deadlines 
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• Provide quality control by regularly assessing work, including photo documentation and field 
notes 

• Monitor levels of survey form completion throughout the project 
• Gather opinions/feedback from staff and volunteers 
• Provide interim evaluation reports to the project coordinator 
• Prepare a final report that meets the specific requirements of the municipality 
• Provide a professional analysis and summary of findings and trends 
• Aggregate the places of interest list as base data for a potential inventory. 
 

3. Staff and volunteers: 
• Fieldworkers 
• Researchers 
Staffing needs depend on the project scope and timeline and on whether it is a rural or urban 

survey. 
In an urban area, a fieldworker might be able to record (take photos and field notes) 

approximately 20 to 25 resources in a seven-hour day. In a rural area, covering only 10 resources a 
day might be a more realistic goal. Workloads in rural areas depend on the proximity to the road 
and the amount of time spent with a landowner. In any case six efficient and competent 
fieldworkers are preferable to a dozen who are less committed. 

Research work is time-consuming. Once again, the number of people required depends on the 
project scope as well as on the level of knowledge or skills the researchers bring to the project. 
Research may require travel, and associated costs such as photocopying need to be factored in. A 
researcher, whether paid or volunteer, needs to be able to be available for entire days, as little can 
be accomplished in shorter periods of time. 

Many municipalities require them to provide their own vehicle. If fieldwork is done in spring and 
early summer, university students may be hired through a summer temporary employment 
program. Students often have good research skills. History students may be especially well suited 
to the task. 

To maximize efficiency and cooperation, a project team needs a clear understanding of 
expectations on both sides (professional and volunteer) as well as an understanding of the 
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relationships among volunteers, the coordinator, consultant and paid staff. All volunteers need to 
participate in training sessions alongside paid staff. 

7. Budget of the heritage survey  

In order for the resources to be sufficient, the municipality has to determine what needs to be 
done and when, and then make adjustments to work within the available resources. Costs can vary 
widely, so there is no standard guide to budgeting. Municipal built heritage partnership program 
staff or a heritage consultant can help to determine costs and prepare an overall budget.  

The major factors in determining costs are the project scope and the survey type; wages, fees 
and/or salaries; administration, equipment and supplies; film processing; and public relations and 
publications.  

 

8. Management of the project for surveying architectural heritage 

In order to manage a survey project effectively, the municipal coordinator, or other person in 
charge, must be organized and pay strict attention to detail, while remaining flexible and patient. A 
detailed work plan is created by examining the basic elements of the project methodology and 
developing a comprehensive strategy for carrying out these elements. Ideally, an effective work 
plan:3 

• Is developed collaboratively by the municipality, the municipal coordinator and the heritage 
consultant 

• Takes into account the skills and abilities of the staff and volunteers 
• Outlines the project time requirements 
• Should include: The work approach; The necessary tools; The distribution of work; The 

detailed work schedule 
Fieldwork can be designed in several different ways, depending on the area that needs to be 

surveyed. Some of the various techniques include: 
• Street-by-street 

 
3 See Managing Historic Places: Protection and Stewardship of Your Local Heritage”, Municipal Heritage Partnership Program 
2010 
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• Directional (north to south, east to west) 
• By civic plan or block 
• By geographic location (neighborhood, township, etc.) 
The necessary tools will vary, but always include: procedural guide; project materials:  office 

supplies; cameras; GPS; administrative forms:  mileage; hours; film sign-out/return sheet; tracking 
sheet for survey; form management.   

The detailed work schedule describes the schedule for completing tasks and sets personnel 
requirements (deadlines and deliverables). 

The schedules can be plotted on calendars that are distributed to project personnel, or posted 
in the project office. 

It is a good idea for the municipal coordinator to create a procedural guide — a set of 
prescriptive instructions for the daily running of the survey, that sets out the specific tasks and order 
of work for all personnel. 

This reference tool informs the municipal coordinator, heritage consultant, staff and volunteers 
of the survey project rules, procedures and organization. The procedural guide provides all the 
information that fieldworkers and researchers need to know in order to follow the methodology and 
work plan. 

The guide should cover these topics: 
• How fieldwork will be organized and specific survey areas allocated 
• How and when fieldworkers will collect film, maps, photo log sheets and other forms 
• How cameras and GPS units will be signed in and out 
• What materials a fieldworker will be issued in a personal package 
• How and by whom permissions for taking photos of rural properties will be handled 
• How to plan a day working in the field 
• How film will be returned for processing 
• Where and how survey form completion stages will be organized 
• How time sheets and travel claims for personnel will be handled 
To set priorities and successfully manage a project, municipalities can divide daily 

management duties into various categories, such as office administration, daily work scheduling, 
volunteer coordination, survey form administration, film development and management, budget 
administration and evaluation. 
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Office administration involves organizing an office space and system for the efficient storage 
and management of project materials. 

Previously done projects conducted in the field have shown that: 
• Space is often a key issue – hundreds or thousands of built heritage survey forms, photos 

and research files have to be stored. 
• Intensive management and overseeing of staff yields better results. 
• Allowing sufficient time for fieldwork ensures proper completion of survey areas. 
• Recording progress on a large-scale map boosts morale by clearly showing the project’s 

advancement. 
• Allowing volunteers to conduct fieldwork or research their own areas (neighborhoods) often 

increases their interest and personal stake in the project. 
• Scheduling staff to assist volunteers in the field or help volunteers to complete documents 

boosts morale and the quality of work. 
• Frequent community and volunteer meetings to discuss survey results can help keep 

volunteers excited about the work. 
• Utilizing local, provincial or national volunteer groups can increase volunteer support. 
 

9. Heritage survey forms, used in the process of studying the architectural 
heritage of the territory 

Heritage survey forms should include: 
• Proper location information and direction (e.g., southwest facade):  

o Site name (as on survey site form); 
o Site type 
o Location (address) 
o Number of structures 
o Source of suggestion 
o An indication of why it appears to be of interest, with reference to the five 

established significance criteria used in the heritage inventory process:  
Theme/Event/Activity; Person/Institution; Design/Style/Construction; Information 
Potential; Landmark/Symbolic Value 
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• Proper photographic information – Building documentation is not art photography. The focus 
is on recording each building from all sides. It is absolutely necessary to be systematic, 
noting each building carefully. Otherwise, it will be difficult to pair the shots of the facades 
with the shots from the lane. Always try to get two sides of the building at once, from 
opposite angles. For example, photographs of the SW corner and the NE corner show all 
four facades of the building. Two photographs is the basic requirement, but the complexity 
and size of the building and the number of features of architectural interest determine how 
many additional photographs are required to document the building. Always include all 
additions and wings. 

• Consistent and reliable historical research - conduct historical research for each resource 
(structure, landscape, object). Ensure that the research provides details about: construction; 
usage; ownership; architect; builder; craftsmen; historical events or people, associated with 
the building. 

10. Analyzing the evidence 

Keep in mind the possibility that not all the information collected — oral, published or archival 
— is correct. There are often contradictory pieces of information, and some may be even absolutely 
incorrect. In these cases, further research and detailed analysis may be warranted. 

If analysis cannot resolve an issue, note all the information on the survey form and indicate the 
sources. The next stage of research may produce information that will settle the accuracy 
problems.  

 

11. Heritage survey form completion 

• Complete one survey form for each resource (structure, building, object) 
• For properties with multiple resources provide a cover sheet that details: 

o Property location (address, township system, etc.) 
o Number and types of resources 
o Geographical relationship of the resources to one another (sketch plan)  
o Historical relationship between the resources 
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• Record multiple resources in their order of importance ( e.g. farmhouse, barn, shred) 
• File all records for a multi-resource property together in one group 
• Complete all fields of the forms as detailed as possible 
• Make all fields as complete as possible 

 
Condense all the information that is directly relevant to completing the fields on the survey 

form. To ensure historical accuracy, the research team needs to seek out both primary and 
secondary sources of information. A primary source is a document from the time period being 
researched, and a secondary source is information compiled at a later date. Homestead records 
and building permits are primary sources, while local history publications and oral evidence are 
secondary sources. To obtain historical information, researchers may have to travel to a regional or 
provincial archives or libraries. 

Undertaking a heritage survey is the first step a municipality makes in managing its heritage 
resources. The next step is to create a municipal heritage inventory, which is a sub-set of the 
surveyed local resources. This list of significant historic places is created by evaluating the 
resources against specific criteria: eligibility, significance and integrity. Resources that meet the 
criteria may be elevated to the municipal heritage inventory, thus setting the stage for designating 
and preserving those resources for future generations. 

B) Evaluation of sites – eligibility, significance, integrity  
Whether it’s the corner coffee shop that has always served as a local gathering place or the 

ornate church at the centre of town with a soaring steeple, historic places are vitally important to 
defining a community sense of itself.4 

The evaluation process includes the following stages:  
• Determine whether the resource is eligible. Some resources are ineligible under any 

circumstances. Others that are not ordinarily eligible may qualify for an exception under 
special circumstances. 

• Evaluate whether the resource is significant. A resource must be important under 
one of five standard significance criteria.  

 
4  See „Evaluating Historic Places: Eligibility, Significance and Integrity”, Municipal Heritage Partnership Program 2010 
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• Assess the integrity of the resource. A resource must maintain those historic or 
authentic features and materials necessary to communicate its significance. 

 
A heritage inventory is a list of resources that are historically significant and that retain the 

physical features necessary to convey that significance. In a municipality, these are resources that 
have been evaluated and determined to be eligible for municipal designation and work in the future.  

 
There are a number of ways that a municipality can prepare itself for evaluating historic 

resources. The suggestions outlined below are just examples, but can help municipalities efficiently 
and effectively assess historic resources.  

1. Create a heritage advisory body - establishing a heritage advisory body consisting of 
professionals, interested members of the public and municipal employees is vital to an effective 
historic resources management program. This body (board, council, committee) reviews 
applications for designation, among other duties, thus providing for community involvement in the 
selection process – an essential to the success of the program. Members of the heritage advisory 
body need to understand the evaluation process and be familiar with the history of the municipality.  

2. Develop evaluation forms - Standard forms for nominations to a municipal heritage inventory 
and for municipal historic resource designations are essential to an effective municipal heritage 
program. Completed forms should include information on the resource’s location, history, 
appearance, condition, and use. Municipalities should tailor these forms to suit their particular 
needs. When creating evaluation forms, municipalities should take into consideration the completed 
fields required to nominate a municipal historic resource for inclusion on a register of historic 
places.  

1. Assessing eligibility 

Not all historic resources are eligible for inclusion on a municipal heritage inventory or 
designation as municipal historic resources. Although municipalities may choose to define their own 
eligibility requirements, the criteria listed below would be helpful in definition of such.   

Assessing the eligibility of a resource involves three steps:  
• Describe the resource: it may be helpful to compose a short written summary of the history 

and physical attributes of the resource. 
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• Is the resource an excluded type, and does the resources qualify for an exception? The 
sites that are specifically excluded can be:  
o Buildings, structures or objects outside municipal jurisdiction - resources located on 

property outside of municipal jurisdiction are not eligible for municipal historic resource 
designation. This includes property owned or regulated by the state for example.  

o Buildings, structures or objects that are situated in a historical park or village - one of the 
basic purposes of the register of historic places is to encourage the conservation of 
historic built resources as living parts of their communities. In line with this purpose, 
artificial groups of buildings that have been created for purposes of interpretation, 
protection or maintenance are not eligible. Creating such a grouping destroys the 
integrity of location and setting, and can create a false sense of historic development. 

o Small movable objects - small movable objects not designed for a specific location are 
not eligible. Such works include transportable sculptures, pieces of furniture and other 
decorative arts that, unlike a fixed outdoor sculpture, do not have an association with a 
specific place. Objects that are integral to the significance of a non-excluded resource 
may be considered as part of that resource for the purposes of designation. Moving a 
resource destroys the relationships between the resource and its surroundings and 
destroys associations with historic events and persons. A move may also cause the loss 
of historic features such as landscaping, foundations and chimneys, as well as loss of 
the potential for associated archaeological deposits. Therefore, consideration of moved 
resources is restricted. 

o Reconstructions - reconstruction is defined as the process of recreating the exact form 
and detail of a vanished resource or major part thereof. A resource in which most or all 
of the fabric is not authentic is not eligible. 

o Human remains - human remains are not eligible. 
There are objects, which are not good for inclusion in the municipal historic places register, but 

exception can be made for them for several reasons:  
o Cemeteries - a cemetery is a collection of graves that is marked by stones or other 

artifacts, or that is unmarked but recognizable by features such as fencing or 
depressions, or through maps or by means of testing. Cemeteries serve as a primary 
means for an individual to recognize family history and as expressions of collective 
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religious or ethnic identity. Because cemeteries may embody values beyond personal 
or family-specific connections, cemeteries may be eligible under certain conditions. 

o Birthplaces or graves - birthplaces or graves often attain importance as reflections of 
the origins of important persons or as lasting memorials to them. The lives of persons 
who are significant in our past are normally recognized through the designation of 
resources that illustrate or are connected with that person’s productive life’s work. 
Birthplaces or graves, which represent the beginning and end of the person’s life, may 
be far removed from the period and location of his or her significant activities. 
Therefore, birthplaces and graves are not usually considered eligible. A cemetery may 
qualify if it derives its primary significance from distinctive design features or is 
associated with a significant event. In all circumstances, cemeteries are designated 
exclusive of any human remains. The birthplace or grave of a figure of importance may 
qualify if there is no other appropriate resource associated with his or her productive 
life. In all circumstances, graves are designated exclusive of any human remains. 

2. Assessing significance 

Significance is embodied in locations and settings as well as in the resources themselves.  In 
assessing significance its necessary to consider where is the significance “located” – is it in the 
history of places, is it in their architecture and construction, is it in their contribution to the local 
culture. To conduct a significance assessment is to consider how a specific historic resource 
compares to similar historic resources within your municipality. Significant historic resources will 
typically be notable, rare, unique, or early examples of an important aspect of a municipality’s 
history. 

Assessing the significance of a resource involves three steps: 
1. Which significance criteria apply? 
2. What is the context of the resource? 
3. Does the resource have municipal significance? 

Significance criteria 
The following five criteria are used to assess the significance of resources to municipal history, 

architecture, archaeology, paleontology, natural history, engineering and culture. The resources 
assessed can include districts, landscapes, places, sites, buildings, structures and objects. In order 
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to be considered significant a resource must cover at least one criterion. The criteria are individually 
sufficient and of equal value. 
Theme/Activity/Cultural Practice/Event  

A resource must be directly associated with a theme, activity, cultural practice or event, that 
has made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of municipal history. 
Institution / Person 

A resource must be directly associated with a significant institution or with the life of a 
significant person in the past of the municipality. 
Design / Style / Construction 

1. Style / Type / Method of Construction 
2. Work of a Master 
3. High Artistic Value 
A resource must embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, style, period or method of 

construction, or represent the work of a master, or express high artistic values. 
Information Potential 

A resource must have yielded, or be likely to yield, information important to the municipal 
history, prehistory or natural history. 
Landmark/Symbolic Value  

A resource must be particularly prominent or conspicuous, and must have acquired special 
visual, sentimental or symbolic value that transcends its function. A landmark contributes to the 
distinctive character of the municipality. 

 
 Context of the resource 
Historical contexts are patterns, themes or trends that help understand a specific occurrence, 

resource or place and illuminate its historic significance. To understand the context of a resource, 
you need to have knowledge of the period, historical themes and geographical area that the 
resource is associated with. This involves, among other things, the social, political, economic, 
artistic, physical, architectural, philosophical or moral environment that accounted for the presence 
of, as well as the original and current nature of, the resource. The importance of establishing the 
context of a resource that is being assessed cannot be overstated. The context provides the 
framework for determining the significance of a resource. The context of a particular resource 
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depends on the significance Criteria. If more than one Significance Criterion was selected, address 
each criterion to gauge the significance of the resource under each one. For example, a residence 
that is significant for its architectural features has an entirely different context statement than one 
that is significant as the home of a prominent author— even if the two houses are of the same 
period and style and in the same neighborhood. The stories these two buildings tell are quite 
different, and therefore different background information is required.  

To establish the context of a resource, you need to identify the period of time during which the 
resource acquired its significance. This may be very specific if the resource is significant for a single 
event or it may span hundreds of years if it is a prehistoric cultural landscape under consideration. If 
more than one significance criterion has been selected, it is possible that the resource may have 
more than one period of significance. 

When preparing a context statement, relate the resource to important themes in the history of 
the municipality. Include information about the municipality’s history that explains how the resource 
is unique or representative of its theme, place and time. Incorporate the following information to the 
extent that it relates to the significance of the resource: 

• Specific events; 
• Activities and uses; 
• Influence of technology; 
• Aspects of development; 
• Common architectural styles or types; 
• Construction materials and methods; 
• Role of important persons or organizations; 
• Cultural affiliations; 
• Political organization; 
• Social or cultural traditions; 
• Trends in local or regional development; 
• Patterns of physical development; 
• Economic forces; 
• Presence and condition of similar resources; 
• Social history; 
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Incorporate facts that help to make the case for significance and integrity. A well-known, 
prominent resource may require less research than a resource associated with a commonplace 
local event or exhibiting an endemic building form, about which little has been written. 

3. Assessing integrity  

In order to determine if a historic resource retains it ability to communicate its significance, it is 
helpful to consider the “aspects of integrity”.  

The process of assessing integrity includes 3 steps:  
o Identifying the character-defining elements of the resource: location; design; 

environment; materials; workmanship; feeling; association; 
o Identifying the aspects of the criteria of significance that are related to the integrity; 
o Final assessment of the integrity of the resource.  

 

2. Restoration and repeated use of buildings  
 

A) Restoration and repeated use of buildings in Sardinia 

1. The constructive systems of traditional building: “the masonry cell” 

The constructive base, which is typical for the region of Marmilla in Sardinia, is the so called 
“masonry cell”, or in other words – an inhabited room, which is entirely closed by bearing walls, 
most often with dimensions 4х4 meters. We might say that when speaking of stone architecture this 
is a fixation in the room allocations and constructions. 

This elementary cell has transformed itself from archetype of stone construction into a module 
for management and control of space through the principles of attachment and over-building. The 
pairs opposing parallel walls have two different constructive roles – if one of them is supposed to 
bear the skeleton of beams, which carries the horizontal elements and the inclined roofs, also with 
an wooden skeleton with basic triangular scheme, the other is assigned the role to support the 
balance of the entire system by counteracting to the turnover of the bearing walls under the 
influence of possible unforeseen pressure.  
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From this point of view, the contribution of the wooden constructions of the between-floor 
plates and roofs is of major importance, because to a certain extent they guarantee the distribution 
of the parasitic pressure on all walls and together contribute for the stabilization of the entire corpus 
of the construction, through movable connections, which absorb the natural settlements and 
settings. With analogical objectives, both from the time of construction itself, as well as afterwards, 
it was common for the walls to be enforced with metal tensioners.  

The dimensions of the constructed cells have been additionally limited by the difficulty in 
finding wooden elements, capable to cover considerable spaces. On the other hand though, the 
constructive independence of the separate cells gives the Sardinian house the possibility to grow 
and develop in time, according to the needs of the family, as well as for various cells that share one 
wall to be combined, which supports considerably the improvement of the general constructive 
behavior without giving rise to particular complications. 

Through its modular solution, the house does demonstrate a high level of rationality and 
functionality, both concerning the logic of distribution, as well as the constructive requirements: its 
dynamics of development can be explained with effectiveness subordinated to principles of growth, 
which are defined linearly. In this sense, the sharing of a wall allows growth it two directions – 
respectively parallel and opposite to the streets, while the ideal stacking of constructed cells on 
various levels allows vertical growth.  

We have to outline that the constructive solutions with pressure and particularly those with 
arches are not a part of the culture of traditional construction, characteristic for the territory of 
Marmilla. It is not just uncommon to find buildings, which use stone or brick vaults, but arching 
inside the houses is also a rarity. Construction with an arch becomes an exclusive element for the 
building of loggias that overlook the inner yards as well as for defining the passage of the entrance 
doors.  

2. The house with a yard and its variations 

The development of construction in the settlements within the territory of Marmilla has been 
strongly predetermined by the predominantly agricultural economic activity of the local habitants. 
Marmilla and Sarcidano more specifically represent two of the most important corn growing regions 
inside the entire island. In other words, the house is not just a place for living, but also working, 
because there takes place a great part of the labor activities and is stored the produce from the 
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fields, which means that as a rule, the house has a number of additions with various 
specializations, distributed both within the yards as well as in purely resident areas. 

Most common are the house with double or frontal yard. Buildings with back yards are found 
quite rarely within the territory.  

If in the case of house with double yard the residential corpus is situated centrally within the 
boundaries of the plot, in the other two cases the main building is situated respectively at the back 
of the plot (a house with frontal yard) and alongside the road (a house with a back yard).  

The houses in Marmilla and Sarcidano, as well as in Grighine as it becomes obvious, a formed 
by attaching simple built corpuses with normal or double thickness on one or more levels with 
various levels of specialization, although three levels are an extreme rarity. 

The size of the yards in the residential houses in the region of Marmilla, for which the 
Archilandia guidelines were developed, usually is considerable and often spreads over several 
hundreds of square meters. It is quite often also to find entire independent buildings, which have 
been created through attaching minimal single or double-room houses.  

The house is usually closely bound to the agricultural dimension, because of which the yard, 
which as a rule belongs to one family, actually represents an additional broadening of the places for 
agricultural production5 within the boundaries of the village. Reflecting in itself a social organization, 
relying on the self-subsistence of separate groups or families, it is of particular importance for the 
house with a yard to also possess a well and a bread oven.  

An element of considerable importance for connecting the living areas, not always present, is 
the loggia (porch), which in fact represents a connection between the rooms inside the house and 
the yard. The loggia is not just an element for the purpose of distribution of space: in fact it restores 
the proper bio-climate equilibrium of the house by protecting the rooms from summer heat and 
limiting the heat losses during the colder seasons. Together with the yard it is a place for family 
contacts, where the every day life activities take place. 

 
5 „The yard is […] the area, which is the smallest formed rural space, but also the greatest portion of the village plots, a transition 
and a connecting link between the separate elements of the environment (where the building is an object of the agricultural and 
natural landscape) and the settlement (where the yard as a free space is a link of the constructed layer, an inseparable part and 
“built” element in itself)” Antonello Sannа, La cultura della divisione, in Giulio Angioni e Antonello Sanna, L’architettura popolare in 
Italia. Sardegna, pag. 98, Laterza, Bari 1988. 
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The loggia usually faces to the south and is attached to the corpus of the house partially or 
along its entire length. Its width can vary from a minimum of two to a maximum of three or even four 
meters, depending on the various typological variations and the size of the house. 

The loggia can be covered simply by continuing the roof slope of the residential corpus (as is 
usual for the house with medium sizes, developed at one single residential level), or with an 
independent slope, slightly lower than the one of the residential part. The frontal part of the loggia, 
which defines the boundaries towards the yard and supports the coverage, can have architraves or 
with arches. In case of heavy constructions, the wooden architraves are usually supported in three 
different ways: through wooden props (which is the most archaic and most rarely found solution, 
usually replaced by masonry props), through stone monolithic blocks with prismatic shape6 or 
through the use of columns with square or – even though more rarely – a round section, made most 
often from raw clay or stone blocks. The number of arches of the loggias varies from a minimum of 
one to a maximum of six and sometimes even seven, depending on the size of the loggia.  

The partial closing of the loggia marks how multifunctional it is, since initially it served as a 
shelter for the livestock (the pavement, used for the yard in front, which looks as if it is one thing 
together with the loggia, is quite meaningful), which however, with the change in living conditions, 
especially the hygienic ones, becomes more tightly related to the female housing activities7.  

 
6 In this connection it is interesting to be pointed out how the practice of using construction materials from archeological sites, 
situation near to the settlements, in Marmilla, but also in Sardinia in general, led to the use of monolithic stones from the nurragic 
settlements, both for the construction of columns of the loggia, as well as for insertion in the frames of the gates (straight and 
architraves). 
7 […] „Within the demo-anthropologic studies for Sardinia the work of the women has righteously never been underestimated. It 
seems to be of major importance for the success of the family economy. There is a certain inclination in the general opinion to 
underestimate the contribution of women in relation to the agricultural work but this is considered accidental, because in fact the 
readiness and presence of women in the agricultural activities has always been of great value. We have to state that female labor 
was expanding with the expansion of the need for manual labor and shrank with the expansion of need for expertise and physical 
strength. The fundamental contribution of women for the collecting, planting and maintenance of the crops and the beans, the 
processing of flour and bread, the collecting of asphodel for making baskets, is unquestionable. The women’s work in the fields 
started in mid May when the first beans cultures were being collected […] and continued till August, after the corn harvest, which 
took place between mid June and the beginning of July […]. In August the women were collecting almonds, and between 
September and October – together with the men, they were harvesting the vintage. Where there were olives, the women were 
dealing with harvesting the fruits from the end of autumn till the beginning of spring. Together with the agricultural work there 
always was daily house work, connected with the good management of the house; if the clothes washing and the bread baking 
were being done once every two weeks, such daily tasks as lighting the fire and preparing the food were quite heavy. In addition 
to this the women also had to take care of fixing the plaster and the floors and to process and store the pork. […]», Tiziana 
Manias, Ricerca sul campo e censimento sugli antichi mestieri, Ales 2004. 
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The entrance gate to the yard, situated as a rule frontally or to the side, represents a transition 
element between the street and the private property and underlines that the typological rule in this 
region is translated as an orderly and invariable sequence road-yard-house, which is leading in the 
system of relations between the public areas and the private property. The gate represents an 
architectural and typological element with numerous local specifics depending on the shaping of the 
room, which it is a part of (with a double or single slope of the roof, positioned on top bird-house or 
another small room with a broadening for making the access of the carts easier in the cases with 
narrow streets, with monumental design, etc.), the constructive geometry (with architraves or 
arches) and of the materials used for closing the door-frame, as well as the different kinds of door-
frame. 

The gate is a specific element in the national architecture in the various historic regions around 
the territory of the district and mostly in the regions, where the houses with yards are a 
commonality. The gate is the only point, where the tall wall, which makes the yard an internal 
space, invisible to the outer world, is broken. It represents a projection towards the road of the 
house and in some cases – of the family, which inhabits it. It is a fact that the pre-modern builders 
always paid special attention to its building, both concerning the geometrical proportion and 
dimensions (often considerable) are concerned, as well as the selection of materials, decoration, 
wooden door-frames and metal mechanism for opening and closing are concerned. We have to 
admit that the gate possesses the weight and importance of the architectural element, which 
contributes to defining the endemic character of the space inside the settlement with historic 
traditional residential buildings in the region of Marmilla.  

The masonry building logic has been defining for the constructive essence of the house in 
Marmilla. The wall is the most frequent and often found element in the national construction, 
diminishing the local typological and morphological distances. Through its predominant 
massiveness, the wall unifies the multiple construction practices and marks the line between the 
private space and the community space; in addition to this, through a system of openings, which 
interrupts it, it plays the role of a filter, through which the house enters into contact with the 
surrounding world.  

The pre-modern building, in its complexity, responds to the criteria for strict economy, which 
surely dominates the excessiveness. The constructive decision, which is used, is the approach, 
which corresponds to the functional needs, leaving scarcely any place for decorations.  
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The compactness of the settlement, the logic of the fence, the wall as an exclusive constructive 
element, the roofs with wooden grill, covered with tiles and a system of small openings, are the 
common characteristics of a relatively introverted way of life. 

One of the distinctive features of the houses with yards is their ability to adapt to the change of 
needs of the family both through processes of developing and growing through adding and 
attaching new rooms, as well as through dividing, connected to inheriting8. It is surprising how 
several new houses can appear from the initial one, obviously smaller, but in perfect compliance 
with the typological rules.  

Precisely by virtue of this phenomenon, generation after generation in the plain and hilly 
settlements, the construction density has been growing without considerable changes in the 
settlement boundaries. The gradual increase of the number of houses is an internal decision of the 
settlement and, at least till the second half of the XX century, it is not matched by a considerable 
growth of the dimensions of the settlement. The density of construction does not reach saturation 
within the territory of Marmilla. At the same time, the town structure is enriched by the street as an 
element, necessary for ensuring access to each separate property. The street often leads to a 
greater complexity of the structure of the towns. It almost always appears from the sharing on 
behalf of several owners of some private property, till its complete evolution as a real public space. 
Also, from social point of view, it gains, at least at first, a purely family connotation, its reaction 
being related to the division of property between heirs with close family relations.  

The most obvious aspects of the context are represented by the presence of an extremely high 
share (85%) of village, which exist even today without breaking their inseparable connection with 
the territory. The settlements that have disappeared, most surely a lower share than such in other 
Sardinian historic regions, are a proof for a kind of a ritual code of territorial belonging, which today 
is usually represented by the local village church, which gets full during celebrations of the patron 
saint.  

The Marmilla house reflects the needs of a society, the main source of income of which are 
agriculture and stock-breeding and which lives in the open regardless of the seasons. The house is 
at the same time a cow-shed, a storage room for the harvest, a workshop for processing of the 
agricultural activities, and, only for short periods during the day, a shelter and bedding. It is a 

 
8 „The Sardinian house in a very specific way from human point of view represents a dynamic element, intimately connected with 
the life of its inhabitants. […] is an element in constant innovation, extremely sensitive and responsive to changes and various 
adaptations […]», there again, page 11. 
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house-farm, closed within itself, the yard of which (double, frontal and/or back yard) – the real hub 
of labor activity – demonstrates the absolute need for open spaces, in order to respond to the living 
standards of a society, which really closely bound to its territory.  

The connection road – yard/house is made through the portal door – a constructive element, 
the function of which is to allow the access of the cart, drawn by a pair of oxen and only as of the 
second half of the XIX century turns into a decorative element, representing the social status of the 
owner who lives on the other side of the masonry „curtain”. In order to ease the passing of the cart 
from the narrow street inside the inner yard, the door frame was being rounded and widened 
through dry masonry marl walls. Usually the portal was arched, but also with architraves: with a 
closed part, with vertical or horizontal slats, with or without openings between them. It is hard to 
understand the chronology of the two kinds of construction, although on the basis of the general 
concept of functionality and basic simplicity of the Marmilla house, it can be suggested that the gate 
with architraves was first to appear and identified the most archaic type: in order to be constructed, 
the vault requires more time (preparation of the rings, shaping of the stone blocks) accompanied by 
a considerable discharge of energy. The one-piece masonry curtain, mainly distributed in lower 
Marmilla, is often interrupted only by pedestrian entrance with arches with constructive 
characteristics, similar to the cart passage, but with considerably smaller dimensions.  

It was mostly in the houses of the richer villagers that rooms dedicated to instruments storage, 
characterized by simple forms and one-slope roofs facing in towards the yard, turned in the same 
inward direction. Near to the house, facing east, is always positioned the barn, more rarely – other 
supporting premises. The front yard is always equipped with a well and trough for the cattle. 

The housing culture of Marmilla is special with the fact that the kitchen represents the real 
residential part, where the not so wealthy families often warmed up during the night, using only 
mats as bedding. The kitchen is usually equipped with a wooden staircase (sometimes also a stone 
staircase with monolithic stone steps; more rarely made out of soil with a static bow-shaped 
climbing system) for access to the eventual second level, usually comprising of one single rooms, 
assigned for storage of food products that only in mid ХХ century began to be used as a bedroom.  

The houses in upper Marmilla were built mainly from stone materials, while those in lower 
Marmilla were built most often out of unbaked soil. A number of meaningful results were achieved 
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through statistical analysis of traditional historic heritage, encompassing 480 buildings, distributed 
in six separate settlements throughout upper Marmilla9: 

• Almost entirely (97%) masonry of differing pieces of rock with varying dimensions 
(there is no sign of processing), produced by unknown hands, and single storey houses 
(made out of two of three basic rooms); 

• Masonry structure almost entirely out of horizontal rows of carved stone – marl;  
• The technique of unbaked soils in a region where the construction culture is 

dominated by stone, was introduced from outside, because in 79% of the cases it dates 
from the first half of the ХХ century. In fact the material side is a variable, which is closely 
related to the location of the settlement; 

• Even until today, construction with three basic rooms on two levels, with a frontal 
loggia and a frontal or back yard (78% out of 94 buildings) is discovered almost completely 
preserved, which is a logical proof of the great functionality of these housing models, which 
adapted without much difficulties to the change of needs of the community in general and 
the separate families in particular.  

A bit different is the house in the region of Grighine, where we find a mixing of characteristics, 
attributable on the one hand to a house with a double yard in Marmilla and on the other hand – a 
house with basic rooms, typical for the mountainous region of Barbagia. The most common types of 
construction for Grighine spread out on two levels. They have respectively two or three basic rooms 
positioned right next to each other and are located centrally inside the plot, parallel to the street. 
This kind of house has two rooms on the round floor, a kitchen, which is directly connected with the 
yard and a bedroom and one or two more rooms for food products storage on the second level, 
which can be reached through a steep ladder, situated either in the kitchen or in the bedroom. 

The basic model with three basic rooms can be considered as a main type, as well as a 
diachronic development, related to the popularization of the buildings with two basis rooms with 
adding of an additional room for each of the levels. In this case within the masonry, which quite 
often differs, can be recognized the signs of attaching and overlaying of various basic rooms. 

This type with three basic rooms per storey is quite common and it can be said that it dates 
from the first decades of the ХХ century. The positioning is symmetrical: the kitchen is positioned 
centrally and is at the same time an entrance room to the house from the yard, while the two side 

 
9 Old settlements in Ales and Zeparra, Gonozno and Figu, Sini and Kurkuris. 
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rooms usually have the purposes of bedrooms or a living room for accepting guests. On the second 
layer is positioned the storage room and the bedrooms. The composition of the façade follows the 
symmetry of the positioning of the rooms according to the plan, due to which one narrow central 
door allows access to the kitchen, while the other premises – both on the first floor as well as on the 
second floor – are lit by small windows, at height, which is usually greater than their width, in 
concert with the masonry constructive logic. When speaking about houses with double yard, strong 
hierarchy marks the relationship between the house and the two yards The frontal yard is usually 
more civilized and plays a central role in the distribution of the spaces and the house tasks, while 
the back yard has a more rustic connotation and usually comprises or a real vegetable garden with 
several fruit trees taking care of the family needs.  

The house with a bigger central room and a back yard in the region of Grighine is basic as far 
as requirements are concerned, functional and independent. It is basic because it is built according 
to the basic requirements of everyday life, without any decorations; and is functional, because the 
entire space concept of the house corresponds to the needs of bonding each separate element with 
a specific purpose, related to the production and housing activity; autonomous, because the house 
is configured as an independent micro-cosmos. The house with a back yard has been developing 
continuously throughout a number of centuries, till the first half of the ХХ century, without changing 
the balances in the local pre-modern construction culture.  

The appearance of the first elements of pseudo-industrial prefabricated constructions, which 
started during the 50s does not introduce any considerable changes in the construction logic of the 
settlements. The new materials are included in the production cycle for comfort, out of economy 
reasons or because of the desire for progress and innovation, which they bring with them. Thus 
concrete blocks are used for replacing stone materials in specific locations within the houses, as 
corner solutions, in frames and architraves, the first between floor plates made out of masonry and 
concrete for the horizontal elements of the two-storey houses, while the rest of the building is still 
done out of stone masonry or clay, and the roofs – from wood. Many buildings from the region of 
Marmilla are still examples of the first stage of harmonious coexistence of the modern and pre-
modern techniques – the use of new materials was moderate and precise, while the influence of the 
new technologies did not question the typological rules of the settlements.  
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3. Building of the “palazzetto” type – a construction type, which is not so rural 

In the panorama of the various pre-modern houses in the region of Marmilla, the so called 
“palazzetto” stands out as a building, which established itself during the first half of the ХХ centrury 
and is evenly distributed throughout the territory of the region. It has various characteristics in the 
different analyzed settlements, regardless whether they are situated in the plains (areas of unbaked 
clay) or in hilly and mountainous regions (areas of stone). This type of building corresponds to a 
level of development, which compared to the remaining traditional historic constructed heritage, 
often originates from a single project act and not from spontaneous growing through adding rooms 
due to new needs of the owners 

The „Palazzetto” is distributed with the establishment of a new average bourgeois layer and 
„...changed in depth the mere meaning of inhabitation”10, leaving aside the introverted character, 
typical for the house with a front yard, which are more rustic. The new proprietary bourgeois prefers 
to demonstrate its new status by building houses, which overlook the village squares or main 
streets. Inhabitation models are adopted from civil culture. The cultural mix form the other side is 
easily understandable if we put it in the context of the primary industrial influence and the 
settlement of the noble families from the Savoy entourage in the larger towns, the larger buildings 
of which served as a model.  

In the various development stages, which led to the establishment of the “palazzetto”, the 
loggia as a rule was transferred to the yard in order to make space for the new premises; 
sometimes (in the cases when the massive vaulted construction allows it) is rediscovered inserted 
in the main body of the house, thus partially adopting the characteristics of the internal space and 
the gate. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
10 Antonello Sanna, Il recinto, la corte, la cellula abitativa, от Giulio Angioni e Antonello Sanna, Sardegna – L’architettura 
popolare in Italia – Laterza, Bari 1996, pag. 178. 
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4. Classification and characteristics of the materials, used for ancient 
construction in Sardinia 

The use of those natural materials, which are immediately available within the boundaries of 
the territory in question through non specialized operations for discovery, recognition, shaping and 
transportation, is characteristic also for the prehistoric periods and continued till a few decades ago.  

This construction system underwent its first evolution during the Roman Empire, where 
Sardinia is penetrated by the baked roof tiles, the connecting substances on line base, for 
preparation of the connecting solutions and the thick baked brick.  

Additional development can be noticed to take place during the 50s of the ХХ century, when 
the cement bondages and concrete and inert substances blocks were introduced as a practical 
substitute for stone – both used in new buildings (naturally combined with modern bricks and 
concrete), as well as for reconstruction activities.  

The conservation of materials and constructions, especially if the latter have been abandoned 
and no one lives there any longer, should be in compliance with the natural changes and decline. 
The conservation projects include appropriate diagnostic studies of decay for the purpose of 
defining the problems and the reasons, which caused them. This diagnosis should be the starting 
point for planning the follow up restoration activities.  

All materials have inclination to reach a state of thermo-dynamic balance with the environment. 
In the course of time, in contact with the environment, even the most durable materials undergo a 
gradual and irreversible alteration of the micro-structural characteristics. Each change of the 
building parameters (temperature, humidity, pollution and others) both at a local, as well as at a 
global scale, predefines a respective change of that balance with new recurring processes of 
adaptation and new transformations. The destruction effects are particularly visible in the zones 
with high concentration of industrial constructions as well as in the larger towns, where, due to the 
increase of pollution, related to street traffic and with the warming up of the buildings, the speed of 
decay is much greater during the second half of the ХХ century. 

The objective of the presented considerations on used materials is to provide an explanation of 
general meaning for the scientific character and the technology of the materials, which can support 
the engineers and planners in the process of selecting and processing the materials, which should 
be used for improving the quality of the buildings in the old towns.  
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5. Decay of traditional construction 
 Meteorology and climate in the region 

The lack of considerable industrial enterprises and the limited traffic of motor vehicles within 
the boundaries of the small settlements allow the exclusion of chemical pathologies, directly 
connected with pollution. The most frequent forms of change and decay of materials used for 
construction in the region, subject of this study, are connected with the presence, accumulation and 
movement of water. This phenomenon is broadly spread, but not so common in the cases of 
abandonment and neglect of typical maintenance of the buildings.  

As it has been already described, the types of materials, used in the studied region, are quite 
varied. We will pay special attention to the weakest and therefore most easily influenced ones as 
well as on the materials and technologies, which can be applied during conservation works.  

The falling of plaster, the formation of spots and mold, the fall of dust and flakes, the loss of 
salt are typical demonstrations of decay, which is caused by humidity in the walls, which can surely 
be judged at the first direct visual check. The consequences are visible mainly at the base of the 
construction, where they are much more visible than in the remaining parts of the external walls due 
to the more frequent and longer stay of the humidity.  

It is obvious that in this context in general, the necessity for highly technological diagnostic and 
expensive techniques for defining the destruction phenomena or the conservation projects does not 
exist. 

Still there is interest for basic knowledge concerning the materials used, their technological 
characteristics and their ability to assure longevity under certain environmental conditions, which 
must be based on strict methodology and laboratory procedures.  

Specific demonstrations of the effects of water 
Water is characterized by a number of properties, such as steam pressure or temperature of 

freezing, which, as we already saw, can lead to considerable changes when the water molecules 
are positions within small crevices, as the pores of the construction materials, due to the 
interactions, which are discovered between the water molecules and the walls of the hard 
surrounding structure.  

The direct consequence of this is connected with the different height, which the water can 
reach when it is in a system of connected pores, in relation to the diameter of the pores. The 
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“capillary humidity”, which causes some of the most important building destructions, caused by 
water, is regulated by the Washburn equation as well as by aeration. 

Water can enter into contact with the construction also due to other reasons, both internal and 
external. External reasons could be due to rain-falls, condensation or because of capillarity; the 
internal reasons can be due to internal damages upon the water drainage system or because of 
condensation inside the covered pipes. 

The phenomena, related to condensation or with rain-falls, attack mainly the surface of the 
objects, except in those cases when they spread also to the insides due to the porosity of the 
materials, while the phenomenon of capillary ascend of humidity from the ground can allow the 
penetration of water directly within the masonry.  

Therefore we can generalize the conditions, which are closely related to the case in question 
as far as the water influence is concerned, which can be recognized as the agent, causing damage 
to the buildings in the region.  

When we speak of granulated materials – those whose microstructure is based on adjacent 
granules with sizes varying from microns to sub-microns (lime, cement, sandstone, marl, earth, 
etc.), the presence of water on the external surface of the hard body causes loosening of the bond 
between the granules and detachments, which lead to the appearance of cavities at macroscopic 
level, as well as to obvious loss of resilience to pressure.  

Water circulation leads to dissolution of hard bodies and especially calcium carbonate, which is 
a part both of some of the granules, as well as of the cement that bonds the granules. The water, 
which is present in the form of a solution, which contains different chemical solutions, among which 
carbon dioxide and other acid components such as those acquired as a result of biological activity.  

The term circulation means the real passing of water, which infiltrates in the porous matrix of 
the material (due to capillarity or even under the eventual difference between the pressures 
according to Darcy’s understanding), as well as due to rain. In the last mentioned case the constant 
renewal of the contact solution and its restless nature made the destruction even more intense. 

The continuous presence of water on the surfaces favors biotic activity (algae, moss, lichens, 
grasses and higher plants), hence – possibly also the occurrence of additional circumstances, 
which generate micro-stress (expansions, contractions) and micro-degradation. 

Therefore even at a microscopic level, which involves hundreds and thousands of granules and 
the respective pores, can appear influences connected to the crystallization of salts, the creation of 
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ice with the respective changes of the shapes, connected with the differences in temperature, 
osmotic influences and bloating of the clays, (especially the smectites) and of the hydro-silicate gel 
of the hydraulic cements.  

Thus, on the surfaces and in immediate vicinity, gradually weakened by the complex/influence 
of the multitude of aggressive factors, described above, can act macroscopic pressures, which, 
regardless of how random they might be, can be as intensive as those generated by wind (leaving 
corrosion asides, since it does not usually appear in town), the strong rain or hail.  

 
Consideration about possible use of synthetic polymers with fortifying or 

hydrophobic function 
The synthetic organic polymers represent chemical materials with physical structure and 

technological characteristics, radically different compared to those of the materials, used in historic 
construction. Still, especially during the last decades, it is considered that some of them can be 
ranked together with traditional materials in order to solve certain problems of the latter, with special 
attention to the weakening of the surfaces, which are subject of the influence of the environment 
and to limiting the influence of the environment and stopping the infiltration of water within the areas 
with porous microstructure.  

The first uses of acrylic polymers date since the 30s of the last century; the use of epoxy, 
silicone materials, polyurethanes and polyesters starts since the 50s, and in the 80s were 
introduced the perfluoropolyether polymers fluoride elastomers. A great part of these polymers are 
not produced by the chemical industry for the specific restoration sector, since it is not sufficiently 
important for their activities from economic point of view, but only randomly useful for promotional 
campaigns in case of implementation of campaigns for restoration of artistically valuable buildings, 
broadly known among the society. The restoration sector is the one which “took” some types of 
polymers and sometimes appears unprepared due to the change of recipes or even due to the 
disappearance of certain products from the market, for example due to a ban (legislations 
concerning chlorine-fluorocarbons, which are considered guilty for the thinning of the ozone layer in 
the atmosphere) of the diluents used in perfluoropolyether (the only real reversible polymers!). 

These polymers are used in the form of solutions (in organic diluents and solutions, and 
recently also in water due to reasons, connected with ecology and safety, but which have lower 
technical effectiveness) impregnating the porous surface or covering the compact surfaces (not 
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especially useful in this case!), with function as fortifying and/or hydrophobic materials. The great 
difference between the system solvent/diluent for evaporation and/or the chemical reactions 
between the different polymer components or between one polymer and the adsorbed water on the 
treated surfaces leads to deposition of the initial polymer or the one, which formed in place as a 
result of the reactions. This way the polymer can play the role of a bonding substance / a filler of 
loose particles and, in case its chemical and physical characteristics allow this, can serve as a 
hydrophobic material for the entire material mass. The wrong understanding of these mechanism of 
the dynamics in the circulation of water and steam in the porous construction of the materials, often 
lead to applications, which most surely damaging to the conservation.  

The polymers did not meet the expectation to be the “elixir of the long life” of the buildings. For 
example the organic polymers let sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioxide pass through, which makes the 
carbonate material absolutely vulnerable to sulfation.  

In addition to this it is obvious that the presence of the polymer changes the nature of the initial 
material and thus renders the concept of conservation meaningless. This change, especially in the 
case of porous materials, is practically irreversible and has proven itself as a considerable obstacle 
for future new treatments.  

Aspects of repeated use of unfired earth in the restoration events 
As it was discussed in a previous section, the main flaw of earth is its affinity to water, which 

infiltrated between the particles due to its polar character and high level of the dielectric constant, 
brings apart the particles and weakens feeble electrostatic and capillary connections, which keep 
the hard material together, causing a sharp decrease of the bearing capacity, and in case of 
leakage – also gradual revocation of contents, which start from the surface. Because of this the 
material has to be protected in an acceptable way and all the necessary precautions have to be 
taken into consideration, in order for contact with the water to be avoided (water coming from the 
ground through capillary humidity or as a result of meteorological phenomena). 

The first fundamental step for correct intervention starts with the preparation of the material, 
which as durable as high the attention during the stages of processing has been.  

In some cases the gathered earth was used for air maturation (atmospheric drying) for an 
entire season, usually during the winter, before it is used for production of unfired bricks. Due to the 
influence of water, the freezing and the oxygen in the air time causes certain changes, which as a 
whole are positive for the future characteristics of the material: the large chunks of earth fall apart 
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and the fine division during the follow up bonding process increases, water gets disseminated more 
evenly, a part of the dissolved salts drain, due to the influence of bacteria new organic humus types 
substances are formed, eventual pyrite materials become oxygenated. These techniques for 
acclimatization of the material should be restored for the purpose of specific application of the same 
methods in contemporary conditions.  

In order for the best working characteristics of the material to be achieved, it is important to 
carefully process the mixture. More specifically, it is necessary that the chunks of earth are broken 
down carefully in order for more efficient dispersion of the fine fractions to take place and thus the 
access of water on the surfaces of the clay component to lead to a better welded and plastic 
mixture, well distributed and adhesive, in order to be able to connect as well as possible the coarse 
fraction and the straw. 

The optimal water content, necessary for the material to be well mixed and brought to a 
homogenous state, which, after being placed on the shape evenly and compactly, to be released 
from the concrete form and to be used quickly and securely, varies in dependence with the contents 
and more specifically the quantity of the clay component. The clays with larger specific surfaces 
need greater amounts of water, which may vary from 15 to 45%. 

The drying is another important stage in the drying of the brick. It is known that during almost 
all epochs and in all places the bricks were minimal in size and width, not more than 15 cm, 
sometimes even less than 10 cm (while there are bricks, which are longer than one meter). This 
guarantees that the drying can finish within sensible time (the maximum size on the other hand is 
connected with convenience during the time of work). Elimination of water always causes 
contraction of the brick. The stages through which all this happens, actually presuppose some 
repeated fixtures of the microstructure. The availability of straw guarantees suitable bonding canals, 
in order for the steam to be lead out regularly. In the beginning of the drying process, the hard 
particles inside the earth are separated by thin layers of water. When these layers become 
gradually eliminated, the particles get under pressure to more, to be redirect or to get closer; all this 
in microscopic sense means a diminishing of the sizes of the product. If the phenomenon takes 
place gradually and without any obstructions, without considerable variations in the separate parts, 
no dangerous pulling tensions arise, which could lead to destruction and damages. The availability 
of straw or other fibrous materials is strongly recommended, since it contributes to the regulation of 
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the tension in the mass, which is drying. According to Vitruvius: “Besides, it is appropriate for the 
bricks to be produced during the spring or autumn season, in order to dry evenly”. 

The time dedicated to drying should never be less than one month (usually not the two or five 
years, which are mentioned by Vitruvio!). 

The presence of water lowers drastically the resilience to pressure, when dry, till absolute lack 
of such resilience in case of massive infiltration (12-15 weight percent water). In fact, the massive 
infiltration is hard to discover, because if the clay fraction in the mixture is appropriate, the saturated 
surface layers create a temporary obstacle to the further infiltration.  

The boundaries for strength and durability of earth have always been obvious to its users, 
which why it is hard to find something, which is present in nature that has not been used as a 
supplement to improve its qualities. Straw has surely been the most functional and widely used 
material, together with the combination earth-water. Its role, as it was mentioned previously, is to 
ease the drying process and to act as a mechanical stabilizer for the pulling tensions (especially 
during the drying stage) and the bending ones (at the place of the object). The mechanical 
contribution, introduced by straw, is surely modest but still important.  

The stability of the dimensions can turn into a critical factor during eventual restoration works, 
under which the fresh material has to be administered next to the initial and well dried one.  

The diminishing of the sizes depends on the amount of water, which is used for the mixture, by 
the fraction and the type of clay, gravel and sand that are available, as well as by the amount of 
straw and can be strongly predetermined by specific additions such as lime and especially cement. 
In general the scope of variation of the sizes of the product without supplements varies between 5 
and 15%. 

At present the added lime (including the „quicklime”, i.e. CaO, depending on the dryer / 
humidity redactor) to the earth is a common practice in consolidation/stabilization works, for 
example for construction of infrastructure, roads, airports, hill slopes and others. The technical and 
economic results, achieved during these specific applications, are positive as a whole; the 
supplement percentage, often bound with hydraulic cement, is at present about 5 weight percent.  

For the specific application, which is relevant for our present job, adding lime allows the 
securing of greater stability of the dimensions of the brick, especially in case of eventual restoration, 
to the loss of greater porosity (which would drastically lessen during drying). Still we have to say 
that upon authors’ estimation the advantages in terms of higher mechanical strength, although they 
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are already listed in published experiments, are quite inferior and never so long that it can 
significantly improve the strength class of the original material. 

Cement supplements, which as a whole vary within the boundaries of 5-15% including the level 
of the earth, can contribute for improving the stability of dimensions, often lowered to a part of the 
percent. In this case this can only happen only at the expense of increase of porosity, which 
appears insensitive to expansion as are the phenomena with formation of ice. Quite considerable is 
also the improvement its stability in cases with water infiltration.  

It is not necessary to add bonding substances such as lime and cement in their quality of 
stabilizers in order to improve the mechanical features of the material; change of resilience to 
pressure at low doses should be carefully checked in each specific case (sometimes situations 
might even get worse). In larger doses the economic balance of the supplement is worsened and 
the earthen material becomes unnatural, which leads to a material with a cement base with a very 
poor quality and just few improvements of the mechanical characteristics. 

Additionally, we should not forget that considering that the modern cements are being 
produced only following a dry technology, this has caused an increase in the percentage of the 
salts, which dissolve in the product, with the appearance of obvious problems in cases of use of 
particularly porous formulas and therefore constructions, which are subject to water circulation. 

In some cases the stabilization (towards water or a mechanical one) of earth can be 
accomplished through the adding of polymer substances to the mixture or by additional treatment 
with impregnating solutions after maturation. The use of products with modern formulas (for 
example based on TEOS) and of hydrophobic materials (for example based on alkylalkoxysyloxan) 
is an operation, which should be considered only sporadically and not as a regular intervention 
procedure on buildings made from unfired earth. According to the rules the longevity of the building 
should be ensured through restoration with suitable traditional materials at the eroded layers, the 
plasters, the covers, etc. which means regular maintenance.  

The use of these modern materials, which obviously fall outside this context, can be 
considered adequate in exceptional intervention cases, but in this case, also taking into 
consideration the published controversial information, it is necessary that preliminary and 
sufficiently long experimentation is envisaged.  

The earth itself can be used for plastering masonry external walls. As far as it is a layer, which 
separates the constructive material (in this case unfired earth) from the environment (more 
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specifically the external one), together with the aesthetic function, in combination with painting, 
plaster has a fixed technical function to protect from aggressive influences, always connected with 
water. Considering the large surface of the plaster, which is subject to evaporation, the drying up 
should be limited by positioning of fibers, including synthetic polymer ones.  

As it was already presented in a pervious section, the plasters should be carefully researched 
and implemented in places, where the material underneath them should be protected.  It is first of 
all recommended to use plasters produced on lime basis (usual and hydraulic one), while those at 
cement basis are not advisable to use, because they have too high mechanic resilience compared 
to the base, hence problematic bonding as far as heat expansion is concerned, as far as possible 
sources of soluble salts. 

 
5.2. Problems related to decay of traditional buildings heritage: poor intervention practices 

Within the compact centers of the small village settlements within the territory of Marmilla until 
the end of the Second World War it was easy to discover architectural uniformity, which made them 
easily recognizable carriers of a defined local identity.  

The ancient building practices were passed from generation to generation only through 
practical experience and are based not so much on theoretical postulates and mathematical 
planning abstractions, but on empirical evaluations, accumulated from everyday life experience. 
The static stability and general safety of pre-modern construction should be associated more with 
the skills of the brigades (to do the job according to all professional requirements, i.e. according to 
the criteria and rules for good construction) than with investments in processing the used materials. 
These rules are a part of the local technical construction knowledge, constantly enriched through 
constructive solution, which during the time of the centuries of practical experience have ensu8red 
a convincing response to specific problems.  

The art of pre-modern construction is strongly connected with the culture from a certain period 
of time within the specific territory where it is evolving.  

In the relationship between the settlement and the location, broadening the scope of the 
question with the connection between the culture of inhabitation and the territory namely is where 
the fundamental character of national architecture can be discovered.  

Architecture is in fact the art of the place and the traditional building traditions should be taken 
as its optimal demonstration, because they manage to combine in the best possible way all needs 
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of the respective local community within a certain territorial context through the experience, which 
the community itself has accumulated during the period of its existence. The material culture in a 
certain sphere and with it the kind of construction are inseparably connected with the available 
natural materials, which are good for using for construction purposes.  

All traditional buildings have been planned as large mounting boxes, in which the reversible 
putting together of constructive elements and the finishing works that follow is based on a system of 
weak connections, which allows  interpretation of construction as a complex of layers on several 
levels with diversified functions. Historic construction in the region has always been characterized 
with its readiness for dismounting, which made possible, and even eased, the practice of 
maintenance and replacing of elements in a poor state. This in reality allowed longevity of the 
antique building and preserved it.  

The intensive search for a greater amount of housing, which appeared mostly due to massive 
urbanization, related to the policy for industrial development, predefines a strong thrust in the 
construction sector, focused mainly on construction of residential buildings. The setting up of new 
peripheral zones in the cities puts under question the mere reasons for living in traditional places.  

Even though the settlements within the territory of Marmilla are much more weakly affected by 
these social and cultural phenomena, in comparison with the rest of Italy (within the boundaries of 
this territory cannot be discovered neither the problems, related to post-war reconstruction, nor 
those connected with industrial development), still it cannot be denied that during the period of 
upheaval of the 60s and especially after the 70s, they undergo a considerable migration flow, 
directed towards the more important city centers of Italy, bringing about considerable diminishing of 
the population.  

The house, positioned in the center of plot (single family house) becomes the symbol of a 
renewed society, which intends to get rid of the introverted culture and is turning into a typological 
model, which best responds to the needs of a new way of life, connected with the external world.  

The heaviest consequence for the settlements from the territory of Marmilla, namely the 
distinction between the material culture of the craftsmanship concept and the new industrial 
approach, which is alien to the region, should be sought namely within the quick dissemination of 
new construction technologies, which quite probably is the first reason for the decline of traditional 
historic built heritage.  
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The ultimate breakage between the traditional construction culture and the modern one is 
actually implemented within a short time period of about thirty years, during which the advantages 
of modern planning and the production of construction materials creates a seemingly 
insurmountable distance between the old buildings and contemporary people.  

Construction ceased to be a local factor and turned into a system for mounting standard 
elements, which are not related to a specific material culture and can be repeated everywhere.  

Parallel with this takes place a transfer of the technical skills of the builders, accumulated 
directly through practical experience on construction sites, towards new professional skills on 
control and management of the planning and implementation of the construction stages.  

The diligence, which pre-industrial builders invested in the connections and the ways of 
grouping the different houses, combining at the same time the individual character of each of them 
with the more general requirements, related to the balance of the settlement, falls into crisis due to 
the use of models, the individuality of which dominates the common settlement system, changing, 
often irreversibly, the nature and image of the towns and villages.  

A great part of the plans limited themselves to the specification of obligations and restrictions 
on issues, related to classical city planning parameters, without initiating a cognitive project, which 
sets as its objective the discovery of basic and structuring rules for the settlement. Among the 
solutions, which contribute quite a lot for the changes in pre-industrial settlements in Sardinia, can 
be mentioned the provisions for withdrawing of the houses from the streets for the purpose of 
broadening the street bed for making pavements – in connection with the establishment of a 
settlement model, which is inherent for the contemporary peripheral city parts, but surely void of 
any connection with the logic of the old town, with the possibility of saturation of the connected 
spaces in separate plots without fixing the ways of integrating the new buildings within these plots. 
The new possibility for making subterranean premises, including such with large dimensions, which 
inevitably interfere with the complex system of connections between the existing constructions and 
the empty spaces within the yards. It cannot be omitted also the practice for destroying traditional 
buildings at more or less progressed level of decay, in order for new buildings, which blindly and 
rudely imitate the ones which existed previously, without capturing their characteristics, thus turning 
into unpleasant caricatures. 
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The dissemination of modern and industrialized construction models, together with such 
materials as concrete, brings about losses for some construction and formal elements, inherent for 
pre-modern architecture.  

The destructive effect, which some technological solutions have had on traditional construction, 
is added to this. In this connection it is sufficient to mention the use of between-floor plates out of 
bricks and concrete, replacing the beams; the use of concrete blocks for creating walls or even 
worse – for correcting parts in a poor state, the change of the roof construction or other construction 
elements, friezes, cornices, decorative elements on doors and windows, balconies, use of stone 
covering for stimulation of constructive walls of visible stone and other. 

Luckily, people have started to rediscover in the old settlement their group identity, which 
contributes to a renewed desire for a return to it. 

The opinion that the historic centers, as well as the small ones, are rich in value and meaning 
that go beyond the ones that are assigned to them by the antiquity cult is spreading among a wider 
part of society, on the basis of the understanding that they preserve the cultural product of an entire 
community form a certain historic period.  

Starting from the premise that the existing should be taken as a mandatory value, the concepts 
for change, resilience, context, belonging and identity are interpreted in an entirely new vision as far 
as the recent past is concerned and are turned into a “bearing part of the project”.  

Restoration for the purpose of conservation, which sets uninterrupted use and reuse as a 
necessary condition for evading the disappearance of basic construction, is thus transformed in one 
of the instruments (probably the most important one), which valorizes and re-launches the 
economic potential, which pre-modern settlements still offer, opening the way for resources 
management, which is in concert with a more balanced relation between settlement and territory.  

This new understanding of architecture is supported by several technical considerations, well 
known to people with experience in the sphere of traditional settlements and the related 
construction practice.  

The considerable unity of basic construction, combined with its ability to undertake eventual 
changes, most surely makes the operations for adaptation of traditional buildings to the 
requirements of modern life a bit harder. This can be considered valid also for preserving the active 
regulatory standards.  
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It should not however be forgotten that a great part of the restoration events are carried out on 
the basis of operational criteria, which are absolutely disconcerted from those typical for traditional 
construction or use incompatible materials, which makes them twist the cultural, historical and 
material nature of the ancient settlements, thus twisting also the way of understanding the 
restoration procedure. 

 
5.3. Analysis of decay: common features and classification 

Until now the degradation of a certain building, considered only preventively, was solved 
through destruction and rebuilding of those parts, which are in a poor state.  

Having into consideration the nature, the culture and the socio-economic structure of the 
communities within Marmilla limits the scope of the inherently defined reasons for the degradation, 
because the buildings, which can be included in the local traditional historic heritage, have been 
built almost entirely on a rock foundation, as a whole they are protected from the dominating winds, 
they are positioned at a higher altitude, they are not projected, and the oldest among them were 
built by the owners themselves. The villager-builder knows the territory he settled in, the natural 
elements, the climate, the winds, and the most favorable orientation of the building and puts his 
house-farm in a safe place. The decay, which was cause by internal causes, should almost always 
be related to poor construction, which is visible through non optimal fixation of the walls, using low 
quality stone materials or improper placing of the stone walls. This is not related to the lack of 
knowledge about good construction practices, but on the fact that the villager-builder assigned to 
the house only secondary importance.  

Although the decay of the buildings in most cases comes from the rushed and inappropriate 
making, the external reasons for decay, which have similar consequences, are also mainly 
connected to human actions. The construction behavior during the last thirty years too often 
overlooked the structural and constructive relations, which are built between new and traditional 
buildings, connected to them.  

In the case with the buildings in Marmilla the interaction between construction sites having 
different constructive, formal characteristics and sizes, are among the main factors for the problems 
with the walls and coverage of traditional buildings. We are speaking of events on destruction and 
reconstruction, implemented vastly throughout the settlements in Marmilla during theт ’70s and 
onwards through the introduction of new buildings, incompatible with the existing buildings as a 
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shape, dimensions and construction technology; change of static balances as a result of the 
introduction of horizontal elements (between-floor plates out of bricks and concrete as alternatives 
to wood) and vertical elements with behaviors different to those used in traditional construction, 
both as far as constructive influences are concerned, as well as the heat expansion characteristics, 
which often led to serious destructions and in many cases – even collapse of the worst connected 
bearing constructions.  

Abandonment of traditional historic buildings is another substantial reason for decay: the lack 
of regular maintenance causes worsening of the state of the construction, which usually and 
gradually spreads starting from the top and going down. The first element, which is included in this 
process is the roof: worsening the status of the tile coverage allows infiltration of rain water, which 
inevitably predefines the decay of the bearing wooden constructions and the degradation (first of 
the friezes, and then of the main masonry corpus) of the stone walls and those made from unbaked 
soil. This influence is often accompanied by presence of different floral kinds, which contribute to 
the decay of certain sensitive parts of traditional construction, such as eaves and friezes.  

As we mentioned previously, due to the local nature and the internally inherent ability of 
traditional construction to be dismantled and maintained, within the Marmilla buildings the natural 
reasons are not generating such destructive effects, which would not allow restorative intervention 
and repeated use.  

 

6. Characteristics of typical architecture 

6.1 Classification of materials 

One initial classification of construction materials divides them into natural and artificial ones. 
The initial category encompasses the stone materials, which can be placed after simple operations 
of a physical type such as extraction/cutting at the quarry, carving and shaping up of products out of 
unbaked soil after extraction of the raw substance from the quarry, a mixture of water and straw, 
molding and drying. The second category includes those materials, which, even though they are 
made out of natural materials, have gone through obvious transformations with chemical or mineral 
nature, usually due to treating them under high temperatures in special installations. These are the 
baked bricks and tiles, connecting substances (gypsum, lime and hydraulic cements) and therefore 
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solutions and types of concrete, glass, metals and synthetic polymers. Production of some of these 
materials in the past, more specifically production of lime and bricks, has been done is small “rural” 
installations, while after the WWII the latter were produced in large industrial installations, usually 
located away from the small centers, where they were supposed to be used. 

Another classification, directly related to the problems of decay, with special focus on those 
materials, which are used as a basis for the elaboration of bearing constructions and roofs, can be 
produced through separation of the constructive materials into compact and porous. The saturation 
with pores of the material plays a fundamental role, both as far as physical-mechanical 
characteristics are concerned, as well as concerning resilience to destructive influences. In the first 
case the presence of hollow places within the construction, causes lowering of the resistance to 
pressure as well as of elasticity, while in the second case they are capillarity or permeability, though 
which water penetrates and accumulates various chemical substances in suspensions (salts, 
gases). 

The first category encompasses rocks such as a granites, basalts, sandstones and compact 
types of lime, or specific concretes with extremely good mechanical characteristics.  

The second, more common category, encompasses the “normal” concretes, bricks and tiles, 
the lime and cement solutions and plasters and a great portion of the stones such as tuff, trachytes 
and other sandstones and calcareous marl as well as products from unfired earth. The saturation of 
pores here is represented by a complex of microscopic hollow cavities, formed thanks to the lack of 
full contact between the particles in their hard state; these cavities have various sizes and are 
connected in different ways. Water can penetrate capillary or through leakages under pressure in 
vast spaces of the material.  

 
6.2. Materials and techniques of pre-modern construction in Marmilla: houses of earth, 

stone, wood 

Within the Marmilla settlements, connected mainly with the rural lifestyle, construction activity 
here was based mainly on the use of natural materials only; in addition to this, here as well as in 
other zones in Sardinia, investing resources on the part of the brigades has been diminished to a 
minimum. The level of processing of the materials was necessary mainly for the proper positioning 
of the construction materials. 
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In-depth knowledge and implementation of antique techniques, established in time through the 
accumulated practical and everyday life experience and the constant maintenance activity actually 
guaranteed not only the specialized processing of materials, but also the longevity of the buildings 
and represent the two most common elements in construction. 

Similarly to what is established in a great part of the Mediterranean regions, traditional 
architecture in Marmilla and its borderline zones is architecture of earth, stone and wood (and a few 
other derivative materials), which is not strange, considering the fact that these are the most 
common and easy to find resources, therefore – the cheapest ones.  

Traditional historic construction in these regions is based on the principle of dry assembly of 
the elements: the pre-modern house can be likened to a huge assembly box, in which only the wall 
is a long-term and uninterrupted element. Everything else – the constructions and the coverage, the 
between-floor plates, the little and simple finishing jobs – can be disassembled and remounted in 
each and every moment, without questioning the effectiveness of the entire system.  

The data for the materials and the constructions form the fundamental aspect in defining the 
uniform sub-zones, which allows the distinction of zones with earthen construction and zones with 
dominantly stone construction. Within the boundaries of these last ones additional distinction 
between basalt, trachyte, marl zones, as well as zones of tuff and sandstone can be done. 

The construction techniques gain a narrowly local connotation based on the materials, which 
are available within the territory. This is why there are settlements where the dominating material is 
only one, as is the case with the villages in Grighine, built entirely out of red trachyte, or the case of 
the villages in the two Marmillas where the dominating stones are marl and snadstones, or in the 
case of northern Campidano, where the unfired clay is the most common material, but there are 
also settlements with mixed techniques, where are established extremely interesting material and 
technology mixes. Combining earth and stone for example is surely among the most important and 
solutions and can be found in the greater part of the settlements from the two Marmillas, still the 
settlements from upper Marmilla, near to Grighine and Monte Archi, which have masonry 
constructions, produced from the use of several kinds of stone (red trachyte, marl, yellow 
sandstone, basalt and in some case also unfired earth) should not be neglected. 
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6.3. Walls of earth – walls of stone 

Within the settlements from the territory of Marmilla the construction cultures based on unfired 
earth and stone are in constant dialogue and the techniques are mingled within interesting forms.  

The walls from unfired earth are made out of bricks with dimensions 40х20х10 cm, in 
geometrical ratio, which requires each of the sides to be double compared to the previous one and 
are usually built above a fundamental stone plinth, the coarse structure of which prevented the 
appearance of capillary humidity, which is destructive for the walls in general and in particular for 
those made out of unfired earth. Plastering the masonry surfaces with appropriately mixed lime 
solutions and earth was a common construction practice, aiming at protecting the wall from sliding 
and sagging; still it is not so uncommon to find walls, which have not been plastered, but still remain 
perfectly preserved.  

The care and the good resilience built inside the entire masonry unfired earth corpus did not 
however guarantee resilience of the wall in extremely unfavorable atmospheric conditions – during 
a strong storm in 1827 the entire region of Marmilla got flooded and the unfired earthen houses 
literally dissolved like sugar. 

Compared to the wall made from unfired earth, even if the colors differ slightly due to the 
pigmentation variations owed to the different nature of the used earth (which can be assessed only 
in the case of missing plaster), which has quite uniform characteristics within the entire region of 
distribution, the stone wall, depending on the kind of stone and the technique used, offers a very 
broad selection of solutions, often relevant for very distant regions.  

The typical configuration consists in the simultaneous building of two parallel external stone 
walls, separated by an empty space, filled in with earth, small stones and pieces of brick. The 
stability of the wall, considering the weakness of the filling, depends on the passing elements, 
which thanks to the considerable dimensions and their frontal location connect the two walls directly 
and give to them an acceptable level of strength. 

We should not forget that the masonry constructions in Sardinia – land, which is famous for its 
seismic stability – should not be obliged to take into consideration dynamic and unpredictable 
tensions, arising from the influences of earthquakes, which allowed the Sardinian constructors to 
build their houses in a much calmer manner compared to other Mediterranean regions.  

Since the second half of the ХХ century becomes established, at least concerning the more 
valuable buildings, the use of connecting solutions based on lime, which guarantees greater 
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interaction between the stone pieces, an increase of the coherence of the built corpus and its 
solidity and consequentially – general stability. During the same period, and in particular during the 
first half of ХХ century, is disseminated the practice of jointing the stone pieces with lime solutions, 
for the purpose of protecting the core of the wall from water leakage that run along the external 
surface.  

In a number of settlements in Marmilla for building the walls is used both unfired earth as well 
as stones. Sometimes lighter walls, which are a mixture of clay, sand and straw are used for 
building the upper floors, while the stone walls are used for the ground floors.  

 
6.4. Roofs 

The roofs have wooden construction everywhere, with simple or double skeleton, and such 
complex elements as girders or pseudo-girders are used. The schemes for covering the houses 
basically include two symmetrical slopes, while the roofs of the loggias and of the agricultural 
buildings have a single slope. Still in some of the bigger houses of affluent local people, the use of 
separate roof elements is also common.  

The coverage is done out of Sardinian tiles, placed in a very simple way upon a plane of reeds 
or on the connecting earthen plaster, stabilized in the newer houses with lime. The reeds lining is 
placed upon wooden planks and is bound by means of large reeds (with diameter of more than 25 
mm), placed parallel to the planks with distance between them of about 50 cm.  

 
6.5. Solutions for shaping up the eaves 

Leading away the waters represents an extremely important aspect of traditional architecture 
on the territory of Marmilla. There are many solutions for the eaves, characteristic especially for the 
houses, being one of the few elements of pre-modern construction, together with the openings, 
which introduced a small decorative architectural contribution, dominated by the minimum that is 
necessary for the archetype of the built forms.  

The multiple solutions for the eaves of the old buildings can be related to two large families – 
one that has a gutter collecting the water and another one that has none.  
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The most common systems are the elementary ones, which do not envisage collecting of the 
rain water, but function on the principle of direct distancing through an oriel of about one half of their 
length, through tile-gutters. The brick cornices were often plastered and decorated.  

The usage of the first systems for leading the water away by means of gutters was 
disseminated during the second half of the XIX century among the greater part of the rich houses 
and originates from the purely urban architectural models. Leading the water away was solved in 
the simplest cases by the use of side gutter, placed alongside the eaves or frontal, perpendicular to 
the gutter and usually made out of convex tiles; in most case through metal vertical gutters, 
connected to the eaves through special parts, passing through the entire width of the wall and 
joining each other in a special element, situated in the upper end of the drain pipe. 

It was common for the master houses to cover the gutter with a wall of thick bricks, as a rule 
not higher than one meter, situated on a cornice protruding from the surface of the wall.  

The side friezes, which represent a different particularly important element in the overall roof 
system in all settlements within the region of Marmilla, are elaborated in a total of three different 
ways. It is interesting to point out that the different kind of side friezes do not depend on the 
importance of the building, i.e. each of the three solutions is used independent whether it is for a 
poor house or for a house with higher architectural value.  

 
 
6.6. Between-floor plates 

The between-floor plates, used in pre-modern construction on the territory of the Marmilla 
settlements, are almost entirely with wooden construction, which usually consists of a simple 
skeleton of beams, positioned perpendicular to the division walls, propping the beams on the floor. 
The most frequently used kinds of timber material are chestnut, poplar, oak, olive tree, and even if a 
bit more rarely in other regions – red cedar; besides this, in more recent construction the use of the 
cheaper fir-tree timber is not so rare. In the oldest houses, but also quite frequently in those that are 
built during the first years of the ХХ century, the shaping of the beams is minimal: this means 
simply cut beams with almost round sections with varying diameters and sometimes not quite 
straight.   

Since the beginning of the XIX century in the rich houses as well as in the houses of the 
“palazzetto” type has been popularized the use of between-floor plates with finishing elements from 
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the external and internal side such as terracotta floors or colored or painted mosaics upon a 
thickened earthen or lime plaster and ceilings made with reed liners with entwined flattened reeds, 
hanging from the main construction with the help of a skeleton made out of small laths, which have 
later on been plastered with a lime solution. 

Throughout the territory of Marmilla in addition to the plates with dominantly wooden simple or 
double construction, a third solution, which is not popular now, but can still be found throughout 
various settlements, replaces the planks with reed liner (made out of pieces of reed with diameter 
greater than 3 cm), placed on laths, covered with plaster made out of wet clay, sealed and often 
mixed with manure. 

 
6.7. Opening (doors and windows) 

The domination of the build mass above the “empty spaces” represents a constant feature of 
the construction language of the Meditterranean and due to this particular reason the openings gain 
special importance, being a special and remarkable place within the masonry structure. Despite the 
structure and massiveness, characteristic for the walls – stone walls as well as walls made of 
unfired earth, the system of the openings represents one of the distinctive elements of architecture 
of the settlements throughout the territory of Marmilla. 

Cultural, technological and ecological reasons are connected to the small dimensions of the 
doors and windows in the Marmilla house. As a consequence of the typical Mediterranean culture 
of introversion of the agricultural and stock-breeding population, the streets in these settlements are 
separate mainly by tall fences; a hostile atmosphere, especially during the summer, bearing strong 
changes of temperature – both seasonal as well such around the clock, which leads to lessening of 
the heat exchange between the internal and the external space, entrusting the heat and water 
comfort of the house to the heat inertia of the large masonry masses. Sizing the small openings 
turns into an important solution, which allows protection of the heated rooms from the cold during 
the winter period, while during the hot summer months it ensures cool temperatures.  

In addition to this we should not forget that the inherent thriftiness connected to the processes 
of traditional and national construction presupposed simple and cheap technical solutions, which 
could be combined well with the making of huge openings.  
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According to the practice and tradition of the masonry construction, the openings are narrow 
and the often met proportions follow the square model (the oldest houses the side of such a square 
rarely goes beyond 60 cm) or rectangular with ratio between base and height between 2/3 and 1/2. 

Parallel with the lintel and the vault goes the spread of the window door with a balcony, which 
is almost entirely made out of slates, supported by consoles of wrought iron, cast iron or stone, 
supported by railings made out of wrought iron, cast iron or in more recent days – from pre-
fabricated concrete-iron or brick elements.  

The wood types, used for the production of the fixed and movable grids of the frames are 
usually chestnut, oak and parnar, however very rarely in some cases also red cedar is used. 

The windows have window lids which open towards the inner space, which are fixed with 
hinges directly on the movable frame of the window-pane. Due to the difficulty to put glass thicker 
than three millimeters, the frames are supported by one or two transversal elements with a smaller 
section, which together divide the area of the opening into four or six parts.  

All wooden surfaces are covered with several layers of paint and lacquer.  
Ventilation of attic spaces, dedicated for storage, have traditionally been provided through 

small openings, which within the territory of Marmilla have varying shapes and proportions, and 
often enrich the houses with particularly interesting decorative elements: from the oldest ones, 
made from three stones and wooden traverse, the practice goes on to triangular schemes of stone 
blocks, placed against each other and at the end – to an absolutely specific solutions with use of 
directly carved into the stone half-moons or cut rock blocks shaped like ovals or circles.  

The oldest doors are quite simple: they are obviously made with one single wing, there is a 
frame, which is made entirely out of planks and in some cases they have a window, which can be 
opened and which is situated in the upper part, sideways or centrally. The using of two strictly 
symmetrical wings is more typical for the rather refined buildings. The same goes for the relief 
ornamentation. An inseparable part of the door-frames are the metal locks, handles, hinges and 
gavel. 

A greater variety of solutions as far as the doors and windows are concerned is discovered 
with the portal doors. The simplest configuration is represented by a door out of wooden gills put at 
a distance between them, which do not bother the view to the garden – even to this day this option 
is more widely disseminated throughout all villages in Marmilla. At the other end of the variations 
pallet can be discovered the closed portal made of wooden planks, mounted upon a very strong 
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frame of transversal elements and wooden traverses with square section, with two symmetrical 
wings and a door, built-in one of the door wings for the purpose of allowing and easing the access 
of pedestrians to the yard. The hinges of the portal door consisted of two big wooden pillars, 
attached to the wall through plates and metal elements or in some cases – with appropriately 
profiled stone consoles. The use of stones for protection of the lower part of the door-frame from 
the carts must be mentioned, as well as the presence of a large stone, positioned centrally in the 
portal door, which connects the wings. Mixed solutions, in which the two wings of the portal door 
are completely closed underneath and are made of distanced plates in the upper part, can also be 
discovered. The portal doors usually use the same timber material – chestnut, oak and parnar.  

 
6.8. Staircases 

The Marmilla house is strictly a single-family house and this presupposes that when possible, 
the vertical connections between the different levels should be secured directly from within.  

In fact the external staircases are made predominantly in the cases of increasing the housing 
height, where the house does not possess enough space for connecting the different levels from 
within; in these situations the staircase is envisaged to be positioned under the loggias in a manner 
allowing minimum discomfort for the family.  

The internal staircases are mainly two different typological and constructive models – made of 
wooden elements or entirely out of masonry. In the first case the construction is basic, comprising 
of two lateral beams with the same slope as that of the ladder (usually very steep) and propped on 
the beams of the grid of the between-floors plate. The steps of the staircase are made of wooden 
planks with width between two and four centimeters, supported by and connected to the lateral 
beams through nailed laths, or, although much rarer, inserted in the beams through special 
channels. The railing is fixed directly upon the lateral beams and is made with a construction of 
vertical elements with square section, supporting the handle, which also has a square section, 
together with a line of supporting diagonals alongside the entire railing. No decorative elements for 
the wooden staircase were envisaged. It was configured as a purely functional element.  

In order to be used as a small sub-staircase facility room, the staircase was often lined with 
planks, nailed on the inner side of the support beams.  
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The masonry type of staircases were made out of stone blocks, fired bricks and unfired ones 
with various geometries and constructive schemes, which are usually reduced to an ascending 
vault and are inserted between two bearing walls.  

The railing of the masonry staircases is usually made through putting together of brackets, 
solid rods, profiles with square section and flat ones made of wrought iron and cast iron. The 
handle is made out of both metal elements, as well as wooden profiles. The ornaments are 
introduced at the end of the XIX century with floral motives and interesting expressive mixtures with 
a high level of artistic expressiveness.  

Within the multiple houses in upper Marmilla, Grighine and Sarcidano, where there was a 
practice to build on rock formations that appear on the surface, the staircases quite often were 
formed directly inside the natural stone.  

The location of the staircase inside the house varies according to the specific case. As a whole 
the staircase is not separated from the rooms, in which it is positioned, regardless whether it is a 
kitchen or a bedroom, but it can be placed inside a special room with small dimensions, which also 
serves as a closet. 

 
6.9. External and internal types of paving 

The paving in the yards were usually made of stone blocks with small and medium sizes (from 
7/8 to 15 cm) or more rarely – and only when speaking of spaces, which are a part of the yard of a 
rich houses – with uniform pebbles. The stone elements are placed directly on the compacted soil 
and are positioned in a way, which leads the water to the lines for natural drainage, directed 
towards the door, in the direction of the gate.  

The positioning of the pieces of rock and the pebbles as a whole is not related to specific 
geometrical drawings, but, as is typical for the national architecture, it has a purely functional 
purpose.  

The distribution of the external spaces, adjoining the house, follows the relief and the shape of 
the plot and no modeling of the earth, through digging and backfill, is done except in special cases.  

Within the different settlements in Marmilla and Grighine the surface rocks, quite pretty vast, 
solved the issue with the pavement of the yard: it is quite often that large trachyte or marl plates 
represent the natural plane for walking in all villages in the territory of Marmilla.  
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The most important public areas, such as the church yards for example, are covered with 
gravel or cobbled-stones, which often have a detailed painting.  

The solutions for the pavements for the inner parts of the houses are just a few, quite basic 
and in fact limited to the rooms on the ground floor, considering that the floors in the second floor 
rooms were most often done directly out of wooden planks, placed on top of the plate with a 
wooden grid.  

One of the most popular and archaic systems, which is used quite often during the last 
decades of the ХХ centuries, includes the simultaneous use of clay, ox manure and hay that were 
compressed periodically and allowed the created of a separation layer from the earth with a width 
between 10 and 20 cm and the positioning of a floor, which is almost water-proof and free of dust. 

B) Restoration and repeated use of buildings in Bulgaria 

1. Reasons for the collapse of buildings 

The buildings which represent the architectural and cultural heritage of Bulgaria have to be 
maintained and preserved properly. This requires s set of measures, focused at protecting the 
buildings from collapsing, including their external appearance – façade, roof, doors, windows and 
their interior. Most of the buildings with architectural significance are currently functioning as 
museums and galleries, which means that they represent storage for temporary or permanent 
exhibitions and expositions with valuable exhibits. This purpose is related to a constant flow of 
visitors which requires certain micro-climate of the spaces in the building which is suitable for both 
the exhibits and the visitors. Another important part of the Bulgarian architectural heritage are 
monasteries, churches and temples. In addition to their impressive exterior, they present extremely 
valuable murals, frescoes and mosaics. What we can generalize out of that is that the various 
buildings-monuments had been built at different time with different materials, in accordance to the 
various architectural and construction plans. Irrespectively of these differences, as the specialists in 
this field state, the reasons for the collapse of the buildings are the same and are based upon the 
changes on the atmosphere conditions such as air pressure, temperatures and humidity11. 

 
11 Klimamarket. Microclimate in buildings – architectural monuments (http://www.climamarket.bg/микроклимат-в-сгради-
архитектурни-па.html, 18.11.2013) 

http://www.climamarket.bg/%D0%BC%D0%B8%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%BA%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%BC%D0%B0%D1%82-%D0%B2-%D1%81%D0%B3%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B4%D0%B8-%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%85%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%82%D1%83%D1%80%D0%BD%D0%B8-%D0%BF%D0%B0.html
http://www.climamarket.bg/%D0%BC%D0%B8%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%BA%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%BC%D0%B0%D1%82-%D0%B2-%D1%81%D0%B3%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B4%D0%B8-%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%85%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%82%D1%83%D1%80%D0%BD%D0%B8-%D0%BF%D0%B0.html
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One of the most important elements of each and every building is the external isolating plaster. 
It protects the wall and the structure of the building from the atmospheric conditions. The constant 
humidity from raining and snowing, followed by the freezing of water penetrates the plaster slowly, 
and surely destroys the external walls of the buildings. Other factors which have a detrimental 
influence upon the buildings are the UVs and particularly, the sulfur and nitrogen oxides in the air, 
which create acids upon their contact with water molecules12.  

In the area of building construction, the high level of humidity can be pointed as the main cause 
of devastation. Raising the level of moisture in the masonry above 1% reduces its thermal 
properties by nearly 5%. The primary mechanisms of hygroscopicity are: 

• Capillary rising damp - moisture by capillary forces its way through the entire 
masonry. Most often infiltration of moisture starts from the facades and the poorly 
sealed areas which are in contact with the soil; 

• Items with high hygroscopic properties - aextremely dangerous are the chloride 
and hydroxide salts which absorb water molecules from the surrounding air. Their high 
hygroscopicity is the reason for the uptake and retention of moisture in the pores of the 
construction material, which then covers the entire masonry. Once it penetrates into the 
capillaries of the masonry, the moisture may not be vaporized, so that the soluble salt is 
converted to salt crystals. This chemical reaction, however, proceeds simultaneously 
with the increase of the crystallized salt, which in the capillary system of the masonry 
leads to increase of pressure and thus in the destruction of the building material. Once 
the process of crystallization is completed and the surface of the wall has obtained a 
so-called "blooming" of the crystals, the absorption of moisture is not completed. The 
crystals continue to absorb water, dissolve and to get directed to that part of the wall or 
plaster, which has not yet been subjected to the destructive power of the salt crystals. 
The reasons for the penetration of harmful salts in the individual building elements are 
varied, so that in the preparation of recovery concept for a building, it is important to 
make a detailed analysis of the reasons for their occurrence, not just locating salt 
invasion. 

 
12 Renovation and rehabilitation of facades by the system weber.san.// Направи сам, 2007, №11 
(http://napravisam.net/?p=2866, 18.11.2013) 

http://napravisam.net/?p=2866
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• Slope water - in cases where the water comes into contact with the outer walls 
under pressure, it flows not only in the capillaries but also enters directly into the 
materials used for the construction of the wall; 

• Capillary condensation - water vapor in the capillaries of the masonry of the 
gas passes into a liquid state, i.e., condenses upon reaching certain levels of humidity; 

• Surface condensation - condensation taking place in the environment13; 
Construction materials used for the construction of most of the architectural monuments are 

characterized by a typically higher hygroscopicity unlike the used materials up to now. This 
therefore is the reason for the higher humidity levels, leading to the emergence of different 
deformations and changes of the building. Based on a study about the effects of moisture and 
temperature fluctuations on the building shell, it is good to keep the temperature up 18C ° in winter 
and up to 20C ° in the summer. The relative humidity should reach 50% with possible deviations of 
up to 5%, which in warmer months should be increased and thus during the cold months should be 
reduced.14 

Source: http://napravisam.net/wp-content/uploads/Vandex-011.jpg 

                                                 
13 RÖFIX. Services: Useful Information: Rehabilitation systems (http://www.roefix.bg/USLUGI/Polezna-informaciya/Sanirane-
Restavraciya-Ekologichni-produkti/Kakvo-e-neobhodimo-da-znem/CANIRASCHI-CICTEMI, 19.11.2013) 
14 Klimamarket. Microclimate in buildings – architectural monuments (http://www.climamarket.bg/микроклимат-в-сгради-
архитектурни-па.html, 18.11.2013) 
 

http://napravisam.net/wp-content/uploads/Vandex-011.jpg
http://www.roefix.bg/USLUGI/Polezna-informaciya/Sanirane-Restavraciya-Ekologichni-produkti/Kakvo-e-neobhodimo-da-znem/CANIRASCHI-CICTEMI
http://www.roefix.bg/USLUGI/Polezna-informaciya/Sanirane-Restavraciya-Ekologichni-produkti/Kakvo-e-neobhodimo-da-znem/CANIRASCHI-CICTEMI
http://www.climamarket.bg/%D0%BC%D0%B8%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%BA%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%BC%D0%B0%D1%82-%D0%B2-%D1%81%D0%B3%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B4%D0%B8-%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%85%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%82%D1%83%D1%80%D0%BD%D0%B8-%D0%BF%D0%B0.html
http://www.climamarket.bg/%D0%BC%D0%B8%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%BA%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%BC%D0%B0%D1%82-%D0%B2-%D1%81%D0%B3%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B4%D0%B8-%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%85%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%82%D1%83%D1%80%D0%BD%D0%B8-%D0%BF%D0%B0.html
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1. Moisture, which is seeping through the concrete and climbing up the capillaries 
2. Moisture, which penetrating the wall laterally 
3. Hygroscopic moisture penetrating from the air  
4. Condensing of steam in the wall 
5. Moisturizing from rain water and water splashes 
6. Moisturizing due to leaks in the plumbing  
 
The wet environment also creates favorable conditions for the development of various 

microorganisms such as mold, mildew, fungus, etc., which are most often identified by a dark 
colored spots that form the walls and ceilings. Most at risk of destruction facades are located near 
the roof, where the roof leak and water pours directly on the wall. The same effect was observed in 
the cases of outfalls that are not cleaned of leaves, snow and debris. Most serious, however is the 
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situation around the plinth of the building where both plaster and masonry itself are subject to more 
moisture because the roof cannot protect them. In addition to this, the angle at which the water 
drops is very small. The water which is overflowing or leaking from the outfalls is falling heavily and 
is thus sprayed on the facades of approximately 1 meter in height.  Often there are cases, in which 
the horizontal waterproofing that prevents the spread of moisture in the wall of the capillaries is 
absolutely absent.  

The first visible manifestation of impending trouble consists in the formation of damp patches 
on the plaster, followed by the appearance of white spots. The reason for this can be sought in the 
penetrated in the wall plaster water, which dissolves mineral salts such as chlorides, carbonates, 
sulfates, nitrates, which are an integral part of the construction materials. In the process of drying, 
the water transports them to the very surface of the plaster and upon vaporization, where 
appropriate, the dissolved salts appear in a form of a powder. This deposition of salts in the form of 
powder leads to loosening of the plaster, gradual detachment of the layers and it is even possible 
that in some locations whole layers are separated, leading to the complete opening of the masonry. 
This damage may cover both external and internal plastering. When the water cannot evaporate, as 
already mentioned, a process of crystallization of the salts occurs. 

In the area around the cap of the building is often seen more prominently light colored band, 
which is formed as a result of the deposited surface of the dissolved salts. It clearly highlights the 
different height of wettability of the surface layer of the building in the winter and the summer, since 
the salts are removed by evaporation of water. The lowest level should cause the greatest anxiety, 
because it shows the constant level of humidity of the plaster. The formation of salts cannot be 
viewed solely as a decorative problem, on the contrary, it contributes to the mechanical destruction 
of the plaster. This is due to the fact that the salts close the pores of the walls, and thus limit their 
ability of the water to pass through them, holding it in the masonry and upon its freezing the 
inevitable process of destruction occurs. 

The bricks may also be subject to deterioration from moisture and chemically aggressive 
substances, as they are highly porous and smooth moisture penetrates in them. Open capillary 
bricks facilitate its passage both in length and in depth of the lining.  

Another no less important cause of leaking and spreading throughout the whole masonry 
moisture is the lack of horizontal waterproofing foundations of brick masonry. This is the reason 
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why, even in the cases of perfectly executed waterproofing of restored old buildings, moisture from 
groundwater gets into masonry and extends throughout its whole area. 

The penetrated moisture gets into the plaster, as a result of which the walls are getting wet, the 
relative humidity of the air in the building is above the normal range, there is a formation of salts 
and of course, destruction of the plaster. For this reason, before you move on to the recovery of an 
old building solve this problem first15. 

The outdoor concrete surfaces, such as the construction materials before are not eternal and 
resistant to changing weather conditions, especially moisture, regardless of its source - flowing, rain 
or ground water. Well known is the fact that their durability and resistance is determined by the well-
designed and executed accordingly reinforced concrete structure. Despite that, it is highly 
susceptible to corrosion. On the other hand, the extremely thin layer of cement which protects the 
structure can easily and quickly be destroyed as a result of unpreventable process of carbonation of 
concrete under the influence of CO2, contained in the air. Its reaction with the alkali elements in the 
concrete leads to the formation of carbonate compounds, as a result there a reduction in the level 
of alkalinity and a lowering of the hydrogen factor below pH 9. 

More serious is the influence of the information contained in the structure of the concrete and 
the water chloride ions. Along with the moisture they manage to reach the reinforcement, creating 
favorable conditions for corrosion. It is necessary to take urgent measures to prevent this process, 
otherwise the damage could be catastrophic. There are a number of ways of preparation with 
varying degrees of effectiveness, which may be used for the protection and repair of concrete 
structures, depending on the advancement of the corrosion process.16 

What can be summarized is that regardless of the materials used, the old buildings are in need 
of complete renovation. It has not only restorative effect on the facades, but also protects the 
building from further damage and preserves its appearance. This is not possible with the traditional 
building materials, which are widely used for the construction of both residential and public 
buildings. For this purpose there are specifically developed ready to use plaster facades. In 
addition, there are also fully compatible one with other materials, the selection of which is usually 
based on objective conditions and the influences upon the façade of the building. 

 
15 Renovation and rehabilitation of facades by the system weber.san.// Направи сам, 2007, №11 
(http://napravisam.net/?p=2866, 20.11.2013) 
16 Renovation and rehabilitation of facades by the system weber.san.// Направи сам, 2007, №11 
(http://napravisam.net/?p=2866, 20.11.2013) 

http://napravisam.net/?p=2866
http://napravisam.net/?p=2866
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The increased levels of moisture in building materials is a prerequisite for the formation of 
mold, mildew. Mold is a vegetative form of one of the most widespread environmental fungi, the 
development of which is naturally due to the flow of the natural process of decomposition of the 
non-living organic material. Fungus growing in certain circumstances may be useful for the people 
such as those in use for the production of medicines, foods and beverages. In these cases, the 
formation of specific types of fungi has been carried out under controlled technological conditions. 

Source: http://www.allreno.be/vocht4.jpg 

 
Molds are undesirable and harmful in the cases when they develop on the external and internal 

walls, ceilings, roofs and even windows of residential, public and commercial buildings. Their 
"presence" can be seen with the naked eye as a fibrous or powder entity (known as mycelium) or 
felt in their specific smell. Their small size - spores or mycelium parts - as well as air currents 
caused by natural or artificial ventilation of the premises, contribute to their continuous, easy and 
unobstructed circulation outside or inside the buildings. Molds reproduce by means of tiny spores, 
which may interact with moist organic surfaces such as the walls, interior construction materials and 
food and thus transform into vegetative forms, beginning to grow within them and to erode them. 

Favorable conditions for the formation and growth of molds are - the air temperature 10 °C - 32 
°C, relative humidity above 60% and pH range from 3 to 8. It is however important to note that 
different types of fungi can multiply and in a far more favorable conditions for them to grow at 

http://www.allreno.be/vocht4.jpg
http://www.allreno.be/vocht4.jpg
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temperatures lower than 0 °C or at the other end higher by 60 °C, as well as in strongly alkaline or 
strongly acidic conditions. 

In other words mold can exist under different conditions and materials (building materials, 
internal linings, ceilings, tiles, wood surfaces, lime, paint, furniture, etc.) as long as they are 
sufficiently moist and contain minor amounts of oxygen.  

Species diversity of molds that could be formed in the building is extremely high - 200-300 
species. Change in color of the building material is a clear indication of the presence of molds. 
Affected areas are highlighted in different colors depending on the type of mold - white, black, gray, 
blue, etc.17 

As already mentioned the massive and even more in traditional construction problem related to 
the thermodynamics of the buildings has not yet found its full solution. The plaster layers of old 
buildings are cracked and in some places even completely detached, which is a prerequisite for the 
introduction of moisture into the walls, and hence mold. The most likely sources of moisture in 
buildings are the leaking roofs and windows, condensation on cold surfaces, poorly installed and 
running water facilities, building foundations, subjected to constant moisture, etc. 

Generally, the conditions for the mold can be divided into two groups: internal and external. 
External factors: 
• Increased levels of moisture in building structures as a result of a breach of the building 

envelope - plastering, tiling and more; 
• Formation of gaps in the sills, baseboards, roofs, facade decorative elements; 
• Damaged or missing insulation between windows and masonry, and poor linkage between 

individual architectural or subassemblies with the walls; 
• Destruction of the integrity of the roof or waterproofing on roofs without inclination; 
• Damage to water-draining system of the building, such as clogged gutters and overflowing, 

holes and poorly sealed connections between gutters. 
Internal factors:  
• High humidity inside the building;  
• Poorly functioning or missing ventilation;  

 
17 Antonova, Т. Quality of air in rooms. Moisture and mold. Sofia, 2011 
(http://www.ncpha.government.bg/files/IAQ_MOLD_Booklet.pdf, 21.11.2013) 

http://www.ncpha.government.bg/files/IAQ_MOLD_Booklet.pdf
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• Presence of areas with higher than normal vaporization, such as kitchens, beds, indoor 
dryers and the like;  

• Obstructing of the natural circulation of air flow;  
• Stale air.18 
As already mentioned one of the most common causes of moisture - the number one enemy of 

the buildings - is damaged or poorly constructed roof. The majority of the materials used to make 
the roof depreciate and lose their properties when exposed to harsh weather conditions. Materials 
having an inorganic composition depreciate at a slower pace compared to organic. However, it can 
be concluded that all the materials after a certain period of time become obsolete and the presence 
of contaminants in the air accelerates this process. 

Source:  http://elvidom.com/images/stories/uslugi/ViK-11.2011/otp_oluci2.jpg 

 
 
The roofs are highly vulnerable to storms, especially when the wind which accompanies it 

brings fine solids. The wind with speed over 100 km/ h can be devastating for the roofs. One of the 
main reasons that influences destructively on the roofs is the vacuum which the winds create on the 
edges of the construction. The balance occurs in nature zone of lower air pressure which draws in 
air from the zones of higher pressure, which in most cases are those in the interior of the building. 
As a result, a powerful air stream generates a strong pressure from the underside of the roof 
                                                 
18 No moisture and mold (http://www.bezvlaga.com/problem-glavna/muhal-v-doma-ni/, 22.11.2013) 

http://elvidom.com/images/stories/uslugi/ViK-11.2011/otp_oluci2.jpg
http://www.bezvlaga.com/problem-glavna/muhal-v-doma-ni/
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structure and causes a loosening friction. For these reasons, the roof structures become unstable 
upon the power of the winds. 

There are rare cases in which problems associated with the roof due to an incorrect design and 
construction, respectively. Among the most common design errors in the manufacture of the roofing 
are: 

• Insufficiently strong and stable structure on its own weight;  
• Inadequate roof slope and lack of drains and gutters, with the result that leads to the 

collection and the water retention; 
• Insufficiently strong and stable structure on its own weight;  
• Inadequate roof slope and lack of drains and gutters, with the result that leads to the 

collection and the water retention; 
• Construction of a roof in a manner which hinders or completely obstructs the 

flow of material caused by its natural shrinkage and expansion due to temperature 
differences; 

• Dysfunctional drainage system, which inevitably leads to problems with the 
roof structure, as a result of which the risk of demolition of the building is subjected;  

• The use of inappropriate building materials for the construction of a roof.19 
Besides the atmosphere conditions and the ongoing as a result of these chemical reactions in 

the structure of the building materials, there are other reasons that lead to the destruction of the 
buildings by a purely mechanical nature. These include subsidence of the structure or succumbing 
to the basics, leading to cracking of plaster and even its complete separation from the wall.20 This 
group of causes can be added to the mistakes made in the design and implementation of the 
buildings’ construction. These errors can occur many years after the construction of the building 
when it is already in service. Identification and mitigation of such errors at a later stage is much 
more difficult or even an impossible task. 

Widely distributed design error is the failure to consider the operating limit distance which can 
be a prerequisite for the occurrence of significant changes and openings in structural and non-
structural elements. Although the overall safety of the structure is not in danger of destruction, 

 
19 WALFORS. Regular reasons for problems with the roof (http://remont-na-pokrivi.org/blog/13-проблеми-в-покрива, 
22.11.2013) 
20 Renovation and rehabilitation of facades by the system weber.san.// Направи сам, 2007, №11 
(http://napravisam.net/?p=2866, 22.11.2013) 

http://remont-na-pokrivi.org/blog/13-%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B1%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%BC%D0%B8-%D0%B2-%D0%BF%D0%BE%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B8%D0%B2%D0%B0
http://napravisam.net/?p=2866
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these distortions should be removed as they threaten the normal operation of the building. The 
proper use of the buildings can also be considered as an important factor in their life. Such as the 
continuous overload of the building structure, the introduction of aggressive agents - dust, moisture, 
lack of regular maintenance and others. Therefore, upon the restoration of old, and not only old 
buildings, it is important to remove completely the causes for the damage in order to prevent further 
ones of this type. The professional performance of the repair and restoration activities is also 
important, as a number of construction interferences by unqualified persons are not rare cases 
which lead to new lesions in the building. This proves that the activities associated with the 
restoration, renovation and strengthening of building facilities must be treated extremely seriously 
by examining in detail the characteristics of the structure, and the specific reasons that lead to the 
destruction of the building.21 

2. Development of construction in Bulgaria 

The Bulgarian state is very rich in terms of cultural and architectural heritage. Historically, the 
development of architecture and construction in Bulgaria goes through several periods: 

• Antiquity - up to the 5th century;  
• Middle Ages – 5th - 14th century;  
• Ages under Ottoman rule – 14th -18th century;  
• Renaissance -18th - the first quarter of the 19th century;  
• 1878 - 1944, the post-liberation era;  
• Period 1945 - 1980 onwards;  
• From 1980 to present day. 
The main part of the Bulgarian architectural heritage dates back to the Middle Ages, the years 

under Ottoman rule and the first years after the liberation, that is why we will pay more attention 
namely to the construction during those periods. 

The architecture of the Bulgarian Middle Ages is a work of the old Bulgarians, who were 
strongly influenced by the architectural traditions of the various people inhabiting the lands of the 
former Bulgaria and the Byzantine Empire. It can be conditionally divided into two periods: 1) 

 
21 Traikova, M., Chardakova, T., Selected topics in „Diagnostics, restoration and enhancement of buildings”, Sofia 2013 
(http://uacg.bg/filebank/att_5465.pdf, 25.11.2013) 

http://uacg.bg/filebank/att_5465.pdf
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architectural work during the First Bulgarian Empire (681-1018) and architecture in the years of the 
Byzantine rule and the Second Bulgarian Empire (1018-1396 years). 

The centralized and strict organization of the First Bulgarian Empire was characterized by the 
construction of new towns and large in volume structures such as fortifications, castles and 
palaces, impressive churches. The impressive decoration of buildings encouraged the development 
of monumental and decorative art - mosaics, murals, ceramics, etc. Unlike the previous periods of 
development of the Bulgarian State, where the brick was widespread in construction, medieval 
architecture was characterized primarily by the masonry of large blocks of stone and mortar and 
stones often associated with clay. 

During the Byzantine rule and the Second Bulgarian Empire, architecture was reflected in the 
smaller-scale works, which largely reflected the ever-growing feudal fragmentation. Strict and 
simple technique of building properly formed large squares was replaced by masonry of stone on 
lime or clay solution and timber, used for making balancing zones. In order to meet the needs of the 
feudal system, the cities were well fortified by strong walls. Mass constructions were the Boyar 
fortresses and watchtowers. Undoubtedly, most popular at this time was church architecture. The 
basilica domes were replaced by churches, characterized by slim and lively silhouettes and high 
domes. They were also typical with the alternating stone and brick on white grout shaping niches, 
ceramic decorations in the shape of roses and geometric ornaments of bricks. Such decorations 
were used for the exterior walls built of stone, as opposed to the internal ones, which were richly 
decorated with frescoes. 

Been preserved to this day medieval architecture art are Plakovski Monastery "St. Iliya "(village 
of Plakovo); “St. Dimitar" Church; “Preobrajenski Monastery” (Veliko Tarnovo); “Kilifarevski 
Monastery" village of Kilifarevo, “St. Troitsa” (village of Rakovski), “St. Archangel Michael" (village 
of Dolna Beshovitsa), “Cherepishki Monastery” (village of Lyutibrod), “Tower of the Meshchiite” 
(Vratsa) and others. 

The architecture during the Ottoman rule (1396-1878) was strongly influenced by three main 
factors:  

• Disruption of Bulgarian architectural traditions - the majority of the impressive 
buildings of state power (castles, palaces, fortresses) and educational centers (monastery 
schools, monastery libraries, churches). Some of the miraculously surviving churches were 
converted into mosques, such as the church "St. Forty Martyrs" in Veliko Tarnovo; 
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• The mighty Ottoman Empire completely neglected Bulgarian architectural sites, 
prohibited the construction of large church buildings, imposing its oriental style by building 
mosques, madrassas, hammams, sarah and others; 

• The Ottoman Empire imported completely foreign and hostile cultural traditions, 
differing not only from the Bulgarian ones, but also from those of Western Europe. 
Therefore Bulgarian architecture remained isolated from the Western pace of development 
in this area and not only. 

Despite these difficult political and socio- economic conditions, the Bulgarian architectural work 
did not stop completely its development. With a slower pace and a lot of effort on the part of the 
Bulgarian people were built mainly churches and residential buildings. The comparatively weaker 
Ottoman colonization of western Bulgarian territories made it possible to focus more precisely on 
new church buildings in this area. Certainly in terms of oppression and widespread religious 
discrimination, the creation and application of new architectural styles was impossible. Moreover, 
even the old and well-known styles did not develop and refine, applying more simplified forms of the 
medieval church architecture. Temples are basilicas, simple and low, as most were built without 
bells. The purpose of this simplified style was not to attract the attention of the Ottomans.  stirred 
outlines religious buildings do not attract attention of the Ottoman Empire. Rarely, but much more 
architecturally impressive have been the churches built in the eastern Bulgarian lands, such as 
"Rojdestvo Hristovo" and "St. Archangels Michael and Gabriel" in the village Arbanassi. 

 To the Bulgarian housing from this period can be added several residential towers - 
Kartpashova Tower and the Tower Meshchiite in Vratsa. Although intended primarily for beys and 
Spahis they managed to keep the old local architectural traditions identifiable with Bulgarian 
national house. The towers are not very high and have mostly passed strict, cubic forms. Similar, 
but not so strict, is the style of local houses, fortresses - Konstantsalieva house, Hadjiilieva house in 
the village of Arbanassi, house of Ilarion in Elena, Hadjiivanov’s house in Teteven, the house with 
the monkey in Veliko Tarnovo, etc. They were built by famous and wealthy Bulgarians who enjoyed 
special privileges in the Ottoman Empire. The rest, prevailing part of the residential buildings was 
mostly one-story, often even dug into the ground and deprived of any architectural value. 

  The Bulgarian National Revival architecture was a reflection of the global political, economic 
and cultural progress of the Bulgarian people. Exponential development of trade and crafts created 
intense internal migration to larger cities which changed their image entirely. Entirely Bulgarian 
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crafts and shopping centers were formed such as Gabrovo, Kotel, Kalofer, etc. The new character 
of the Bulgarian Renaissance art terminated its previous anonymity and on the facades of so many 
temples and buildings began to appear the names of their creators. Popularity was acquired by a 
number of talented Bulgarian artists - master Milenko, Kolju Ficheto, Usta Velyo, and others.22 The 
development of housing in the Renaissance went through several stages - national Pre-revival 
(from the late 16th to early 18th century), Early-renaissance period (all 18th century) and Revival 
period (mid-18th to mid-19th century). 

When building the national pre-revival houses, the so-called block design was mostly used. 
The walls were shaped by the stacked round or rectangular chopped beams tied together by 
overlapping and hacking of the corners. In time, the application in the construction of Bulgarian 
houses started to be realized through thick and wide boards, joined at the corners in the form of a 
crown or strung on poles arranged in vertical channels. Special techniques were used to isolate the 
structure of the houses from outside. Basement walls were rising straight from the ground or on 
stone foundations. 

For the floor was used the very terrain, and occasionally on it were laid the beams, some with 
boards. Roof structure was solved by poorly treated beams, assembled perpendicular and stiff with 
wedges. Very often the top was made of wood, on which stone was laid or gutter tiles. Typical of 
these houses was the construction of large eaves protecting the walls from rain and direct sunlight. 
At the ground floor, the separate rooms were low and dark. The maximum height reached by the 
span of the ceiling was 1.70 m, and as for the front doors - they were not higher than 1.50 m. Main 
source of light was the hearth or small gaps between the planks, which, if necessary, were covered 
with cloth or animal skin. In the process of their development, these housing units had been formed 
with one, two or more rooms. At a later stage, the houses began to be built with verandas and 
porches; at the end of national pre-revival period, they were fully formed on a stone base. The 
construction of wooden residential buildings through the implementation of the pillars-plank system 
was a great example for the first installation of wood construction. 

The ground type of houses was gradually replaced by the national pre-revival house on two 
floors. The functionality of the existing homes was also changed. The ground floor of the house 
made mostly of stone, used for basement or livestock. For the construction of the upper floor were 
used poles, planks system. To its premises leaded external wooden staircase, which most often 

 
22 Wikipedia: Bulgarian architecture (http://bg.wikipedia.org/wiki/Българска_архитектура, 25.11.2013) 

http://bg.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%91%D1%8A%D0%BB%D0%B3%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B0_%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%85%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%82%D1%83%D1%80%D0%B0
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has been placed at the front facade of the building. Over time, the increased needs of farmers 
required the emergence of new architectural solutions, such as balconies, columns, decorative 
railings and carvings. The upper floor began to drift out in the form of jetties, as the visible outer 
ends of the rafters and eaves are profiled. 

The new socio-economic and business conditions characterizing the Bulgarian Revival Period 
created conditions for change in construction. Typical for the revival period building had clear and 
simple planning scheme iron fittings and artistic carvings on the ceilings, columns, shelves and 
doors. In the second half of the 19th century the wooden residential building changed. The ground 
floors were equipped as grocery stores, warehouses, pubs and cafes. The height of buildings was 
also changing; more common were becoming the three-storey houses. The relationship among the 
separate floors was achieved by internal rather than external staircase. The ground floors were 
constructed by massive stone walls and pillars in the upper-plank system. The housing was 
constantly evolving, reaching their perfect shapes; examples for that have been the house with the 
monkey in Montana, Museum "Sarafkina house" (Montana), House of Hadzhiangelovs (Montana), 
house dolls (Montana), and Drasova and Rashova houses (Lovech), Hadjiivanovs’ house (Teteven) 
and others.23 

Along with all-wooden buildings were constructed buildings with a frame-beam structure. 
Foundations were formed by a stone wall, which had a different thickness depending on the terrain 
and the height of the building. To further strengthen the walls, several rows of stones were 
constructed of horizontal layers. For this purpose, two mutually parallel bars were placed along the 
length of the wall, as a cross-link with wooden ties. These belts were crucial to strengthen the walls 
especially in earthquakes. Most often, for the construction of a stone wall was used crushed stone 
or river stones to keep the clay together. Nowadays building constructors prefer plaster or cement-
sand mixture, but with the restoration of old buildings it is not always the most appropriate choice24. 
The overall construction of walls, ceilings, floors and roofs is built solely of wood. Walls rise from 
wooden materials, plastered from the inside and the outside. Similar type of structure is extremely 
strong. This statement is confirmed by the fact that buildings constructed under this scheme 
withstand years of the vagaries of time and nature. The top floor and roof are also built of wood, 
and carry the weight of the roof, made of stone tiles (tikli). The load, which is exercised on a similar 

 
23 Yordanov, S.  “Bulgarian houses during Renaissance”, More of the house 2010, № 12 (http://www.ka6tata.com/za-
ka6tata/restavracia/article/658, 26.11.2013г.) 
24 Georgiev, G., The old house (http://www.asem-bg.org/старата-къща, 26.11.2013) 

http://www.ka6tata.com/za-ka6tata/restavracia/article/658
http://www.ka6tata.com/za-ka6tata/restavracia/article/658
http://www.asem-bg.org/%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%B0-%D0%BA%D1%8A%D1%89%D0%B0
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roof in older buildings, can reach 40 tons. Precipitating gaps between the columns and the 
individual elements of the skeleton are filled with adobe, or cut stone. Facades, interior walls, and in 
many cases, ceilings of Renaissance houses were painted in various colors, arguably the most 
preferred was white. Unlike the wooden houses where the primary means of artistic decoration is 
carving in makeshift, in houses of fragile structure was mainly used the mural art, which was further 
reinforced by certain tree compositions. In coastal areas, wood siding of the buildings had a dual 
function - on one side decorative and other protective and keeping the warmth inside of the 
building. It protected the buildings from the cold sea wind. Thus, slowly this type of construction has 
been spread through all Bulgarian lands with the start of industrialization; it has been the most 
applicable construction scheme for construction of residential buildings. 

Along with it, among the country there were more simple and affordable forms of ramshackle 
structure. For example, in poorer areas in Bulgaria it was implemented by wooden columns and 
walls of twisted rods that were plastered with clay and lime. The wooden houses are characterized 
by a long service life, or in other words the time from their construction to their demolition is fully 
comparable to that of other buildings.25 

 

3. Methods of restoration 

The protection of cultural heritage for future generations is one of the most important 
responsibilities of modern society. Restoration is the process of preserving an object without 
destroying the original. In order to overcome many problems that accompany the process of 
restoration and conservation of the monuments, it is advisable that we previously explore the 
structure and composition of the objects to determine their actual condition and to identify the 
factors affecting them, and specify the opportunities for restoration and conservation. 

 
 Traditional methods for restoration of old buildings 

As already mentioned, the foundations of the old Bulgarian buildings had been constructed of 
stone and the roof was covered with stone tiles or gutter. Major supporting element of the houses 

 
25 Yordanov, S.  “Bulgarian houses during Renaissance”, More of the house 2010, № 12 (http://www.ka6tata.com/za-
ka6tata/restavracia/article/658, 26.11.2013г.) 

http://www.ka6tata.com/za-ka6tata/restavracia/article/658
http://www.ka6tata.com/za-ka6tata/restavracia/article/658
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was the main beam. Very often in the center of the main room of the house stood a pillar on which 
rested the supporting beam. The walls were formed of woven network as thin rods, plastered with 
clay and straw. The resilience of the walls was achieved by the inclined and vertical elements. 
Another typical old Bulgarian housing element was the stone wall, and in some areas it was dry, in 
others it was constructed by adobe; others applied more modern approach - lime solution. For the 
building of such walls was used beam for amending the leveling of the site of the construction in 
order to ensure sustainability of the column. 

The first step in the reconstruction of an old house is to check for rotten and dysfunctional 
components. The renovation of the building cannot start from them as floor structure located on top 
floor will collapse. In most cases, the main beam bears the secondary beams of the floor 
construction, which are located at a distance of 0.70 meters. In the formation of spaces between 
them are arranged small tables, over which is formed a thick layer of clay with straws.  

In regards to the connection of the main beam to the column can be used an additional 
element - a crutch. The crutch is positioned directly below the bar, and the bottom rests on stone for 
the transfer of the burden. In cases where the building is single storey the ground floor bar is built 
directly on the ground. All these main and auxiliary components are made of wood - oak and beech. 
The beams were made from the trunk of the trees which were processed by hand with an ax. 
Treated this way, the aging of the wood aging is extremely interesting and beautiful. To achieve this 
effect and to extend the life of wood, it is important that the tree is cut properly in parallel thread. 
Thus, the resin can be made so dense at to protect the layer and the wood from rotting. 

Floor structure is constructed by secondary beams. In order to enter the column as for those 
coming from below, it is necessary to have another beam erected from the floor. Junction of the 
horizontal and vertical columns should be done by gussets or joints and nails. This design is further 
enhanced with a crutch. To connect all the elements there is a need of assembly, i.e. formation of 
openings through which passes the wooden dowel. The same connection is made between the 
main beam and the other beams. Used wooden dowels should be made of hard wood. It is possible 
to impose a temporary strengthening to support the beams of the floor. This is done in order to 
avoid any change in the bearing capacity of the beams. 

Only when the portion which is to be reconstructed is well stiffened by both sides, we may 
commence its replacement. In the event that the main beam is rotted or burned it must be replaced. 
When it is placed by the length, it should be removed and replaced, first one side, then the other. 
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The beam, if necessary, can be strengthened by aid scaffold acting as a temporary support holding 
the weight of the entire floor structure. After replacing it again, the wall should be plastered again, 
making the necessary fittings. 

A very important point in the reconstruction and restoration of old buildings is to establish the 
type and materials used to make the roof - stone street tile. Materials for such buildings have a long 
process of treatment as often everything is done by hand. 

Besides the roof, an assessment should be made about the walls: how healthy they are, are 
there any vertical or horizontal vents, are there any damages, etc. It is good to determine the 
source of this destruction - the root system of plants growing in the vicinity of the building, 
earthquake, landslide, etc. Inclined trees are an indication of movement of the Earth's mass. You 
also need to determine where rainwater flows and whether there is high groundwater. 

 
3.1.1. Restoration of the roof 

The roofs of the old Bulgarian houses regardless of what kind of material are covered - gutter 
or stone tiles have the bearing capacity and durability. Street tile, also known as Turkish tile has not 
completely cylindrical shape and is slightly tapered back. When replacing the old roof should not be 
a difference in the weight of the new and old tiles. It can be said that the market of construction 
materials there are no heavier tiles than the ones from Turkey. In view of their specific mode of 
arrangement of one on top of the other, three tiles are collected to obtain a groove in which the 
water is drained. If, however, the new tile weighs more than the old ones, the reconstruction of the 
wooden shield should be made, and in some case, the roof structure as well.  

Upon the recovery of the stone roof, it is desirable that it is open so that the stone tiles are 
removed, sorted and re-ordered carefully. In case there is a need of changing the tikli, this has to 
be done with the proper attention and care because they have to be ordered from the edge to the 
top of the roof. When reaching the wooden structure which bears the burden of the tiles, there is a 
need of evaluation of its condition; if necessary, it should also be replaced. 

Another structural element whose restoration is associated with the roof is the oriel which is a 
complex console. This type of elements functions in a completely different way and have a static 
composition. Then the beam has to be replaced, it is recommended to start from the roof, followed 
by eliminating the construction and the ordered stone tiles while the vertical beams can be 
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preserved. The flooring must also be removed to be able to reach to the bar, if it needs to be 
replaced. It cannot be reached otherwise.26 

 
3.1.2. Changing the beams 

Whether a building should be restored, reconstructed or fortified depends on its present status 
and of course on the used materials, which have different exploitation life-span. Beams also get 
worn out, lose their bearing capacity and should therefore be replaced.  

In those cases when it is necessary for the beams to be removed, the ceiling can only be 
opened in that part where constructive elements should be replaced. 

The beams are one of the oldest and most frequently used floor constructions. Their main 
benefits are related to the light weight, ease of putting up regardless of the planning allocations, 
their good heat-insulation and noise-insulation properties – not slowing down the process of 
constructing or restoration of the building. Their main drawbacks are related to the possibility of 
decay or erosion by fungi or insects. They are also not waterproof and insufficiently resistant to 
humidity or fire.  

For the making of beams are used various timber materials – pine tree, oak or beech. The 
beams are placed horizontally, propped on the main bearing walls. The upper part of the beams is 
made even with the level of the respective storey, after, of course, extracting the thickness of the 
floor. The placing of the beams follows certain rules.  

First it is important to calculate with great precision the dimensions of the rooms. The beams 
are placed in the direction of the short side of the room, perpendicularly to the bearing walls. The 
walls, which are narrower than 0,25 m could not carry beams. First are placed the farthest beams, 
at a distance of 5 cm from the walls. The rest of the beams are placed at a distance of 0,80 m – 
0,85 m, measured from center to center. In each of the rooms the upper ends of the beams are 
lined up in order for sills to between them to be avoided. In one section the beams are lined up in 
the same direction. They are overlapped on the bearing walls with approximately 20 cm. In order for 
these parts to be protected from decay, those sections of the beams, which are built in are glossed 
over with tar and carbolineum. No solution is administered around them, and the fronts and the side 
panels are placed at a distance of 3 to 5 cm from the masonry. Smaller beams with dimensions of 

 
26 Кинова, Д., Д. Шиклев. Реконструкция на стара къща .// Още за къщата, 2009, №4 (http://www.ka6tata.com/za-
ka6tata/restavracia/article/20, 27.11.2013) 

http://www.ka6tata.com/za-ka6tata/restavracia/article/20
http://www.ka6tata.com/za-ka6tata/restavracia/article/20
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8/10 cm are placed under each beam alongside the entire wall in order for the weight to be 
allocated evenly. These smaller beams, which are also known as pads, are positioned lying down 
on their broader side, because in this particular case they are only used for allocation and not for 
bearing of the weight. 

When possible, it is good for the beams to be placed whole, but when the distances are 
greater, they can also be elongated, but only on inner bearing walls, girders or columns, via 
connections with bolts and clamps. The beams should in no case be placed on the masonry 
surrounding the chimneys. It is good for them to be placed at a distance of at least 10 cm from the 
inner side and due to this the weight of the beams, which are near to the chimneys, is borne by 
inserted short cross-beams (called oars). These oars are attached to the two nearest beams. In 
cases when the chimneys are a bit longer, the cutting of more beams might occur and their weight 
be taken by an oar. In order for the great danger of fire in this particular zone to be avoided, the 
chimneys should most carefully be plastered outside at the level of the beams. The distance of 
about 10 cm, which will be thus created between the inner wall of the already plastered chimney 
and the beams should be filled in with clay or asbestos flour. In this particular case, concrete is not 
appropriate, because it is a good heat conductor. Quite analogically are produced also the beams 
structures in the staircases.  

The beams should not be additionally burdened by misplaced separation walls. The latter 
should be mounted on double iron T-shaped beams. For the creation of beams between the last 
floor and the unused space under the roof can be used also slimmer beams, which are positioned 
at a greater distance between each other, because here the pressure can be really substantial.  

The positioning and distance between the beams is specified within the preliminary planning of 
each respective storey, above which they should be placed. As it already became clear, it is 
important first to specify the direction, in which the beams are going to be placed in each of the 
rooms. The lit space, which will be formed between the walls, bearing the weight of the beams, is 
called an opening of the beams structure. It can be used to specify the length of the beams. It is not 
obligatory for the direction of placing of the beams to be the same throughout the entire building. It 
is important for the beams to be positioned alongside the shorter side of the different rooms.  

When the openings are broader, more than 5 m, it might become necessary for the beams 
structure to be fortified by one bottom longitudinal beam in the middle of the room. In such 
situations the beams are produced with a smaller section and therefore smaller length and are 
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placed right under the support beam. If the allocation of the space underneath the beams allows for 
this support beam to be further supported by a wooden, brick or even concrete column for the 
purpose of diminishing its section.  

 
Connecting the beams with the walls 
The bearing walls in one building go from the first to the last floor, up to the roof itself. 

Regardless of the height of the building these walls are not very wide – they vary between 25 – 45 
cm. If such a wall is constructed independently, it will fall right away, before it is even completed, 
which means that the walls within a building support each other, because they are connected. The 
bond between them is most secure and strong when they are connected at each floor, thus 
diminishing their total constructive height. In present days such horizontal bonding of the walls at a 
certain level is achieved via iron-concrete belts, which are placed on the walls.  

In buildings with beams, where this is possible, the concrete belt is constructed initially in order 
for the beams to be placed on top of it. Thus, even if the floor is not made from the concrete, the 
walls are well connected and therefore strengthened. In cases when such a concrete belt is not 
possible to be constructed or it is improper to make one due to preservation of the authentic look of 
an old building, the beams themselves can be used for connecting the walls. Steel anchors called 
slits are used for the purpose. The slits are iron bars (section 10/50 mm, length 1,5 – 2 m), which 
are strongly bound to the beams and go along the width of the entire building. At the end, which is 
positioned on the wall, is formed an opening, through which is pushed a piece of flat steel with 
length 0,50 m. The distance between the separate connections should be within the range of 2 - 4 
m. In those cases when the walls are parallel to the beams it is good for the bonds to connect the 
first three beams.  

 
 False floor, floor and ceiling  
After the placing of the beams the bearing floor construction is complete. The next steps are for 

a floor to be placed above the beams and a ceiling to be created under them for the rooms below. 
In order for a better noise and heat-insulation to be achieved, a false floor is built inside the space 
between the beams.  

Along their entire length on both sides of the beams are nailed small laths, with dimensions 3/4 
cm, the beams which are next to the walls are nailed only on their inner side. Waste timber or 
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shutters about 2 cm thick and with different width are placed on top of these lath, across the beams 
and at a distance of about 1 cm. Mineral wool or a plaster of clay and chopped straw can be placed 
above them. It is recommendable that the clay is well cleaned and oily in order to be easy for 
processing. When the plaster is already dry, the remaining space to the upper end of the beams is 
filled entirely with well dried sand. The spaces between the beams should in no case be filled with 
slag or waste construction materials because this could cause rotting, „sickness” or even 
destruction of the timber material.  

Recommendable for a wooden floor on top of beams is the usage of pine planks with 4-5 cm 
thickness and 8-10 cm width. These planks should be machine processed in a way that their upper 
side is planed and their narrow sides are serrated and concave respectively. It is absolutely 
obligatory for the planks to be perfectly dry, strong, without dangerous knots or riddled by insects. 
They are lined firmly one next to the other and the nails are hammered in the places of the 
indentations, in order to be perfectly covered by the next plank.  

The planks should be nailed carefully and to be bound to each other firmly. This can be 
achieved by the use of iron brackets and wooden wedges. The brackets are nailed in several 
places along the length of the planks, depending on how long the latter are. The space between 
them should not be greater than the width a plank and the wedges taken together. The hammering 
of the wedges at the brackets together enables the firm fitting together of each new plank to the one 
already put in place.  

Along each wall on the floor are placed shaped tables, called sills. Their purpose is to cover the 
empty spaces, which appear between the walls and the floor as a result of construction work as 
well as to protect the masonry from wearing out or being damaged. Not planed and rough beams 
with width of 3-4 cm can be placed in the more rarely used rooms inside the building. It is important 
for them to fit firmly together and to be nailed on top with at least two nails along the width of the 
beam.  

The ceiling can be shaped up with planks or with plaster. It is well known that the famous 
Bulgarian craftsmen were particularly diligent in developing the wooden ceilings. For the purpose 
they most frequently used planed pine planks with 3 cm width, which were assembled on a crease 
with a pattern. Profiled planks, forming various figures, cover the formed openings. The central part 
of some ceilings hold the main motive of the figure, which most frequently is presented through 
wood carvings. Such types of wood carved ceilings represent have exceptional value in the 
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treasury of Bulgarian cultural architectural heritage. In present times, the ceilings, which are placed 
underneath the beams, are mainly made from plaster. Even though plaster is a technology, which 
does not usually go together with beams, it increases their fire-resistance several times, as well as 
improve their heat and noise-insulation characteristics. In addition to this, it reflects sun and also 
artificial light, directing it towards the room. This is the reason for mainly painting the walls and 
ceilings white.   

When it is necessary for the beams to be replaced, because the latter are seriously damaged 
and the building is about to undergo substantial exploitation, it is acceptable a concrete plate to be 
cast on top of the beams. For preserving the authentic look of the building the beams are 
strengthened and protected in a way ensuring they are visible from below. The space between the 
separate beams can be insulated with plasterboard. Frequent are the cases in which rough-hewn 
planks are placed as insulation above the ceiling, heat insulation is installed, however the rough 
beams are saved.27  

 
3.1.3. Restoration and strengthening of  masonry 

3.1.3.1. Restoration of masonry 

The construction of a substantial part of the Bulgarian architectural monuments is built from 
stone and brick walls – grounds, walls, arches, domes, etc. As of today, constructions of this kind 
are considered vulnerable to deformations and external impact. Quite often with buildings of this 
kind are witnessed considerable damages – slits, destructions, loosening and other kinds, which 
represent a considerable threat both for the building itself, as well as for its visitors. Due to this it is 
particularly important for special attention to be paid to the approaches, methods and technologies 
for strengthening and restoration, which should be not only reliable, but also sufficiently original 
construction friendly, in order for the monument to be preserved from additional destructions.  

An important moment with the restoration of masonry structures is the proper defining of the 
characteristics of the used materials – natural or artificial stone and solutions. The materials, which 
should be used for the restoration, should be as similar to the original ones as possible as far as 
both their look as well as their characteristics is concerned. The use of construction materials with 

 
27 Kinova,D., Shiklev, D., Reconstruction of the old house, More of the house, 2009, №4 (http://www.ka6tata.com/za-
ka6tata/restavracia/article/20, 27.11.2013) 

http://www.ka6tata.com/za-ka6tata/restavracia/article/20
http://www.ka6tata.com/za-ka6tata/restavracia/article/20
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different characteristics prevents the normal functioning of the wall. Thus for example the use of 
solutions with rigidity that is greater than the rigidity of the original solution, could be the cause for 
the accumulation of tension inside the restored area, under which the stone underneath the new 
solution could be destroyed. Quite often defining the characteristics of the materials, used for the 
construction of old buildings, could appear a task with greater difficulty. It is possible that even a 
petrographical study can be used (a study of a rock as a combination of minerals) in order for the 
characteristics to be specified.28  

Prior to identifying the type of existing construction and materials used it is advisable that the 
geographic location and climate specifics of the region, where the building in question is situated, 
are defined, since the future protection and exploitation life of the materials depend greatly on 
these. Interviewing the local population is an extremely easy and at the same time effective way for 
collecting this information. The local people can give details on the volume of rain water, minimum 
and maximum temperatures, the wind directions. This data is important for defining how exactly the 
wooden parts of the buildings, the facades and other elements, which can suffer from wind and 
rain, should be preserved. 29 

The first step in the process of renovating a masonry structure is the identification of the 
reasons for the existing imperfections and destructions. If it becomes obvious that the reason for 
these problems is still active, it is advisable for its influence to be neutralized and the measures for 
fixing the damages on the structure to be carried out afterwards.  

When the object of renovation are cracked walls, the masonry can be renovated through a 
filling the cracks with a solution. Prior to doing this however it is necessary that the damages of the 
previous solution are removed, as well as the cracks themselves get cleaned. It is recommended 
that sandblasting is avoided. With more massive masonry structures the new connecting mixture is 
inserted under pressure. Removing of the plaster that covers the masonry can be done by means 
of a breaking machine, which is not an easy task, because the smaller plaster parts that are left 
after its usage should be removed manually. If the required effect is for the masonry to be left 
plaster-free, the old one should be removed at a depth of about 2 cm between the stones. After this 
is done, it is advisable that the wall is washed carefully with water for the purpose of removing the 
remaining small stones and dust. For the purpose of avoiding the passing of the sand towards the 

 
28 Traikova, M., Chardakova, T., Selected topics in „Diagnostics, restoration and enhancement of buildings”, Sofia 2013 
(http://uacg.bg/filebank/att_5465.pdf, 28.11.2013) 
29 Hristova, S., How to identify cracks in old houses (http://www.abouthouses.eu/bg/node/526, 28.11.2013) 

http://uacg.bg/filebank/att_5465.pdf
http://www.abouthouses.eu/bg/node/526
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inner side of the wall, it is necessary that the washing is done from the bottom up. It is also 
necessary to avoid the direct focusing of the water on the bondages between the stones. After this 
procedure, if necessary, the damaged stones can be replaced with the same kind of natural stones 
that were used for the original construction. For this purpose, the latter can be placed in a bed of 
solution, such as fine sand and mortar in a ratio 3:1 plus water. The amount of water depends on 
the quantity of water in the sand that is used. The mixture is ready to be administered when it can 
be easily shaped by hand. If the coat is too dry there is danger of dissolution and if the coat is too 
thin – the masonry can disintegrate and collapse.  

Mortar is quite appropriate for coating of a stone wall, since it does not crack and allows the 
wall to breathe and therefore the accumulated humidity to evaporate. The cement solutions on the 
other hand are really strong, but they prevent the masonry from breathing, which at a certain time 
leads to accumulation of humidity and cracking of the plaster and the stones themselves. The most 
appropriate temperature for preparing plaster coats is 12°C - 20°C. 30 

In cases when the cracks have affected also the stones themselves, it is obligatory that the 
damaged stones are replaced by new ones.  

After the damaged stone is removed, the solution around the surrounding stones is also 
removed, because the new stone should be covered with a new solution. If the conditions do not 
allow for the damaged stone to be replaced, the cracks can be filled in under pressure with epoxy 
mixture. Another option, which can also be used in similar situations, is for the cracked stone to be 
removed and twisted or even replaced with another, strong one from the same masonry, so that the 
stone crack does not match entirely the main crack.  

When the crack width is greater than 0,10 cm, filling them up is not a solution and additional 
bandages between the separated parts of the building should be done. The best solution of course 
is for the damaged stones to be replaced by elongated/binding ones. In cases when also this is 
impossible, the fortification should be done by metal plans, polymer nets or other appropriate 
connecting means.  

When we speak of a larger vertical crack in the area where two walls intersect, the recovery 
can be done with the aid of iron lasches. These represent metal bonds with a wooden construction, 
which are created from a flat piece of steel with 0.10 cm thickness and 0,40 – 0,50 cm width, with 

 
30 Hristova, S., Techniques and methods for restoration of stone walls (http://abouthouses.eu/bg/node/1394, 29.11.2013 г.) 

http://abouthouses.eu/bg/node/1394
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bent ends.31 The lasches should be positioned in a way, which allows them to intersect the crack 
between the two rows of stones, after which they are welded upon a steel anchor plate. Another 
solution could be presented via the shaping of slanted openings, going through the crack, in which 
iron rods are pushed and then are filled with a solution.  

When the masonry suffers from considerable damages, which cannot be repaired, it is 
necessary that the existing wall is torn down and rebuilt. During this procedure, the damaged 
stones can be replaced by new ones and the healthy ones can be reused. Another option would be 
to use new construction materials only.  

When the greater part of an existing wall needs reconstruction, it would be most reasonable to 
rebuild the entire existing wall within the building, especially if the objective condition of the used 
materials is not good, even if the separate walls are untouched.  

 
3.1.3.2. Strengthening masonry constructions 

Strengthening of masonry constructions is undertaken in the following occasions: 
• When it is necessary for the structure to be fortified against seismic impact; 
• When the bearing walls do not have sufficient bearing capacity; 
• Reconstruction of bearing walls in a part of the constructive system, which is 

under horizontal pressure; 
• In case of pre-emergency situations. 

Broadly disseminated across Bulgaria are the single family residential houses with vertical 
bearing construction of brick walls and beam floorings. As it already became clear, the predominant 
part of the buildings with such construction has the statute of architectural heritage. In order for a 
masonry wall to become a part of a constructive system, able to bear horizontal impact, it should be 
built from bricks with high density. The wall should be more than 0,25 m wide and in addition to this, 
it should be surrounded by iron-concrete and steel elements with great firmness. Building the wall 
like this will make possible the creation of pressure diagonals, which are not present in the old 
architectural monuments.  

Because of this, when strengthening of constructions of this type is about to take place, it is 
recommendable that a iron-concrete or steel construction is built in, in order to absorb all seismic 

 
31 Gradat.bg. Dictionary: Лаша ( http://gradat.bg/dictionary/0/39_lasha/, 29.11.2013) 

http://gradat.bg/dictionary/0/39_lasha/
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influences and even a part of the vertical ones. This process is inevitably connected with 
fortification of the flooring construction through its replacement or complementing with a concrete 
plate. In order to implement the function of horizontal support, this plate must go through the walls 
without any interruptions. This is achieved through the creation of openings in the level, which are 
closed with dowels, connecting the plate on the two sides of the wall. At the moment of construction 
the bearing capacity of the masonry should have been checked and proven and the dowels – cut 
tested.  

In those cases when this approach appears economically inefficient, the spatial strengthening 
of the walls can be done via tensioners, made from iron profiles or from reinforcing steel. This does 
not guarantee seismic safety of the building, but does prevent destruction in cases of earthquakes 
with low to mid intensity. The spatial fortification of the building is a good solution also in cases of 
irregular settlement of the foundations. Better results are achieved if strengthening with tensioners 
is combined with placing shotcrete and/or fortification of the masonry with vertical and horizontal 
iron-concrete tensioners or profiles.  

For the purpose of fortifying walls in pre-emergency situation, in those cases when tearing 
them down is not acceptable, it is possible that a system of steel or concrete columns or even walls, 
which should be founded (founding – a stage in constructions when the foundations of buildings or 
structures are being constructed32) ad connected to the masonry through steel dowels.33  

 
3.2. Contemporary methods 

3.2.1. Laying sanitizing plaster 

In order for the war against the main cause for destruction of buildings – moisture - to be won it 
is recommended that the buildings undergo complete sanitizing. With the contemporary sanitizing 
plasters can be insulated walls that are moist or contain harmful salts. It is not possible to achieve 
an insulation effect with the traditional materials, which have been broadly used in construction. It is 
necessary to use plasters or other fitting with each other materials, the selection of which should be 
done on the basis of the objective condition of the building.  

 
32 Germanov, T. Foundation. Sofia, 2011, 5 p.  ( http://uacg.bg/filebank/att_1361.pdf, 29.11.2013)  
33 Traikova, M., Chardakova, T., Selected topics in „Diagnostics, restoration and enhancement of buildings”, Sofia 2013 
(http://uacg.bg/filebank/att_5465.pdf, 29.11.2013) 

http://uacg.bg/filebank/att_1361.pdf
http://uacg.bg/filebank/att_5465.pdf
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In order to strengthen or renovate damaged or depreciated mortar it is necessary that large 
pores form on the surface of the used materials after they stiffen. Thus it becomes possible for the 
water steam and the accumulated humidity in the walls to pass through and evaporate. Besides 
this, the large and well branched pores create a structure, which is rich in depots that absorb and 
contain the salts without influencing the vapor permeability of the sanitizing plaster. The good vapor 
permeability of the used plaster is beneficial for better drying of the masonry. The effectiveness of 
the pore-plasters depends to a great extent on their homogeneity. When we speak of mixtures, 
which are produced on the construction site, achieving good homogeneity is not possible. 34 

The use of correctly bonding materials and supplements can create plasters with a high 
amount of pores volume at the same time with low content of capillary pores. Achieving good 
effectiveness in the long term requires observation of the separate parameters in narrow 
boundaries and a composition that is optimal in relation to the materials characteristics (type, 
shape, size and structure of the granules in the supplements, type of bonding substance, ratio, 
amount of supplements). 

Considering the functions, which they have, the sanitizing plasters should surely and relatively 
quickly stiffen. In addition to this, the separate contents of the plaster, mostly those with a bonding 
function, should have great salt-resistance. Due to this reason the systems for buildings sanitizing 
are hydraulically bound. In addition to being water-resistant, this type of plasters is not influenced 
by the cold, which means that they can also be used for the creation of plinths. Laying sanitizing 
plasters over a moist wall is acceptable only in cases when the atmospheric conditions allow its 
quick drying. Drying up the entire wall only with the help of a sanitizing system is not possible. 
Other means, such as the construction of a horizontal blockade or vertical seals, are used in such 
situations.35  

Generally speaking buildings sanitizing follows a certain succession of actions. The first and 
main action, which specifies the quality of the final result, is the mechanical processing and 
preparation of the base. In case of moisture damages it is necessary that the level of humidity 
inside the mortar and the masonry itself are specified as well as, of course, the quantity of 

 
34 Renovation and rehabilitation of facades by the system weber.san.// Направи сам, 2007, №11 
(http://napravisam.net/?p=2866, 29.11.2013) 
35 RÖFIX. Services:Useful information Principle of operation of sanitizing systems ointment 
(http://www.roefix.bg/USLUGI/Polezna-informaciya/Sanirane-Restavraciya-Ekologichni-produkti/Kakvo-e-neobhodimo-da-
znem/Princip-na-dejctvie-na-caniraschite-mazilkovi-cictemi, 02.12.2013) 

http://napravisam.net/?p=2866
http://www.roefix.bg/USLUGI/Polezna-informaciya/Sanirane-Restavraciya-Ekologichni-produkti/Kakvo-e-neobhodimo-da-znem/Princip-na-dejctvie-na-caniraschite-mazilkovi-cictemi
http://www.roefix.bg/USLUGI/Polezna-informaciya/Sanirane-Restavraciya-Ekologichni-produkti/Kakvo-e-neobhodimo-da-znem/Princip-na-dejctvie-na-caniraschite-mazilkovi-cictemi
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deposited salts, since these indicators will define the correct choice of materials. Such type of 
procedure is related to the use of the services of a specialized laboratory and analysis, based on a 
field study. The relative humidity of the walls is considered normal when it does not go beyond 
20%. It is much harder to measure the level of salts deposits in the masonry. The following levels 
are considered acceptable: 

Salts  Without 
depositing 

With a low 
percentage of 
depositing 

With a high 
percentage of 
depositing 

Chlorides <0,2% 0,2 – 0,5% >0,5% 
Sulfates <0,5% 0,5 – 1,5% >1,5% 
Nitrates <0,1% 0,1 – 0,3% >0,3% 
Nitrites <0,1% 0,1 – 0,3% >0,3% 
Table 1.                                                                                               Source: Do it yourself 

http://napravisam.net/?p=2866  

In relation to these humidity and deposited salts acceptability thresholds the masonries can be 
divided into several groups: 

• Masonries, which contain no humidity and salts within their surface; 
• Masonries, which contain small deposits of salts and humidity in small amounts; 
• Masonries with considerable salts deposits and humidity. 

The developments in contemporary construction have managed to develop a system of 
materials and techniques for masonry strengthening and renovation in each of these groups. It can 
be considered that in cases when the mortar damages refer to the first group they can mainly be 
taken as mechanical – totally or partially damaged areas, crumbling upper layers or detached 
mortar – the building needs restoration. In such cases it is not even necessary to define the level of 
humidity or salts depositing on the surface of the facades, because the visible damages are 
sufficient for defining the immediate and complete restoration of the masonry. As of today the 
leading producers of construction materials develop and offer special series of products, focused on 
restoration of old architectural monuments. These are harmonized with the mortars, which were 
produced hundreds of years ago on a lime base, allowing the introduction of corrections, which are 
not visibly different and still refresh the authentic look of the building.  

http://napravisam.net/?p=2866
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The restoration of buildings through sanitizing plasters can be implemented in the following 
ways: via longitudinal cutting of the not-bearing masonry and placing of a strip of stainless steel or 
PVC, through the shaping of large openings closely one to the other, and filling them in with special 
solutions, through pressure insertion of liquid hydro insulation mixtures in openings shaped in 
advance.  

Easiest and not requiring special technical equipment is the approach, according to which a 
multitude of openings with a diameter of 18-20 mm are shaped at the bottom of the masonry at a 
declination of 45%. The distances between the different openings should be about 10 cm. 
Depending on the used material, these distances could be bigger. In order to define the depth of 
the openings it is necessary that 5 cm are extracted from the overall width of the masonry and the 
result be multiplied by 1,4. Thus for example if the masonry is 35 cm wide, the depth of the 
openings should be 42 cm. The dust, which remains in the openings, should be removed through 
blowing of compressed air. Plastic bottles are placed in the cleaned openings together with the 
ends in the shape of long funnels. The bottles contain a special silicone solution for hydro 
insulation, which spills out and is thus absorbed within the masonry, filling in and closing the pores.  

This type of approach is particularly efficient in fighting humidity that is hard to neutralize and is 
constantly infiltrating the entire masonry. It is advisable that this procedure is carried out during the 
summer months in order for the masonry to be completely dry. Still, if the intervention cannot be 
postponed, special elongated electric heaters are placed inside the openings in order to ensure the 
quick drying of the masonry. For the purpose of protecting these parts of the masonry, which suffer 
greater mechanical pressure, a mosaic plaster could be used. The mosaic plasters are developed 
on the basis of artificial resins and are moisture and cold resistant.  

The restoration of masonries with high levels of humidity and salts deposition is a much more 
complicated task for the restoration worker. The first step, which should be carried out in such 
situations, is the removal, till stone/brick is reached, of all damaged particles of the façade mortar. 
In addition to this it is also important that the joints between the main construction material to be 
cleaned at a depth of about 2-3 cm and after that carefully filled in with a solution for preliminary 
insertion (vapor-permeable and resistant to water and salts). The small pieces of plaster, stones 
and dust that are left in the joints should be removed with compressed air, sandblasting and only as 
a last resort – with a water jet. In areas, which are less affected by destructive conditions, the top 
layer of the masonry is removed until healthy stone or brick basis or healthy masonry is reached.  
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The contemporary construction materials also allow the quick and secure removal of 
destructions, caused by various microorganisms, such as mold, mildew, fungi and others. In 
addition they create long-term protection against their reappearance in the already treated place.  

Only when the damaged covering is completely removed and the joints are well cleaned the 
basis can be covered completely with a primer. The primer has the capacity to neutralize the impact 
of the free particles (dust), to penetrate in-depth, to strengthen the base and, most importantly, to 
guarantee maximum bonding between the primed base and the other covers.  

Syringe plaster should be administered upon the primed base, forming a regular, thick and 
rough ground on the total surface of the masonry. Thus is achieved better attachment of the 
sanitizing plaster on the wall. The syringe plaster, similarly to the primer, is resistant to the bad 
influence of moisture and salts, and in addition to that it also has high vapor permeability. Grounds 
like this need about 2-3 days to dry up completely.  

The final step of this process, which is not so short, is the administering of the sanitizing 
plaster. The laid plaster is evened with a lute and smoothed with a large trowel. After about 24 
hours, while the ground is still wet, is applied also the mineral coating in a way allowing it to acquire 
a completely smooth surface.36  

 
3.2.2. Laser cleaning 

The contemporary restoration techniques are strongly bound to the achievements in natural 
sciences. The scientists are developing various analytical methods, relying on optical or spectral 
approaches for analysis, identification and cleaning of architectural monuments. Combining the 
laser technology with the already available mechanical, physical and chemical methods contributes 
to the achievement of great success in this area.  

Lasers find the following application in restoration and conservation purposes concerning 
architectural monuments: 

• Cleaning of various surfaces, for example stone, wood, metal, glass, others; 
• Removal of unwanted colorings and writings; 
• Carrying of control over the process of cleaning the respective sight; 

 
36 Renovation and rehabilitation of facades by the system weber.san.// Направи сам, 2007, №11 
(http://napravisam.net/?p=2866, 02.12.2013) 

http://napravisam.net/?p=2866
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• Analyzing the chemical contents of the colorings, which are about to be removed 
and those of the original material, in order for basic and important for the restoration 
process information to be extracted, such as origin, levels of pigmentation, quality and 
resilience of the used authentic materials; 

• Identifying existing tensions and defects in the mere structure of the site. 
The cleaning of artifacts and various elements of old buildings with cultural and architectural 

importance can be defined as a process of removal of built up material from a certain object. This 
cleaning is done not only for the purpose of improving the look of the restored site. It is very 
important for defining the objective condition of the site and prepares the monument for the follow 
up conservation procedures. In addition to this the cleaning contributes for the removal of the initial 
cause of the damages and for prevention of further negative influences from it. There are two kinds 
of pollution, which should be removed from the site – external, formed as additional coatings on top 
of the masonry (impurities, caused by the processes that take place in the environment, human 
influence, old materials and glues, used in previous restoration works, paint, others) and 
substances that have appeared as a result of the chemical and physical dissolution of the main 
construction material (corrosion of metal elements). 

The traditional methods for removal of unnecessary coverings during restoration and 
conservation of artifacts and architectural monuments are based on mechanical or chemical 
approaches, selected individually for each specific case. No control over the quality of the cleaning 
during the process itself is possible with these methods. The cleaning of sites with high architectural 
and cultural value, which are constructed from complex and too varied group of components, is 
necessary great professionalism in order for further site destruction to be minimized. Additional 
destructions however are unavoidable both with the use of mechanical and chemical cleaning 
methods. 

In contrast with the traditional techniques, the laser cleaning has many advantages. First of all 
this procedure is absolutely contact free – the cleaning force is represented by light rays and direct 
physical contact, which could cause the generation of additional pressure in the structure of the 
original material or wearing out, is thus avoided. Therefore laser can be used effectively for 
cleaning fragile and vulnerable architectural elements. Another advantage of this type of 
intervention is the possibility for controlling the scope of the laser sheaf for the purpose of cleaning 
harder to reach and smaller areas.  
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For the purposes of the restoration process most frequently are being used „Nd:YAG, excimer, 
CO2, Er:YAG, Ti-sapphire lasers, connected to an optical fiber or a mobile “hand”, allowing 
controllable focusing of the laser ray”37.  

Cleaning with a laser represents a specific method for laser removal, during which specific 
unwanted substances are removed from the upper layer of a certain site. When the laser ray 
interacts with the respective substance a process of heating, melting and evaporation of this upper 
layer is observed and the site is cleaned up. The relative effectiveness of this process is defined by 
the scope of the laser ray and the characteristics of the surface layer, which is being cleaned. The 
laser radiation affects the specific material through photo-chemical, photo-thermal and mechanical 
techniques. The main factor, on which the end effect relies upon, is the stream of laser rays. The 
way, in which the laser sheaf and the treated object interact depends on such parameters are 
“wave length, impulse length, intensity, angle of impact and the conductor characteristics of the 
environment”38. Impulse lasers with short impulses are used for such kinds of activities, in order for 
any heat exchange between the removed substance and the basic material to be avoided.  

Even though the main processes appearing as a result of the laser cleaning to be perfectly 
clear, it real practical application is accompanied by a number of difficulties, connected with the 
core and the chemical composition of the polluters. This fact imposes the application of strictly 
individual approaches for the processing of different sites – material analysis, choice of specific 
type of laser, specification of the parameters. All this is done for the purpose of neutralizing each 
and every danger of further damaging of the monument, which is being cleaned, especially when 
the work is carried out with easy to melt and organic materials.  

 
3.2.3. Cleaning with dry ice 

Cleaning with dry ice is a technology, which highly praised by the experts who restore 
monuments of culture and architecture. This is a method with which, with the help of ice, unwanted 
elements are being removed from various architectural sites. This technology leaves no waste 
elements due to the fact that ice evaporates and there is no need for any chemical or abrasive 
agents that can be harmful to the object to be used.  

 
37 Grozeva, M. Laser methods of diagnostics, restoration and conservation of cultural heritage 
(http://www.issp.bas.bg/lab/LabAS/LDA/First_page.htm, 02.12.2013) 
38 There again 

http://www.issp.bas.bg/lab/LabAS/LDA/First_page.htm
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The dry ice represents carbon dioxide in a solid state and cleaning with it can be described as 
a non abrasive, dry and clean procedure. In fact it represents a shooting of small granules of dry ice 
at very high speed with the aid of compressed air. When the surface, which is being cleaned comes 
into contact with the carbon dioxide a process of sublimation begins – gasification of the solid 
particles, without passing through a liquid state – during which the carbon dioxide increases its 
volume almost 800 times. As a result of the change of the aggregate state occurs a micro blast and 
a follow up freeze of the upper layer – the dry ice (-70ºС) freezes the unwanted cover layer, thus 
making it extremely fragile. These sharp temperature differences destroy the bond between the 
upper layer and the basic material and allow its easy removal. Dry ice is formed from carbon 
dioxide, which comes either from the atmosphere or is extracted as a by-product from various 
production processes. This means that after the evaporation of the dry ice, the carbon dioxide does 
not return in the atmosphere and does not create conditions for a greenhouse effect.  

The use of chemical products or the application of abrasive leaning techniques is strictly 
forbidden in many cases of restoration of certain sites. For example there is danger that the 
chemical agents could penetrate the stone structure, while the abrasive techniques could cause 
deep indentations on the original material. Protection of its authentic look is the main purpose of the 
restoration process, which is why such negative results should not appear. Cleaning with dry ice is 
an extremely efficient method in this relation, because it does not harm the original object in any 
way. This technology can be successfully used for the historical restoration of houses, religious 
temples, marble sculptures, etc.39  

 
3.2.4. Plasma technology 

The plasma technology, which uses a plasma burner, represents an alternative approach for 
cleaning and preserving cultural and architectural monuments. In contrast with the traditional 
methods for removing unwanted formations on the surface of the sites with architectural and 
cultural value, the plasma burner inflicts minimum damages on the original surface. This burner was 
developed as a result of the implementation of the project “Plasma and nano-technologies for new 
‘gentle’ restoration”, financed by the FP7 of the EU, part of which are scientists, engineers, 

 
39 Coldclean. Dry ice cleaning (http://www.coldclean.net/index.html, 03.12.2013) 

http://www.coldclean.net/index.html
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researchers and restoration experts from Bulgaria, Belgium, Italy and Germany. Partners on behalf 
of Bulgaria are BOTEGA-3 Ltd. And the Center for restoration of artistic values. 

The plasma, which is used in this method, represents ionized gas, abundant in electrically 
charged particles, which is used for treating surfaces with cleaning, evening, grinding and other 
purposes. The cleaning procedure takes place in the form of redox process – a change in the level 
of oxidation of atoms and ions as a result of the passing of electrons. The plasma technology 
represents a very good replacement for abrasive and chemical approaches, which threaten the 
integrity of the authentic surfaces. Thus for example removing soot with the use of well known 
methods (water, synthetic substances, solvents and others) always hides the risk of damaging the 
object, while via use of plasma technology, the soot turn into carbon dioxide and water vapor.  

The plasma burner, developed under the project, has been tested in the Dodge’s Palace in 
Venice, the calcified overlays were easily removed from the separate stone elements. The 
Bulgarian partner testing this new technology for cleaning the murals in three Bulgarian churches – 
church “St. Paraskeva” (Pleven), church “St. George” (the village of Golyamo Belovo) and the 
cathedral “St. Alexander Nevski” (Sofia). 

In addition to the plasma burner, which is about to be marketed after the end of the project 
(October 2014) the international team is developing a new innovative technology – a protective 
coverage for various surfaces, which can be easily removed with plasma. The characteristics of this 
new coverage make the constant monitoring of its effectiveness and efficiency possible. This novel 
coverage is water-resistant and at the same time vapor permeable, thus helping the material to 
breathe and preventing future damages.40  

 
3.2.5. Wood restoration 

Wood is a natural material, which is widely used both for construction and for forming the 
external look of the old Bulgarian buildings, as well as for inner decoration and furnishing. The 
poorly crafted timber loses its glamour and strength with the years, because quite often is it the 
target of the attacks of various timber eating insects. Similarly to all other construction materials, 
wood is also quite vulnerable in direct contact with water, greatest the danger being for those wood 
materials, which are used for the external formation of the buildings.  

 
40 European Commission, press release Bulgaria: Bulgarian conservators develop new technologies with EU investments 
(http://ec.europa.eu/bulgaria/press_corner/news/131113-panna_bg.htm, 03.12.2013) 

http://ec.europa.eu/bulgaria/press_corner/news/131113-panna_bg.htm
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The process of restoration of wooden materials goes through several stages of treatment: 
• Preparation  

Quite often the wooden surfaces are covered with various lacquers such as linseed oil, varnish 
or alkyd paint, which build up in time and form a thick layer, which should be removed in order for 
the wood to be treated and then a new protective coat to be administered.  

The cleaning of the wood can be done in several ways: 
• Mechanically – when this method is used, the unevenness and build ups from old coatings 

are removed with the aid of cycles, a sander or sandpaper. 
• With various agents for removing of these surface build ups, which are perfectly harmless 

to the wood, because they do not contain any chloride solvents or acids.  
• Through heating to a certain level of the upper layer in order to make it softer and become 

easy to be removed through uplifting and detaching with a pallet. This procedure is easiest to carry 
out when the upper layer is heated with hot air up to the moment when it becomes perfectly soft 
and bubbles appear here and there. After this, with the help of a pallet or a scraper, the softened 
coat of paint can be removed. When using this approach it is important to pinpoint the moment 
when the paint is sufficiently soft and can be removed without problems from the wooden surface. If 
the heating process is faster than necessary the coat remains hard and well attached to the 
wooden basis, which means that it cannot be lifted and removed with the pallet. The other extremity 
is also unpleasant – over heating leads to baking the already softened top coat.  

Extremely thin and fragile timber can be strengthened with a specific wood fortifier, which is a 
ready-made colorless liquid, created on the basis of thermo-plastic acrylic resins. The sealant 
manages to sink deep into the wood, fortifies the corrupted and insect eaten parts and prevents the 
process of aging. Wood protecting agents have been developed especially for the purpose of 
fighting the wood-eating vermin. Usually these are ready to use insecticides with residual effect, 
colorless and odorless, not changing or threatening the paint or the glue. Timber that has been 
treated with such agents can easily undergo follow up treatment with paint, lacquer or other 
impregnating products. The fact that these agents do not produce any harmful gases, are not 
affected by light or heat and which is most important protect the wood from follow up vermin attacks 
is of great importance.  

• Pasting 
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Pasting is a process, during which unevenness, scratches and other defects on the wood are 
hidden or are completely removed prior to the next step, which is painting. The paste easily corrects 
the existing cracks, scratches or cuts. After the paste is well dried the wood can be treated further – 
grinding, boring into, lacquering, painting, etc. It is recommendable that even the well dried plaster 
be grinded in order for a perfectly smooth surface to be achieved. Thin iron cotton can be used for 
this purpose – it is perfectly appropriate for fine grinding, because it cleans without making any lines 
or scratches upon the treated surface. The fine grinding procedure finishes with wiping the timber 
with a moist cloth. After it dries up you can proceed to the next stage of old wood restoration – 
coloring.  

• Toning 
The change of color or the toning of wooden materials in various colors with the tools of 

contemporary construction products can be achieved through the use of concentrated coloring, 
known as mordant. It can be used either in a ready-to-apply form or to be dissolved with water or 
solvents – it can be dissolved in ratio 1:6. It gives coloring to the wood without changing its 
characteristic features. On the contrary, it underlines its natural circles and covers the 
imperfections, which are a result of many years of use.  

Prior to administering the mordant it is advisable that the mordant is tested on a timbre sample 
of the same kind of wood, because it might react in a different, unexpected way t the colors. The 
mordant is administered with a brush or a sponge on a well cleaned surface. This action should be 
done quickly, until the wood is evenly colored. When mordant is administered on vertical surfaces 
the brushes should be from up down, and in the other cases following the direction of wood fibers. It 
is advisable that administering of mordant on larger surfaces is done in one time, so that there are 
no differences. It is important also that the excess, over spilling mordant is constantly removed.  

• Sealing 
The already colored surface should be fixated in order for the timber pores to be sealed. In 

order for this effect to be achieved it is necessary that the timber surface is evenly covered with a 
fixture. It perfectly covers the timber flakes, thus sealing the natural or artificial color and protecting 
the surface from the formation of spots or damages due to various external influences. After the 
fixture is completely dry it is necessary that the timber surface is polished very diligently with fine 
iron cotton (size 0000). The polished wood is cleaned from the dust with a soft cotton cloth. In case 
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that the effect is not satisfactory, a second hand of fixture can be administered, after which the 
procedure with the polishing and cleaning of the surface can be repeated.  

• Final shaping 
The last stage of restoration of wooden surfaces is connected to underlining the natural beauty 

of timber material through adding extra glamour. In order for this to be achieved, the well cleaned 
wood surface is covered with shell lacquer with the help of a brush.  

Another way to outline the quality and beauty of wood is the coloring polish, which represents a 
uniform consistency of high quality raw materials – natural waxes and water – which do not contain 
silicones or substances that are harmful to the environment. These not only restore the original 
color of the wood, but also strengthen, enrich and thicken the wood. In addition they also protect 
from future pollution or surface damages. Contemporary producers offer these products in various 
colors – oak, nut tree, mahogany, pine, etc.  

The coloring polish is administered evenly upon the wood surface by means of a brush or a 
roller. The well dried surface is polished with fine iron cotton (size 0000) for the purpose of 
removing all imperfections or excess material, after which it is cleaned with a soft cotton cloth. If 
desired or if it is necessary for stronger coloring to be achieved, a second hand of polish can be 
administered and then the rest of the procedure can be repeated.  

In order for the wood to glisten and to have a finished look various polishing waxes can or 
pastes can be used. They also protect the wood from aging. They are a combination of high quality 
raw materials, such as honey wax and carnauba wax (a Brazilian wax, which is made from the 
leaves of a South African palm Copernicia prunifera).41  

4. Recommendable and not recommendable action in restoration 
4.1. Roof 

The roof shapes up its final look of a building and, which is most important, protects it from the 
atmospheric influences. To a great extent it strengthens the architectural influence during the visual 
observation of the construction. The main components of each roof are the bearing roof 
construction, the water-proof cover, the eaves (cornice, board), adjustments and drainage 
elements. In case that the space under the roof is residential, it is necessary that heating insulation 
is also added.  

 
41 Gubra. Advises of Gubra: Restore it yourself (http://www.gubra-bg.com/cms.php?id_cms=10, 04.12.2013) 

http://www.gubra-bg.com/cms.php?id_cms=10
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The bearing roof construction carries the weight of the roof, cumulative of its own heaviness, 
the weight of the cover, the weight of any superstructures, snow and wind, passing it on to the main 
bearing walls or the skeleton of the building. The cover on the other hand guarantees water 
resistance and is placed upon a wooden framework, or, as it is with contemporary construction, on 
a concrete plate. The single-piece cover is elaborated out of oilcloth, foil or coating. Characteristic 
for it is the presence of water-proof stitches between the separate pieces of roof material. The 
multiple piece cover is elaborated from elements, such as tiles, plates, metal sheets and even 
wooden boards. The spaces that are formed between the separate pieces are not water-proof and 
because of this, such covers are applied with roofs with greater inclination of the roof structures.  

The eaves are built by protruding of the bearing roof structure, while the cornice is built by 
protruding of a part of the outer bearing wall. The board represents an elongation of the outer wall, 
situated above the last plate and in most cases is applied for constructing the external drainage of 
the building.  

The superstructures represent elements, the constructions of which are parts of the roof or go 
through it, for example glazing, chimneys, shafts and machine rooms. 

A part of the drainage system of a roof are the gutters, drain pipes and flushing water intakes. 
Internal drainage of the buildings is typical for the flat roofs. The sloped roofs are drained externally, 
only with the exception of only one specific kind of sloped roofs (sea-saw roofs), which are drained 
internally.  

 
Roof classification 
Depending on the inclination of the roof construction the roofs can conditionally be divided into 

flat (inclination of less than 4°) and sloped roofs. The sloped roofs on the other hand can be divided 
into slanting (inclination between 4°-15°), normal (15°-35°) and steep (more than 35°).   

Depending on the material used for the setting up of the wooden construction the division is as 
follows:  

• Wooden roofs, which most often are carpenter roofs with distance between the 
props of up to 15 m and engineering constructions where the distances are more than 15 
m.  

• Metal roofs, characteristic mostly for very large rooms – halls, saloons, gyms, etc.  
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• Massive roofs constructed in the shape of stone, brick or concrete vaults. Typical 
for this kind of roofs are also the broken girders, shells, trusses, frames, beams, slabs, etc. 

Depending on the way of drainage the roofs can be divided into roofs with external drainage 
and roofs with internal drainage.  

The number of the slopes classifies the roofs as single sloped, double-sloped, four-sloped and 
multiple-sloped. The single sloped roofs comprise of one slope, the inclination of which goes from 
the ridge (the horizontal intersection line of two plain parts of the roof, situated above them) towards 
the drip (the lower rim of the eaves).  

The double sloped roofs, also called saddle roofs, have two slopes, which are the same of 
different. These are widely applied in concluded construction as well as in the presence of side 
walls on both sides. 

The four sloped roof consists of four slopes – two of them triangular and two – trapezoidal. It is 
characteristic for these roofs that there is a ridge and four hips (inclined intersection line of plain 
areas from the roof, situated above them). In the cases when the slopes are even and all have a 
triangle shape, the ridge turns into a point, in which intersect the four hips. Such roofs are called 
pyramidal.  

Characteristic for the attic roofs is the bending of the slope areas mostly at 60° or 30°. This 
bending is done with the purpose of using the sub-roof space for residential purposes.  

The shape of the slopes themselves is also used for defining the type of roof. Depending on 
this shape they can be – a normal roof, a rood with slopes with the same inclination; an attic roof 
with bent slopes; rounded roofs among which domes, vaults, etc. There the water is drained on a 
curved surface. 42 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
42 Aleksandrov, Y. “School notes on building; elements of buildings and exploitation requirements), 2004, 157p. 
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Recommendable Not recommendable 
• The timber used for the elaboration of 

the rood construction or coating should have no 
bark remnants, because under the bark develop 
and thrive wood vermin, which will begin 
destroying the roof construction only within a 
couple of months after its set up. 

• The use of specialized materials for 
impregnation of the wooden surfaces, such as 
lacquers, oils and waxes is obligatory. Thus will 
be guaranteed the prolonged life of the wood 
and its problem-free use. 

• Regardless of whether the tiles are 
lined on top of a plank coating, a concrete plate 
or a wooden frame, underneath them there 
should be an opening of about 5 cm, open in the 
lower and upper end of the frame. Thus is 
shaped the ventilation canal, which ensures the 
free circulation of air. In order for this to be 
achieved, underneath the tiles is set up a 
double frame or perpendicular wooden laths. 

• In order for the leaking of rain water 
under the roof to be avoided, it is advisable for 
the entire rood to be covered with a roof foil, 
which contributes to the easy draining of the 
water towards the gutter. In addition, the foil 
protects the space under the roof form 
penetration of snow, wind, hard particles and 
moisture. 

• The longevity of the roof to a great 
extent depends on the used hydro-insulation at 

• It is not recommendable to use 
construction beams, which are not 
sufficiently dry, since high humidity 
threatens to bend the otherwise straight 
beams.  

• The choice of wooden beams for 
the roof should be approached casually. 
The core of the tree, from which the beam 
was made, should not be visible alongside 
the inner part of the beam cut. In case that 
alongside the cut a point and surrounding 
annual circles are visible, this means that 
the beam has been produced from a young 
tree that has not ripened to be used for the 
purpose. With such kinds of beams the 
inner tension and the resistance forces are 
several times greater than in the cases 
where ripe timber has been used. Beams 
from timber, which has not ripened can find 
applicability in the shaping of shorter parts 
of the roof construction, still it is advisable 
for them to be attached to a firm base.  

• When installing paddings between 
the separate roof elements, it is not 
advisable to use metal paddings or 
compounds. 

• The metal compounds or paddings 
do not interact well with materials made out 
of bitumen. Therefore combining these 
elements should be avoided. In addition to 
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the basis of the roof. The installation of hydro-
insulation is recommendable regardless of the 
type, purpose or size of building. The main 
function of this kind of insulation is to protect the 
building from the destructive influence of water 
and humidity. 

• The selection of a cover for the roof 
construction should be done entirely on the 
basis of the roof resistance to atmospheric 
influences. It should not corrode, let water go 
through, rot or be too heavy. 

• When reconstruction of flat roofs is 
taking place it is recommendable to use roll 
hydro-insulation. 

• For covering roof constructions with an 
inclination of 20º to 50º it is advisable that tiles 
(ceramic, concrete). 

• Roof constructions with an inclination of 
15º to 90º are covered with bitumen tiles.  

• Roof constructions with an inclination of 
30º to 60º are covered with natural stone 
(slates). 

• For roof constructions with an 
inclination of 15º to 50º it is recommendable to 
use corrugated metal sheets or tiles made of 
metal. 

•  In order for the roof to be sufficiently 
resistant to the uplifting powers of the wind, it is 
necessary that the roof construction and the 
roof materials are strongly and safely mounted. 

• Each roof, regardless of whether it is 

this, in cases of great variations of 
temperature metal shrinks or expands in a 
way, which is different to the reaction of 
bitumen.  

• Repairing the chimneys should 
never be forgotten when a roof is being 
restored. 

• One of the most frequent mistakes 
in roof repairing is the elaboration of 
chimney hats with size smaller than the 
size of the chimney itself. This allows for 
water to get inside the mortar, then when it 
is really cold this moisture freezes and 
slowly but surely destroys the chimney. 

• The chimney mortar that is 
corroded and falling apart should not be 
overlooked, because quite often it blocks 
the drainage system and prohibits its 
functioning. Replacing such mortar with a 
lime-cement solution, which is administered 
on the damaged parts, is obligatory. 

• The safety and roof pressure 
requirements, corresponding to the bearing 
capacity of the roof, should not be 
overlooked. 

• The presence and correct 
mounting of gutters and water drainage 
pipes should not be belittled. 

• Improper measurements or fixation 
of the number of places for adding 
drainage pipes, which results into over 
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flat or sloped, should have a well functioning 
drainage system, which should be regularly 
cleaned and maintained.  

• When repairing a roof it is of great 
importance that a preliminary preparation of the 
current status of the roof is carried out. 

• Checking of the composition; 
• Checking for presence of 

moisture; 
• Checking the water-proof 

characteristics of the roof coverage; 
• Checking the inclination and the 

water drainage system; 
• Checking the condition of the 

peripheral parts of the roof. 

filling and therefore overflow of the gutters. 
• Inappropriate mounting of the 

gutters along the roof construction, 
because of which the water does not flow 
into the gutter and it does not implement its 
function. 

• Failure to observe the rule “the 
roof construction should enter from 1/4 up 
to 1/3 both in width, as well as in depth of 
the profile of the gutter – this is done in 
order for the water flow to be stopped by 
the forehead of the gutter and in case of 
water overflow along the rim of the roof 
coverage, this water should return to the 
gutter”. 43 

 
4.2. Walls 

In their nature the walls can be defined as vertical or inclined elements, which have 
surrounding, partitioning or isolating function. The walls, which shape up the building itself are 
connected with the roof bearing constructions and the floors. In those cases when the walls carry 
and pass on weight they play the role of bearing elements inside the building. They can be 
elaborated with or without any openings (windows, doors).  

Walls classification 
Depending on the place, which they take within the building, the walls are external 

(surrounding) and internal (partitioning). The external walls should be hydro-, noise- and heat-
insulated. It is an obligatory requirement for the external walls to be equipped with noise-insulation 
and fire-proof resistance characteristics.  

                                                 
43 More from the house. For the house. Roof: Rules for roof drainage (http://www.ka6tata.com/za-ka6tata/pokriv/article/265, 
17.01.2014) 

http://www.ka6tata.com/za-ka6tata/pokriv/article/265
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According to the statistic characteristics the walls can be divided into bearing, self-bearing and 
not-bearing. The bearing walls carry their own weight, the weight of the walls positioned above 
them, the weight of the roof construction, as well as the weight of the winds and earthquakes. The 
vertical pressure on these walls leads to pressure from tension, twisting and pulling. The self-
bearing walls carry the weight only of the walls positioned above them. Walls that bear no weight do 
not carry the weight of any constructive elements of the building. Because of this detachment from 
the rest of the elements these walls can be moved. The change in the position of one partitioning 
wall leads to a change in the panning scheme of the building. The partitioning walls should be able 
to carry their own weight and in very rare cases the weight of the sagging floor construction. 

Depending on the material used the walls are divided into wooden, massive, metal, plastic and 
combined walls.  

According to the way of building the walls are masonry, cast or prefabricated. 
Depending on their structure the walls are divided into: single-layer – thick, ribbed and with 

crevices; double-layer – heavy and light concrete; three-layer – two layers separated by heat-
insulation; multiple-layer – walls with more than three layers. 

Depending on their weight the walls can be divided into light (less than 100 kg/sq. m.), medium 
heavy (150-250 kg/sq. m.) and heavy (more than 250 kg/sq. m.). 

 
Recommendable Not recommendable 
• When restoring masonry walls it is 

obligatory first to remove the old mortar and the 
remnants of the old construction materials, used 
for the building of the wall – clay, lime, gypsum, 
cement. 

• It is recommendable that the stones are 
placed in their natural bed, and, when this is 
possible, the openings that are created to be 
positioned perpendicularly to the active forces. 
In most of the cases these forces are horizontal.  

• The bandages ensure the necessary 
durability of the wall, which is why they should 

• The length of the used stones on 
the one hand should not be lesser than 
their height, and on the other hand, it 
should not be longer than 5 times this 
height.  

• It is not recommendable to create 
internal joints. In those cases when this is 
unavoidable, these empty spaces can be 
filled with small stones and a solution. The 
joints that shape up on top of the visible 
surface should also be filled with a solution. 

• It is not recommendable to put up 
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be implemented in a way, which allows 
coverage of the entire width of the wall.  

• When doing masonry it is important that 
the rows, which are positioned in a transverse 
and longitudinal manner to follow each other, 
and if this is not possible, in one row between 
each two longitudinal stones should be placed 
one transversal stone. 

• For the purpose of achieving greater 
resistance of the wall it is greatly 
recommendable that on top of each two or three 
rows are inserted evening belts. Three rows of 
bricks or wood can be used for this purpose. 

• The masonry should be as compressed 
as possible. 

• The quality construction of the 
bandages, as well as the shaping of the external 
crevices is of major importance when building a 
stone wall. 

• When the masonry process is 
continued after temporary interruption or when 
masonry work is done in case of gaping holes, it 
is obligatory to observe the way of shaping the 
bandage of the separate rows and the jamming 
in height and in the side plates.44 

• In case of walls the construction of 
which was based on multi angle masonry, it is 
appropriate that the river stones are broken with 
a hammer. Thus, when careful shaping of the 

masonry walls when the temperature is 
lower than -10°С. 

• It is not recommendable to use 
round stones for stone walls, because large 
empty spaces will be formed between them 
and this will make the wall unstable. 

• It is not recommendable to use 
construction materials based on chloride 
during winter time masonry works. 

• When  making masonry it is really 
unadvisable to intersect more than three 
joints in one area. 

• The vertical joints should be 
created more than two rows apart.  

• If the masonry is moist, plastering 
it is not recommended. The long term effect 
of the plaster is substantially lowered if it is 
administered upon a surface that is very 
moist. 

• The amount of plaster that the 
master is administering should not be more 
than the amount, which he can process 
and even at one time before the plaster 
becomes dry.  

• When plaster is administered it 
should not be forgotten that it is necessary 
for the so called leading lines (“mothers”), 
between which the lute should be moved in 
order for the surface to be evened.  

                                                 
44 Regulations for implementation and adoption of masonry ( http://theplan.net23.net/14L3.pdf, 21.01.2014) 

http://theplan.net23.net/14L3.pdf
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corners is done, the latter fit together better. The 
internal crevices form a network without the 
presence of clearly outlined horizontal or vertical 
joints. 

• In the corners of the stone walls are 
placed the larger stones. If such are missing 
these places should be filled with bricks.  

• The used stone should be strong, 
resistant to atmospheric influences and of 
course with low water absorption. 

• The built wall should be plastered in 
zones without too long partitioning and bearing 
in mind the principle of wet on wet plastering.  

• It is recommendable that solutions, 
containing hydraulic bonding substances are 
used before they stiffen. In order to preserve 
their flexibility during the process of 
administering them it is advisable that the 
mixture is stirred at regular intervals. 

• Strengthening cracked brick walls, 
built from bricks with horizontal crevices, 
placed parallel or perpendicular to the wall, 
with sprayed concrete is not 
recommendable.  

• In case of repairing bearing walls 
following the approach of re-masonry it 
should never be forgotten that the weight of 
the upper constructive elements should be 
moved upon temporary pivots.  

 
4.3. Floors and ceilings 

The floors / ceilings can be defined as horizontal or inclined elements, partitioning the building 
into separate storeys, or in other words they separate the top and the bottom of the premises. The 
part, which limits the rooms from below is the floor, and its opposite – the ceiling.  

The floors consist of the following main parts: 1) floor construction; 2) floor pavement; 3) 
suspended ceiling. These separate parts are considered as a single constructive element, 
especially as far as their hydro-, noise- and heat-insulation functions. It is important to note that only 
the floor construction has a bearing function. It is the part, which bears the weight of the floor 
pavement and of the suspended ceiling. Most of the buildings with architectural and cultural value 
have no suspended ceilings. In such cases the surface of the ceiling represents the lower visible 
part of the floor construction.  
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The main purpose of the floors and respectively the ceilings is the following: 
• They divide the building into separate storeys and in addition shape up the upper and lower 

parts of the rooms; 
• They carry the vertical forces, caused by the exploitation of the building, by passing them to 

the rest of the bearing elements and from thereon to the foundations; 
• They give the building the necessary stability in case of an earthquake or strong winds, 

through horizontal openings, where the forces act in a direction parallel to the one of the 
floor/ceiling; 

• Protect the separate rooms in the building from noise, heat, cold or water; 
• Hinder the spreading of flames in case of fire in the building; 
The floors are two more kinds – stairs and balconies. As a constructive element the stairs have 

the function to connect the separate storeys in the building. The balcony is a part of the floor 
construction, which protrudes as a console part beyond the outline of the building.  

Floor classification 
Depending on the used materials, the floor can be divided into: 

• Wooden floor constructions. Such constructions are a part of the beam type, due 
to which they are often called wooden beam-floors. Quite often the construction practice 
understands wooden beams not only as the floor construction, but also the floor, the floor 
pavement and the ceiling.  

• Metal floor constructions – other materials can also be used for their construction 
– concrete, wood, etc. This type of floor construction is mainly used for industrial 
buildings. It is elaborated from steel beams, profiles and sheets. 

• Massive floor constructions – bricks and other ceramic objects and concrete are 
used for their creation. The massive floor constructions can be divided into monolithic, 
prefabricated-monolithic and prefabricated. The floor constructions with concrete and 
bricks in most of the cases are vaulted and bear pressure stress. 

The floor pavement represents the upper layer of the floor construction, which bears direct 
external influences, such as loading, grinding, wearing off and others. An important requirement in 
connection with the floor pavements is for them to be resistant to chemicals, hitting and fire, to be 
warm, to prevent the appearance of strike noise, to be water-proof and not slippery.  
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Depending on their structure, the floor pavements can be divided into simple, noise-absorbing 
(elastic) and floating. In the case of the simple floor pavements the separate structural layers are 
elaborated in the following succession: floor construction, padding, flooring pavement. When the 
pavement is noise-absorbing the elastic layer is placed above the hard padding. The insulation from 
strike noise is partially secured.  

Depending on the materials used, the pavements can be massive (with plates from natural 
stone, artificial plates, mosaics, paving stone), wooden (beams), synthetic floor pavements (rubber, 
plastic, textile). 

 
Recommendable Not recommendable 
• In case of a wooden floor construction it 

is advisable that the empty space between the 
floor and the first layer of beams is ventilated for 
the purpose of avoiding eventual rotting, as a 
result of the evaporations from the beams. 

• For buildings with floors that are made 
from beams it is advisable to make a false floor 
with insulation stuffing. It has a fully heat-
insulation purpose.  

• The elaboration of a floor construction 
from wood should start with defining the 
positioning of the beams, after which is placed 
the vapor-insulation and to be cut in the 
necessary shapes all elements of the 
construction. 

• An inseparable part of the elaboration 
of the plank coverage of the floor is the 
preparation of the terrain by means of trimming 
or filling the ribs in order to shape a flat even 
surface, specifying the length of the planks and 
their nailing on the ribs.  

• It should never be forgotten that when 
mounting the wooden coating heat-insulation 
materials should be placed between the 
separate beams and the plate itself. In case of 
flat surfaces and surfaces with inclination of up 
to 30°С the heat-insulation should be mounted 
without sticking. This is not relevant for the 
vertical surfaces.  

• Administering each next layer mortar 
above the floor construction should not be 
implemented immediately after the previous 
layer is administered. Right on the contrary, 
only after its proper bonding and stiffening the 
next steps can be carried out and an additional 
layer of plaster can be administered. 

• The plaster should in no case be 
administered on frozen or wet base. Before its 
administering the terrain must be carefully 
checked and in case of presence of pollution, 
cracks or unevenness these should be removed 
immediately.  
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• It is obligatory for the floor to be 
absolutely flat, next to the frames of the doors is 
placed marking, defining the exact level of the 
mortar. Deviations from this marking are only 
acceptable if they are within ± 3 mm. 

• When plastering ceilings, the plaster 
should be mixed well in order to stick very well 
to the basis, not to slag, but stay fixed on the 
place where it has been administered.  

• When renovating ceilings, which only 
need to be repainted, it is advisable that the 
bearing capacities of the old paint coat are 
checked. For this purpose a small section of the 
painted ceiling is scratched and covered with 
stretch of scotch-tape, which is afterwards 
removed. In case that the old paint coat does 
not come off together with the scotch-tape, it 
can be considered that the bondage with the 
basis is good enough.  

• It is recommendable that the painting of 
ceilings is done when there is day-light for the 
purpose of achieving an even coloring without 
transition lines. These lines are formed as a 
result of administering a coat of paint over 
another coat, which is already dry.  

• Painting should always be done on 
whole areas and following the wet on wet rule.  

• It is advisable that the painting of 
ceilings is done from the windows inwards and 
the ceiling is mentally divided into several 
squares, which are painted one after the other.  

• In the cases when the mortar should be 
artificially dried, the air should not be heated to 
more than 27°С and the room should be 
constantly ventilated.  

• It is not advisable that the thickness of 
the traditional mortars be less than 0,30 cm. 
Most often it reaches about 0,50 cm. Greater 
values are also acceptable of course. Thinner 
mortars easily detach from the floor and 
therefore need to be replaced with a new one. 

• When plastering ceilings, it is not 
advisable to put two layers of plaster.  

• Freshly put plaster should not be 
subjected to direct sunlight, dried too quickly, 
moisturized or frozen for one day. 

• Prior to the painting of the ceiling the 
surface should most definitely be prepared – 
cleaned from dirt and dust, polished, all the 
cracks and parts with detached mortar should 
be filled. If necessary the base, which is about 
to be painted, can be grinded and then primed 
in order for better connection with the new coat 
to be achieved. 

• It is not advisable to paint under 
temperatures lower than 7°С. 
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• The direction of the move during 
painting is defined depending on the positioning 
of the main source of light in the room or in 
other words the paint should be administered in 
direction from the window towards the inner part 
of the ceiling. 

• The corners between the walls and 
ceiling, as well as all decorative elements 
should be painted in advance.  

 
4.4. Doors and windows 

Other important elements of the overall construction of a building are the doors and windows. 
The door as an architectural-constructive element plays the role of a functional connection between 
the separate internal spaces within the building on the one hand as well as between the internal 
spaces and the environment on the other hand. In addition to this they guarantee the necessary 
noise- and heat-insulation. The noise insulation is achieved though the multi-layer structure of the 
door-wings. The heat-insulation is particularly necessary for the entrance doors, which is why the 
latter should be well fitted mostly in the area of the rabbets. 

Each door consists of a fixed part – a frame with edges, a frame and mother boards, only 
mother boards – and a moving part – containing one or more wings. The single winged doors most 
often have wing-sizes of 0,70 – 1,20 m, the double winged doors – 0,70 – 0,80 m, and the multiple 
winged doors – 0,60 – 0,70 m. The conditions for safe and quick evacuation require the opening of 
the doors to be done in outward direction. The door frames are attached with cleppes – wooden 
blocks inserted inside the masonry. 

All doors are equipped with hinges, axis mechanism, handles, locks, bolted girders, levers and 
others.  

Classification of doors 
Depending on the direction of opening the doors are divided into left and right. There is a 

possibility for them to open in both directions.  
Depending on the way the doors open the latter could be 

• Revolving doors that open with an end vertical, mid horizontal or upper axis. 
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• Revolving doors that open with an internal vertical axis. 
• Doors, which consist of wings with connected particles, which roll up and form a 

roll above the door itself.  
• Sliding doors connected to a lead. These doors can have one or two wings.  
• Doors, which have wings coming together into a frame.  
• Doors that bent into a harmonica.  

Depending on the material used the doors can be divided into wooden, metal, plastic, glass or 
doors, which are made of another material. The wooden doors can be forged – made of slats or 
planks; Plate - made of solid wood; and pressed – produced from slatted grill or grill with hard 
cardboard plates. 

The windows are light-transparent constructions, which are inserted inside the walls or the 
roof of a building. The transparency of the windows is achieved through the use of flat glass, 
insulating glass and laminated glass.  

Each window consists of the following elements: mother frame, moldings, sills, frame-wing, 
horizontal or vertical divider, a tub for collection of condensate, cornice and window sill. Sealing of 
the crevices between the window and the wall is achieved through the use of ropes, plaster or a 
massive tooth in the wall. The interspaces between the window wings are overcome by means of 
rabbets. The surrounding frame, which encompasses the frame and the mother, is attached to the 
window opening in the wall by means of screws and cleppes.  

Windows classification 
Depending on the way of opening the windows are divided into: 

• Windows with wings, which turn round an end vertical axis and upper wings, which 
turn round a lower horizontal axis; 

• Windows with wings, which turn round lower horizontal axis; 
• Windows with wings, which turn round lower horizontal axis and with a smaller 

wing, which turns round an end vertical axis; 
• Windows with wings, which turn round vertical or horizontal mid axis by switching, 

together with upper wings, which turn round lower or upper horizontal axis; 
• Windows containing a bigger and a smaller wing with vertical or upper horizontal 

axis; 
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• Windows with wings with rungs (the rung divides the window into smaller parts), 
which revolve round an end vertical axis and an upper wing revolving round a lower 
horizontal axis; 

• Windows with wings, which slide horizontally; 
• Windows with one wing at end vertical or lower horizontal axis; 
• Windows with wings, which slide horizontally – one movable and one fixed wing or 

two movable wings; 
• Windows with triple switch of the wing – to end vertical and mid vertical and 

horizontal axes; 
• Windows with a wing, which opens by means of pushing in a direction 

perpendicular to the window opening shape. 
Depending on the material used the windows can be divided into wooden, metal, plastic, 

concrete or combined.  
The dominant part of the doors and windows from buildings with national, regional and local 

importance/value, which need restoration, are made of wood. There are quite a lot of buildings with 
windows and doors made out of wood and metal. 

 
Recommendable Not recommendable 
• When selecting impregnating products 

for the timber material, used for production of 
doors and window frames it is necessary to 
preliminarily define whether the latter will be for 
external or internal use and what influences 
they would bear in the future.   

• The easiest way to treat timber with 
liquid impregnating products is dipping. This 
method is recommended only for cases when 
the wood is strong and has not been processed 
previously. Of course the sizes of the wooden 
part of window frame or the door should allow 
this.  

• Timber with humidity higher than 
25% should be avoided for the production 
of windows and doors.  

• When painting wooden doors and 
window frames special attention should be 
paid on the horizontal parts, which 
sometimes collect water. Such parts are for 
example the lower frames of the window 
frames. Such surfaces should have a 
minimum inclination of 15-20% in order for 
the water to drain. 

• When producing window frames it 
is not recommended to use timber material 
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• Prior to administering polish or lacquer 
upon the wooden frames and doors it is 
necessary that the surface is well cleaned by 
means of a brush with special kind of hair.  

• In order to fortify wooden frames or 
doors that have been damaged by insects it is 
advisable to treat the affected zones with 
special products, which are injected under 
pressure. 

• The dark colored windows and external 
doors can be heated on the surface at 80°С - 
90°С, which is a precondition for the release of 
resin and the formation of cracks in the resinous 
tree types. 

• The distance between the separate 
year circles should be a minimum of 3 mm and 
this is particularly important for the lower 
window frame elements. 

• Recommended relative humidity for the 
coniferous tree types is up to 15%, and for the 
broadleaf – up to 12%. 

• Препоръчително е влагата в 
дървесината да се отстрани преди 
използването й за направа на врати и 
прозорци. За целта тя трябва да се изсушава 
в специални сушилни, да се съхранява на 
сухи и проветриви места и разбира се да се 
подготвя и монтира при подходящи, сухи 
условия. 

• The glues, which are used for 
connecting the separate wood elements, should 

with knots or resinous openings. The core 
of the tree is also not recommended for 
use.  

• When strengthening wooden 
surfaces it is not advisable to use sprays, 
containing silicone for dust or gloss. Such 
products change the surface of the timber 
and quite often make it impossible to be 
repainted.  

• It is not acceptable painting or 
polishing of wooden surfaces, which are 
covered with resin or dust. Because of this 
the treated window frame or door should be 
well cleaned and dried prior to being 
painted or polished.  

• The used impregnating materials 
should not create conditions for corrosion 
of the fitting elements.  

• The used impregnating materials 
should not influence the mechanic 
characteristics and humidity of the wood. 

• When removing an old paint coat 
or lacquer it is not allowed the direct use of 
sandpaper, spatulas or similar tools. 

• When there are longitudinal cracks 
on the frames and windows their additional 
stretching is not advisable.  

• The use of sealing products on the 
surface layer of the wood is not advisable 
due to the fact that the bonding between 
paint and the base is thus weakened.  
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be active at temperatures of -25°С to +75°С as 
well as at relative air humidity below 95°С.  

• Or the purpose of improving the noise- 
and heat-insulation of wooden windows it is 
advisable that the sealing of the curlings can be 
done by means of cords.  

• It is recommended that for the entrance 
doors are used double-forged doors, the 
massive plates of which are forged with smooth 
or profiled planks. 

• It is recommended that additional 
measures for protection from corrosion are 
taken for doors or window frames, which are 
produced out of wood and metal.  

• The hollow sound that timber gives 
out when hit with a hard object should be 
overlooked. This is a sign that the wood 
has been eaten through by worms or there 
are other damages. A healing procedure 
should be undertaken, connected with 
injection of special products.  

• The presence of transversal cracks 
on the windows and frames is 
unacceptable.  
 

 

3. Building of cultural districts on the territories   

1. The concept of cultural district  
 

Architectural heritage of the area may be most diverse, as its history. The idea of territory 
management with a focus on conservation and preservation of the architectural heritage aims to: 

o develop programs for the identification, conservation and preservation of local heritage; 
o plan activities, involving local heritage, sites that are consistent with the objectives of 

the municipality; 
o include activities in terms of local heritage in other municipal plans and programs. 

The model of building cultural areas on territories where there are objects of cultural 
architectural heritage is a good model for the protection and preservation of cultural heritage and 
simultaneously for improvement the economic situation of the region. 

Policies to cultivate place based economic development and community revitalization through 
arts and culture becoming more and more popular. Cultural districts offer one mechanism to attain 
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these goals by unifying multiple businesses, organizations and the community in areas with 
potentially significant cultural resources.  

Culture matters not only because it represents the anthropological image of the material, 
spiritual and social life of a people, but also because it is a basic resource for sustainable economic 
growth. Defined in its broadest sense, the notion of culture encompasses a wide range of 
idiosyncratic meanings: historic, political, legal, technological and artistic. Culture is a capital asset 
accumulated by a community whose members refer to it to connote their identity.45 

As it can be learnt from the recent Italian and international experience, industrial districts have 
become a good example of sustainable and endogenous growth. In this perspective, the presence 
of small firms is essential to a district, but the presence of many small firms does not in itself form a 
district. One of the most meaningful characteristics of a district is the interdependency of its firms: in 
this type of "industrial atmosphere”, frequent contact favors the exchange of specialized inputs; 
continuous and repeated transactions cause the information to circulate. Within the districts it is 
easier to find contractors, to verify the quality of goods and services and to sign standardized 
contracts. The social habitat of the industrial districts is made up of large families and of firms 
where the entire household, including the wife and children, are employed. Tacit knowledge, mutual 
trust and the accumulation of social capital are pervasive traits of local society and culture.  

Moreover, when most of the economic and human resources are local, the economic process 
becomes endogenous. Of course, such evolution requires continual adaptation, but the strong 
advantages in providing technological innovation, sharing information, differentiating products, 
regulating the market and fostering idiosyncratic cultural links are reliable guarantees of sustainable 
growth (Piore and Sabel, 1984).  

Cultural districts are a convenient place where produce goods based on the existing culture 
and intellectual local tradition, helping both in transition and developing countries to cope with the 
new form of international competition that is based more on the selection of the better 
ideas/qualities that on the lower labor costs.  

Turning heritage sites into profit-oriented amusement parks, without proper attention to the 
long term impacts - i.e. social sustainability, impact on real estate dynamics and the social use of 
space, etc. though can be very dangerous (see Sacco and Tavano Blessi, 2005a)  

 
45  Santagata, W. “ Cultural districts and economic development” University of Turin – Italy, 2004 
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The development of a system-wide type of district can happen starting both from a bottom-up 
or a top-down process, depending on the specific context, although even in the bottom-up cases, 
sooner or later some agency or coordinating actor gains some leadership in the process without 
fully superseding the self-organized development. The former case is typical of situations where the 
pioneering agents are private ones (firms, non-profits, iniversities and learning centers, cultural 
institutions etcetera), whereas public actors jump in at a later stage: this is somewhat typical of 
North-European cases, although evidence is found in Europe as well. The latter case, instead, fully 
represent situations where the initiator is a public player that gradually involves private parties in a 
shared local development vision, and is most typical, although not exclusive, of the European 
context.  

Starting from a meta-review of the existing literature and case studies, Sacco et al. (2007b) 
identify twelve strategic dimensions that can be thought of as a substantial generalization of the 
specific frameworks of the theoretical approaches of Florida, Porter and Sen, and that together 
span the complex set of conditions allowing for a viable and sustainable development of a system-
wide cultural district dynamics; clearly the combination of such conditions will be highly idiosyncratic 
to each specific context: 

1. Quality of Cultural Supply (QCS) 
The existence of a cultural milieu of organizations and institutions that represent and 
organise the local creativity base while at the same time providing challenging cultural 

standards, making the local cultural supply palatable to wider though specific global audiences; 
2. Quality of Local Governance (QLG) 
One or more local administrations credibly committing on the enhancement of coordination and 

cooperation of local actors around a shared, socially equitable knowledge developmentbased 
vision; 

3. Quality of the Production of Knowledge (QPK) 
The existence of a strong base of educational, research and knowledge trasnfer institutions 

that present at least a few areas of excellence; 
4. Development of Local Entrepreneurship (DLE)  
The availability of (merit based) opportunities and facilities to develop new entrepreneurial 

projects by local people in knowledge-related sectors; 
5. Development of Local Talent (DLT) 
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The existence of a stimulating and motivating social and cultural environment that encourages 
and rewards the skilled and creatively talented young to emerge, that provides opportunities to 
showcase their work and to expose it to qualified talent-scouts; 

6. Attraction of External Firms and Investments (AEF) 
Creating the legal, financial, logistic, environmental, socio-cultural conditions for non-local 

knowledge-related firms to settle down and for outside capitals to be invested locally; 
7. Attraction of External Talent (AET) 
Creating the logistic, socio-cultural conditions for emerging and acclaimed talents to settle 

down or at least to put a stake in the local milieu for the development of their professional career 
and relationships; 

8. Management of Social Criticalities (MSC) 
Referring to culture and knowledge-related activities and practices as basic, widely 

experimented tools for the mediation and the rehabilitation of socially critical situations; 
9. Capability Building and Education of the Local Community (CBE) 
Devising and implementing community-wide initiatives aimed at fostering a systematic and 

widespread accumulation of intangible assets, especially in terms of capability of access to 
knowledge-intensive experiences; 

10. Local community involvement (LCI) 
Promoting an extensive and generalized participation and attendance of all local communities 

to knowledge-related initiatives and practices; 
11. Internal Networking (IN) 
Providing a strong networking among all local players having complementary strategic interests 

and fostering close, regular cooperation and coordination in their activities; 
12. External Networking (EN) 
Establishing a dense, stable web of relationships with a number of other local contexts 

characterized by similar tensions toward the development of system-wide, knowledge intensive 
cultural, social and economic orientations. 

 
May be it will be useful to examine such cases to understand the specific mechanics gearing 

up in one context.  
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2. Valencia (Spain) 
The city of Valencia, once a rather ordinary and provincial Spanish city, has recently 

undergone one of the most ambitious and far-reaching urban renewal processes at the European, if 
not at the global, scale, which has transformed the city, and to a degree the whole surrounding 
region, in a thriving global cultural hub, with a remarkable growth of both tourists and residents 
flows and of social and economic development, rivaling with the nearby Barcelona. The two major 
projects at the urban scale that gave the tune to the whole process have been the ‘Plan de 
Rehabilitacion Integral de Valencia – Plan RIVA – and the ‘City of Art and Science’ inside the new 
urban park. The Plan Riva focuses on the renewal process of the historical city centre, one of the 
most important European historical old towns in terms of dimension (147 ha.) and cultural heritage, 
which at the present constitutes the 3.67% of the whole extension of the urban area (as of 2000). At 
the beginning of XXth century, the area represented the 32,21% of the whole city (as of 1910), the 
most populous and dynamic part of the urban area. From 1910, responding to the growth of the 
population and of the level of economic activity, Valencia started to expand the urban area, 
reaching the actual dimension of more than 14.000 Ha (as of 2000). The historical centre is 
characterized by a complex fabric of spontaneous and planned elements, mixing quite diverse 
cultural influences caused by different dominations, like the Arabic walls of the XIth century or the 
Christian walls of the XIVth century, which also became the border between the centre of the city 
and the neighbors until the XIXth century. In 1957, a disaster flooding of the Turia River into the city 
centre, created structural damages to the urban infrastructures, with huge impacts in the social and 
economic tissue of the whole old town. It’s important to underline that, until the Sixties, the city 
centre hosted a lively and richly diverse mix of small economic activities, but in the last quarter of 
the XXth century, as an aftermath of the Turia flooding, the population decreased from 56.391 
inhabitants (as of 1970) to 24.027 (as of 1996): the city center then suffered from massive 
abandonment, closing down of economic activities and upheaval of social conflicts among local 
residents (within the Christian walls enclave) and the rest of the city. In 1992, a conjoint project of 
the Generalitat Valenciana (the Regional administration) and of the Municipality of Valencia, within 
the more general framework of the city’s strategic plan (see below) launched a special agency – 
Oficina de Rehabilitazion Urbana – with the aim to define a new strategy for the renewal of the city 
centre – the Plan RIVA. The plan presents innovative characteristics, focusing attention not only on 
the physical infrastructures (i.e. buildings restoration,  creation of new facilities, etcetera), but also 
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studying innovative actions and approaches for the economical, cultural, and social fields (e.g. 
paying attention to social inclusion issues). The plan’s objectives include: 

• Maintaining the resident population and attracting new residents aiming at a socially 
and culturally diverse urban environment; 

• Enhancing the area’s infrastructural endowment with the creation of social, cultural 
and educational facilities and with the revitalization of the local retail economy; 

• Fostering direct participation to the renewal process, following a participatory 
approach centered on close consultation with local stakeholders; 

• Promoting public-private partnerships for the sustainability of urban renewal actions 
and infrastructural investments. 

The project has focused attention on three ‘districts’ (Barrios) of the historical centre, 
Velleuters, Carmen and Mercat: three areas presenting substantial social criticalities (due to the 
settlement of low-income, poorly educated immigrants and to extensive phenomena of urban 
decay), with the imaginable economic and environmental fallouts. An eloquent figure to understand 
the socio-economic condition of the area at that moment is the yearly income of local families, 
which in 1992, in the 90% of the cases was close to 6.000 €/year: an impressively low value for 
Western-European standards. 

The plan has been funded by the Generalitat and City Hall administrations, also benefiting from 
European URBAN 1 and FEDER Funds. The main policy tenets were: Favoring indirect policy 
action, i.e. funding and supporting private initiative whenever possible, rather than monopolizing 
public interventions; 

2. Creating the context for a new social logic of space use, through infrastructural rehabilitation 
and renovation, and the opening of new social and communitarian spaces, educational/cultural 
facilities and leisure areas. 

The results of the project over the 1992-2003 period are impressive: 
- 1.825 new private projects/initiatives of rehabilitation; 
- 7.300 apartments rehabilitated with public funds; 
- 68 new spaces dedicated to private activities (commercial, 
educational ecc.); 
- 7 new cultural and educational facilities (new School of Music, new 
Contemporary Art Museum, new University buildings, and so on); 
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- 125 ml. € of private investments leveraged by 50 ml € of institutional 
financial aid; 
- 30.000 citizens involved in the projects; 
- 118.000 square meters of re-urbanized public space; 
- 335 new public houses; 
- a positive, although initially modest (but subsequently more substantial, with an increasing 

number of foreigners), residents flow balance (after 30 years of deep-red figures). 
Today, the old city has been integrally rehabilitated and is one of the most thriving and 

captivating parts of the metropolitan area.  
 
A second major project that was a result of the Turia river flooding of 1957, was the 

municipality of Valencia’s decision to modify the riverbed route, creating a new way for the river to 
the sea, avoiding to get across the city centre as it originally was. The City of Art and Science is 
thus an outcome of an urban transformation project whose roots trace back to the Seventies. In 
1986, the 120 hectares of the old, now dry 10 

km-long river-bed were re-designed by the Catalan architect Ricardo Bofill to become a 
remarkably innovative linear park, the Jardins del Turia, a green belt servicing the whole city that 
hints at the concept of the Moorish Gardens, thus making a direct reference to an important period 
of the city’s history. The green belt is divided into twelve sections, the former ones being mainly 
devoted to sporting an open-air activities, whereas the latter ones are spotted by important cultural 
facilities. 

Starting from this early achievement, in 1988, the Generalitat and the Valencia City Hall 
launched a far-reaching strategic plan, the General Urban Organization Plan (GUOP), to redesign 
the whole layout of the city, and announced an international competition for the construction of the 
new city communication tower, to be located somewhere along the new green belt. The competition 
was won in 1991 by the Valencia-born - but internationally renowned - engineer-architect Santiago 
Calatrava, who was also appointed for the design of a new, extremely ambitious culture and leisure 
facilities complex situated just aside of the final segment of the Jardins del Turia, in an area that 
had been decaying for decades because of the presence of highly polluting industrial activities and 
at the beginning of the project was basically an urban wilderness. An impressive number of cultural 
facilities – ‘L’Emisfèric’ (a Planetarium with an IMAX Cinema, a Laserium and a university 
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conference hall devoted to astrophysical courses); the ‘Principe Felipe’ Science Museum (a 40.000 
square meters facility designed according to XXI century museum standards in terms of interactivity 
and audience involvement); the ‘Umbracle’ (an impressive sculpture garden); the ‘Oceanografic’ (an 
ocean park with an extremely large underground development over a 80.000 square meters area); 
the ‘Palau de les Arts’ (a multi-auditorium complex of 43.000 square meters hosting both concerts 
and educational activities) – were opened one after the other, one every few years starting from 
1998, for a total investment estimated to stay close to 3 bn. €. The centre is directed by a special 
company created by the Generalitat, the ‘Ciutad de las artes y las ciencias’ S.A., managing both the 
complex and its activities, and is visited by more than 4 millions people every year. 

Parallel to the development of the complex, some 5.000 new residences have been built in the 
surrounding area, transforming one of the most critical and marginalized spots of the whole 
metropolitan area in one of the preferred residential locations; moreover, the area is well connected 
to the city center by the underground public transportation system. 

The vision behind the GUOP was that of making of Valencia a green and European city, 
developing toward the sea and pursuing a high level of social integration and of cultural vitality, 
playing an ambitious leadership role in the Western Mediterranean quadrant. The three main 
strategic axes were cultural development, scientific-technological development, and environmental 
sustainability. It is, evidently, a strongly top-down oriented model. Nevertheless, and here its 
strength lies, it is also a model that heavily relies on the unleashing of private resources and 
energies and on a vastly inclusive and participative conception of the role of the local communities. 
The reaction of the local system has been overwhelming: the actual city’s quality of life is very high, 
and Valencia is becoming one of the preferred residential locations at the continental level, as well 
as an emerging cultural and scientific capital, while at the same time qualifying as a primary tourism 
venue hosting big events such as America’s Cup Finals and, from 2008, the second urban circuit 
for Formula 1 races after Montecarlo. 

Evaluation of impact using the strategic dimensions The role of culture as the ‘red thread’ in the 
re-invention of the urban identity of Valencia is all the more evident, as it is evident the leading role, 
in the initial stage of the process, of the ‘competitive restructuring’ driver. At the same time, the fact 
that the top-down action has found correspondence in the behavioral response of the local 
communities, which were actually called from the beginning to participate actively in the process, 
makes room for good chances of long-run sustainability. The GUOP main elements have been – 
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other than, of course, QLG, which is the pre-requisite for a sound top-down project, and IN (the 
close institutional cooperation between the Generalitat and the City Hall has been an indispensable 
part of the picture, subsequently replicated with the massive involvement of local private partners in 
the rehabilitation plan) – QCS, QPK, and LCI: betting on culture and science as the assets that 
could build a new local competitiveness model, with a substantial inclusive attitude. Massive 
popular participation is by the way highly ritualized and firmly rooted in the city’s cultural memory 
thanks to Las Fallas, in internationally famous ritual feast that is deeply felt by Valencians and that 
attracts increasing amounts of tourists every year without losing its original spirit. The spectacular 
project of the city of Arts and Sciences has added substantially to the city’s identity capital, and has 
contributed substantially to both AEF and AET, by signaling in an eloquent manner the city’s 
commitment toward an ambitious path of cultural development, and CBE, creating one of Europe’s 
largest cultural facilities complexes and actively promoting local attendance and sociability around 
the new city agorà. CBE has been also substantially pursued through the impressive increase in 
cultural and educational facilities all around the city – the comparison of the actual cultural 
infrastructure endowment with the pre-Nineties one is flattening. The Plan RIVA has, on the other 
hand, basically designed around the MSC dimension, making of culture-led renovation a radical 
challenge to the old city’s seemingly unmanageable decay, and the same philosophy has been 
replicated in the choice of location for the City of Arts and Sciences, although in a radically different 
context from the point of view of the pre-existing social structure. The Plan RIVA has also given a 
substantial contribution on the DLE dimension, by promoting the rediscovery of traditional arts and 
crafts productions throughout the old city center and their creative combination with more trendy 
and cutting edge activities in design, fashion design, music, and club entertainment. 

More generally, Valencia has been developing in the past few years an interesting and vibrant 
juvenile creative scene that demonstrates the relevance of the DLT dimension. Finally, the EN 
dimension, once quite poor and under-developed, has currently a big momentum, especially 
through the development of the networks of the city’s main cultural institutions like the IVAM – the 
contemporary art center – the Palau de les Arts, the local Universities, and so on. The full spectrum 
of strategic dimensions has thus found resonance in the city’s development path of a system-wide 
cultural district. The dynamics started as a top-down renovation one, to develop subsequently both 
the attraction and the capability-building drivers in full and to unleash a considerably rich and 
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complex bottom-up, self organized response, thus fleshing out a complex, specific, mature local 
development model whose potential is probably not yet entirely expressed.  

 

3. Newcastle upon Tyne - Gateshead (England - UK) 
Newcastle and Gateshead form a conurbation of about three quarters of a million inhabitants 

on the river Tyne in North East England. The abundance of natural resources was what initially 
stimulated the growth of industry in the Tyneside region. Coal had been mined in the area since the 
14th century, and had directly stimulated the development of the world's earliest railways in the 
North East during the 18th century. Also significant for Tyneside was the local availability of iron, 
which in conjunction with coal provided the lifeblood for the giant 19th and early 20th century 
industries of shipbuilding, locomotive engineering, civil engineering and armament manufacture. 

In the 1970s and 1980s the city and the region witnessed massive deindustrialization, which 
brought dramatic rates of unemployment and considerable emigration towards richer areas in the 
South of England. 

Throughout its history, the town of Gateshead has lived in the shadow of the commercially 
powerful and historically wealthier Newcastle, but despite this strong competition Gateshead has 
managed to rigidly hold onto its own identity and refuses to become a mere suburb of the Geordie 
capital. The regeneration of Gateshead started in the 1990s and it is symbolized in England and in 
Europe by a handful of major icons: the Baltic Flour Mills, the Millennium Bridge, the Sage Opera 
House, and the Angel of the North sculpture by Anthony Gormley. In particular, the Baltic is a 
centre for contemporary art housed in a grain warehouse on the Gateshead Quayside. Realized 
with the contribution of the National Lottery Fund, it was opened to the public in 2002 and it now 
holds temporary art exhibitions, but does not have any permanent collection. It cost £33.4 million, 
with an additional £7.5 million as an endowment for revenue support for exhibitions and education 
programs in the first five years. The project leveraged additional grants: an ONE NE Regional 
Development Agency one for £4.4 million; an European Regional Development Fund one for £3.5 
million; a Single Regeneration Budget one for £750,000; a Northern Arts one £600,000, plus 
£500,000 from the private sector and a Gateshead Metropolitan Borough Council £3 million in-kind 
grant in land and staff time to realize the project. 

The Baltic is separated from the Newcastle Quayside by the Millennium Bridge, the first tilting 
bridge in the world, opened in 2001 and accessible only to pedestrians and cycles. With its 
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changing colors and its unusual shape, it immediately became an icon of the whole region and 
made up its first million visitors in just one year of activity. The Sage, realized with the collaboration 
of the Sage Software Group, is a £70 million Opera House and educational centre with a 
spectacular architecture, located on the southern part of the river Tyne, facing the Baltic. It opened 
at the end of 2004 and is home to the Northern Symphonia. Finally, the Angel of the North is £ 1 
million-cost monumental sculpture, mainly financed by National Lottery funds, that is 20 meters high 
and with a 54 meters lateral development, which has now been adopted by the community as a 
landmark not only for the local area but for the whole 

North East of England, and has been elected as one of the country’s outstanding icons in the 
ICONS project commissioned by the Culture Online section of the national Department of Media, 
Culture and Sports (DMCS). 

Thanks to these projects, the Gateshead Quays have been converted into a truly unique arts, 
culture, leisure, and housing space for residents and tourists, thus making up one of the most 
extensive projects of culturebased urban renovations in Europe. More than £250 million has been 
injected into the regeneration of this part of the city. In the span of a decade, Newcastle-Gateshead 
has turned its image upside-down: from a blackened, gritty place of social and economic dismal to 
a fun-loving urban area that consistently features in the lists of the top ten party cities in the world. 
But one should not think of the Gateshead case as an instance, all too common nowadays, of city 
‘cool hunting’ leading to exclusive gentrification: the new image of the city is a consequence of a 
strongly community-based project aimed at redefining primarily the attitudes and perceptions of 
actual inhabitants. Gateshead has gambled its future on these huge and ambitious flagships that 
have come to characterize the entire region. However, they represent only the initial steps of a 
broader initiative directed to the social and economic revitalization of the conurbation by means of a 
communityoriented strategy of artistic and cultural development, that is being developed by a 
complex array of mainly public bodies and agencies. The key players are: 

- the Gateshead Council, which decided to revitalize the city through cultural and artistic 
projects. The Council has been able to convince many partners to participate in the initiative and to 
collect the necessary funds, such as the Regional Arts Council, public and private partners and 
investors, cultural organizations and universities, all of which played a relevant role. 

- One NorthEast, the Regional Development Agency set up in April 1999 to help the people of 
the North East to attain permanent occupation, prosperity and a higher quality of life. The Agency, 
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along with all other Regional Development Agencies across England, shares a common mission 
statement: ‘to transform England's regions through sustainable economic development’. It is also 
committed to invest in cultural initiatives and in particular in the Culture 10 program of festivals and 
events (see also below) going through 2009- 10, and has just published a strategic report 
commissioned to a private consulting firm to begin designing its cultural strategy beyond 2010. 

- Culture North East is one of eight regional cultural consortiums in England, established by the 
DCMS to support regional cultural and creative forces. It is meant to be a think-tank, as well as a 
networking and advocacy organization that develops the region’s cultural development strategy. It 
has prepared in January 2005 a Cultural Manifesto that clearly spells out its focus of interest in 
terms of promoting the region’s cultural distinctiveness, the participation of the community to 
cultural mind-opening opportunities and to strengthen the region’s links to the international cultural 
scenes with a view to a two-way global exchange. 

- NewcastleGateshead Initiative is the destination-marketing agency for the area, created by 
the two city councils and funded with both public and private money. It is a limited company whose 
board draws from both public officers and leading business people in the region. With the launch of 
this agency, Newcastle and Gateshead have worked together for the first time to promote the area 
as a whole. The agency’s aim is to construct a strong brand for the area by positioning it as “a place 
at the forefront of innovative culture-led regeneration and a world-class place to live, learn, work 
and visit”. Culture plays a truly key role in this respect as it is seen and marketed as the major 
source of identification and attractiveness of the region. Whereas Austin can be seen as an 
instance of a system-wide cultural district that started from focusing on Florida’s attractiveness 
paradigm and gradually evolved a more complex and articulated model, Newcastle- Gateshead 
rather represents an antithetical approach, entirely founded on the capability-building of the local 
community and regarding attractiveness as a consequence of the achievement of a new culturally 
oriented social attitude. When the Newcastle-Gateshead area applied for the massive public 
(mainly Lottery) funds that were called for to finance the huge regional re-development strategy, it 
had to cope with the skepticism of several national opinion leaders: the social and economic 
backwardness of the region seemed to many too entrenched to warrant a reasonable expectation 
of success. For instance, the area lost the national bid for the European Culture Capital 2008, that 
was won by Liverpool, despite a clear early evidence of the viability and effectiveness of the by then 
ongoing renovation effort. This failure, however, did not curb the enthusiasm and energy around the 
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project and drew national attention toward the North East’s new cultural wave. In a nutshell, the 
strategy initially focused on the cultural reconstruction of the identity and pride of a community that 
had been humiliated by years of downsizing and relocation of (traditional) productive activities. In 
particular, the strategy has bet on the somewhat unintuitive possibility that systematically enabling 
people with competences and capabilities to participate in cultural events and project would have 
paved the way to a new knowledge-oriented society that would have been able to take advantage 
of the new opportunities put forth by the country’s postindustrial transition. The community 
orientation of all of the area’s major cultural institutions is strong and firmly declared and is 
particularly evident in the case of the Sage Gateshead which has made of musical education a 
quite powerful leverage for social cohesion and inclusive participation. The bet has been largely 
won. But it has been a surprise at the national level - in spite of the impressive results of a more 
than a decade-long coherent and consistent endeavor in terms of cultural participation and 
development of creative professions and markets – that a research conducted in 2006 by a private 
consulting firm and commissioned by the tv channel Artsworld revealed that, by making a thorough 
evaluation of both availability and attendance of cultural opportunities and facilities as well as levels 
of funding, Newcastle Gateshead ranked first at the national level, with London and Liverpool 
lagging far behind – ninth and tenth out of a pool of 14, respectively (Taylor, 2006). Another 
recognition has already come as early as in 2002 by Newsweek International, that included 
Newcastle-Gateshead among the world’s eight most creative cities (Piore, 2002); incidentally, also 
Austin was part of the list. And, from the point of view of citizens, the share that recognized to 
cultural activities of the area a significant existence value was 81 per cent (Miles, 2005). 

Evaluation of impact using strategic dimensions The case of Newcastle-Gateshead represents 
one of the most impressive currently available examples of a culture-led economic and social 
renovation project, in which the public sector has played a key role in designing and implementing a 
sophisticated strategy of systematic, carefully targeted cultural investments. The above described 
system of development agencies make an impressive case for the incidence of the QLG dimension. 
The QCS dimension has been developed not by creating iconic facilities mainly aimed at making 
the conurbation a tourist destination (although certainly some of the facilities and projects have 
become iconic anyway), but rather by addressing the weaknesses and contradictions to the local 
community’s cultural identity, and thus in this instance the QCS dimension conjugates naturally with 
the LCI, MSC and CBE ones – the culture-society link pops up over and over as one reviews all 
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aspects of the area’s cultural strategy. And the link has been very successful, as it has been able to 
foster a widespread, solid, motivated participation to cultural opportunities in a context with very 
little previous tradition and with a local identity mainly characterized by popular sports (soccer 
above all) at the symbolic level. Of special interest is the already cited Culture 10 program, whose 
aim is to affirm and consolidate at the international level the area’s major cultural standing through 
a series of highly coordinated initiatives that have a traceable impact on virtually all of the twelve 
strategic dimensions, but certainly add substantially to the QCS in the first place and to the ‘social’ 
dimensions as an immediate consequence. Of special interest is the fact that every project in 
Culture 10 must have a clear and distinctive implication for the cultural capability building of the 
local community (CBE). On the QPK side, the Skills Action Plan promoted by One NorthEast is 
fostering a more effective and thorough integration between the (fairly good) local network of 
educational and research institutions and the business environment. The DLE dimension is covered 
by the Regional Economic Strategy Action Plan 2006-2011 “Leading the Way” that places a major 
emphasis in the support of start-up companies and in the parallel attraction of outside skills (AEF, 
AET). The DLT dimension is equally well looked after: for instance, the Newcastle College has 
opened in 2004 a £ 19 millions education facility entirely aimed at educating and preparing cultural 
and creative professionals – the largest educational facility of this kind in the whole country. Again, 
both the DLT and the AET dimensions are central to the Culture 10 strategy, and the same can be 
said for both the IN and EN dimensions. As to IN, the very fact that the two cities are increasingly 
integrating their development policy into one single strategy is very telling in this respect. The 
NewcastleGateshead strategy has been started with a clear top-down characterization, that has 
been predominant for a relatively long time, but as long as the local community has regained 
confidence in its skills and human resources, and with the increasing amount of outside credit and 
recognition, the bottom-up dimension has emerged dramatically and now it can be said that the 
model has a strong community push; the local cultural and artistic scene is expanding and keeps a 
highly inclusive character, so that all of the major cultural institutions are engaged in an ongoing 
dialogue with the local cultural producers. Even Baltic, that from the point of view of the exhibition 
program was initially not very responsive to the local art scene and basically focused on 
internationally recognized artists, is now becoming more attentive in this respect, also thanks to the 
fact that as the culture-led development of the area proceeds and international cultural exchanges 
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are developed, the local scene is rapidly losing parochial traits and is becoming very responsive to 
the international standards of quality and achievement. 

 
4. Linz (Austria) 
Linz is the third largest city in the country – with about 180,000 inhabitants – on the river 

Danube, Upper Austria. Today Linz is still an industrial city: the Voest Alpine, a large steel mill and 
the former ‘Chemie Linz’, a chemical group now split up into several companies, made Linz one of 
Austria's most important economic centers. Linz also serves as an important transportation hub for 
the region of both Upper Austria and, to a lesser degree, Southern Bohemia. The city is now home 
to a vibrant music and arts scene that is well funded by the city and the state of Upper Austria. 
Besides wellestablished events and institutions, from the 1990s new experimental and innovative 
culturally related activities have appeared, re-shaping the image and development strategy of the 
city. At present, along with the Lithuanian capital Vilnius, Linz will be the European Capital of 
Culture in 2009. 

The city approach to culture-led renovation finds its best example in Ars Electronica, which is a 
museum, a laboratory, a prize and a festival at the same time. The Museum of the Future on the 
north bank of the Danube, across from the Hauptplatz, which leads to the historical part of the city 
(Altstadt), is a six-storey space where visitors can learn about technology by getting their hands on 
and playing with the world of digital interaction. The Ars Electronica Center (AEC) is home to one of 
the few public 3D caves in Europe - the very first 3D cave in the world to be publicly accessible - 
and attracts a large gathering of technologically oriented artists every year for the Ars Electronica 
Festival. For the 2009 Cultural Capital program, a new wing will be completed and the whole floor 
space will be tripled with respect to the current status quo, whereas the current multimedia 
collection will move in a new space downtown. The FutureLab is a complex of studios and 
workshops where researchers carry out innovative projects on digital surfaces, virtual environments 
and interactive space; it will expand significantly in the AEC’s new configuration in 2009. The ‘Prix 
Ars Electronica’ is a multidisciplinary competition for cyber arts, which includes any possible kind of 
digital media design project linked to technology, art, science and society. 

The creative interaction between local cultural tradition and a resolute option for cutting-edge 
technology in the media industry has enhanced the cultural supply of the entire city, even in the 
traditional art forms. Situated on the banks of the river Danube, the new Lentos modern art gallery 
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was completed in 2003 in order to host the internationally acclaimed collection of the Linz Neue 
Galerie. The appearance of the building, with its 8000 sqm of usable floor space, is remarkable for 
its transparent glass casing, attractively lit in blue, pink, red and purple at night. Almost 3000 sqm of 
exhibition space containing masterpieces of painting and graphics from the 19th century to the 
present day await the visitor, along with selected special exhibitions. The ‘OK Centrum für 
Gegenwartskunst’ (Centre for Contemporary Art), which is supported by public funding, is an 
experimental laboratory for exploring experimental research in visual arts. It is intended to be an 
exhibition and production facility for contemporary art, accompanying the whole artistic processfrom 
conception to exhibition. In this way, both a public platform and a laboratory situation are provided 
simultaneously for artists, usually from young generations, working in an international context. The 
Brucknerhaus, the most important Linz concert hall, named after Anton Bruckner, is situated just 
some 200 meters away from Lentos. It is home to the Bruckner Orchester, and is frequently used 
for concerts, as well as ballet and other events. Between Lentos and the Brucknerhaus, the 
Donaulände, which is also referred to as the ‘culture mile’, hosts a park, used mainly by young 
people to relax in, and in summertime for the Ars Electronica Festival and the Linz Fest. Along with 
cultural infrastructures, the ‘ephemeral’ dimension has been strengthened by means of an 
international festivals circuit. Following the opening of the Brucknerhaus in 1974, the next step was 
to found a special music festival. The concept for this festival naturally followed such models as the 
Wiener Festwochen and the Salzburger Festspiele. Initially, the International Bruckner Festival was 
a pure music festival based on the works of Anton Bruckner. Yet the traditional orientation of this 
event was not really in the position to provide Linz with an image of its own. In 1979 the city 
enhanced the Bruckner Festival with the Ars Electronica and the ‘Cloud of Sound’. The former 
features exhibitions, seminars and performances which every year involve an issue around the 
relation between ITC and artistic expression. The latter is an attempt to create a popular link 
between Bruckner’s music and Ars Electronica. In 1979 a multi-track tape from a record company 
was used to broadcast into the Danube Park: 100,000 listeners were amazed by this initial 
experiment of the Linz Cloud of Sound. The sound system today runs on way over 200,000 watts. It 
was this conjunction between the future and tradition that gave the Bruckner Festival and thus the 
city of Linz a unique image, which is recognized in this form all over the world. The further 
development of the festival will be in the direction of ‘Linz.art’. 
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The Ars Electronica Festival and the Bruckner Festival, together with the Linzer Landestheater, 
the Lentos museum and other cultural institutions in Linz will thus now offer a month of creativity in 
festival form every year. Moreover, every summer Linz welcomes the world of international street 
art in all its colourful facets (Linzer Pflasterspektakel). Over 500 artists from around 40 different 
countries make music, juggle, dance, present their unique performances and enchant roughly 
200,000 visitors over three days with their spontaneous and masterly abilities. Evaluation of impact 
using strategic dimensions. In order to underpin such an impressive network of activities, the Linz 
City Council has adopted an explicit document of cultural planning since 2000. The plan is 
innovative in terms of contents and modes of financing, and the strategy, which is aimed to address 
the metropolitan area’s key future development options, assumes culture as the main driver for the 
further development of the city. The high quality of the cultural supply is not something new in a city 
with a long-lived and remarkable cultural tradition, but what makes the QCS dimension particularly 
interesting in the case of Linz is the increasingly focused groping towards a worldclass positioning 
in the field of new media, technology and cutting edge experimentation. From the early experiments 
conducted in the late 70s and promoted by a small group of private pioneers, there has been a 
progressive legitimization from, and participation of, all of the major local stakeholders in the new 
cultural venture. The city government has had the merit to realize the potential of AEC as the hub of 
an internationally focused local creative economy, and has made all the needed investment to 
secure its development, arriving at centering the 2000 cultural plan, that makes an outstanding 
contribution to the QLG dimension, on the AEC model as a paradigm for the emergence of a new 
productive specialization for the whole urban area. This does not mean of course that the Linz 
strategy prepares for a future where culture is the only turf; the point is rather the understanding of 
how culture can contribute to the creation of the environmental conditions for successful innovation 
in the high-tech field. The cultural and scientific wings of the local systems are all but separated and 
self-referential; in particular, the FutureLab is fully integrated in the city’s R&D technological system 
and constitutes one of its key factors of competitive advantage. This original scientific-cultural 
configuration of the innovation system looks very promising both in terms of QPK, DLE and AEF. 
The Johannes Kepler University is currently building a 24 millions euros mechatronics-focused 
science park and a new campus that will become the other hub of the system, entirely coherent 
with, and complementary to, the positioning of the local system on the cultural side. Not incidentally, 
the University also hosts a new Institute for media arts and media professions. The support of this 
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massive program of activities comes not only from public money, but also from the attraction of 
venture capital, meant not only for the technological sphere but also for the cultural one, with an 
eye to the economic potential lying in the development of the local system of cultural and creative 
industries. 

The development and attraction of talent, DLT and AET, is another of the priorities of the 2000 
cultural plan. AEC has been a leader in this field too, by creating an internationally renowned artist 
in residence program. Residence programs in various field are now operating and are again 
consolidating the exceptional international networking (EN) developed by AEC from the very early 
years of activity. The IN dimension is encouraged through the spatial concentration of several 
cultural institutions in the culture mile along the Danube, and is also explicitly dealt with in the 
cultural plan, that provides several incentives to foster projects that are realized through the joint 
effort of different cultural institutions. The ‘social’ block of dimensions – MSC, CBE and LCI – finds 
a pioneering development again in the activities of AEC, whose collection of multimedia 
installations is open not only to schools coming from throughout Central Europe, but also to local 
social events such as the birthday parties of the children of resident families. AEC is also engaging 
in highly innovative educational programs open to various kinds of public. Moreover, the AEC upper 
floor is open in the evening, when the center is closed, with a program of cultural activities of 
various nature that attract a significant and faithful public. Community involvement and education 
has again been taken up by the 2000 cultural plan, that places a remarkable emphasis on the need 
to commission and produce socially engaged, community oriented art projects to stimulate the 
public debate on controversial issues. The Linz tradition of huge, open air cultural events has also 
contributed to a great extent in reshaping the city identity in a cultural sense, and to address an 
increasingly diverse and motivated local audience. The case of Linz can be considered a textbook 
example of culturallydriven re-definition of the competitive model of a local system in the transition 
from an industrial society to a post-industrial one. In this case, the original impulse has been from 
the bottom-up, and found a crucial leadership in an innovative world-class institution such as Art 
Electronica, that progressively re-modeled the local attitude toward culture through a process of 
constant involvement and participation of all the local stakeholders at all levels. But it is interesting 
to stress that this original impulse has been taken up in a timely way by the city government, which 
has not only provided more resources and expanded the local stable of cultural facilities and 
institutions, but has rationalized the AEC model into a systematic vision of development in its 2000 
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cultural plan which represents an ideal compendium of the twelve strategic dimensions that 
characterize system-wide cultural districts. It is also interesting to stress how this innovative attitude 
of the public administration is stimulating not only the cultural involvement of the local 
entrepreneurship, but also, and most notably, the attraction of venture capital in the cultural field: a 
new practice that could open new opportunities also in other contexts of culture-led local 
development. 46 

 
It is now clear that successful cultural districts cannot be created unilaterally by municipal 

mayors or chambers of commerce as engines of economic development.  Rather, a successful 
cultural district depends upon a willing network of cultural producers and associated institutions, 
favorable geographic and infrastructural settings, and public interest and support.  Even if or when 
these factors are achieved, measurable economic growth is not a guarantee, and unintended or 
unwanted complications may result.  In particular, cultural district planning may lead to gentrification 
and a loss of authenticity, and may further limit low-income socioeconomic groups’ access to its 
facilities.   

Beyond economic gain, such districts were thought to provide a city with a cultural “identity.” 
The supposedly idiosyncratic nature of the cultural production of a locale was thought to serve as 
“cultural branding” for the area (Santagata 2002). Residents of a city or community could thus feel a 
sense of pride in its cultural assets and institutions: “this is our community arts center, our artisan 
quarter, our historical society,” and so forth.  

Despite the promise of cultural districts, Santagata (2002, 17) notes that designing a cultural 
district explicitly as a policy instrument for local economies or urban revitalization can lead to 
disastrous economic and social consequences. Any attempt to generate economic benefits requires 
asking several important questions: which individuals, communities, and institutions will best benefit 
economically and socially from its development?  Is a cultural district best produced through policy 
and planning, or can it develop “naturally,” i.e., on its own, provided that the right conditions exist?  
And, finally, what should the primary purpose of a cultural district be—to spur economic 
development, to create a wide array of jobs that benefit both low-skilled workers and cultural 

 
46 Pier Luigi Sacco, Giorgio Tavano Blessi, Massimiliano Nuccio, “Culture as an Engine of Local Development 
Processes: System-Wide Cultural Districts”, april 2008, Universita Iuav di Venezia 
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professionals, to increase tourism revenue among locals and/or visitors, or to help educate and 
instill a sense of identity for the community?      

To distinguish who and what a cultural district is designed for, Santagata defines four main 
types of cultural districts: industrial cultural districts gather technical and entrepreneurial 
professionals to create a cultural production center; institutional cultural districts revolve around a 
single organization that monopolizes an area of cultural production; museum cultural districts house 
a campus of museums for the public; and metropolitan cultural districts are the previously defined 
most common form (17). Such districts are designed for either producers[1] or consumers of 
culture. Cultural districts for producers take longer to develop and require long-term commitments. 
Cultural districts for consumers[2] are often designed with the idea that they will generate revenue 
from the outset.  

Understanding differences between these categories is critical in determining the best cultural 
district model to use in order to fulfill any particular urban area’s goals. There are risks with many 
development plans. Florida argued for “quality spaces” that attract the creative class, but he also 
warned that an influx of “creatives” into specific districts or urban areas might generate inflationary 
housing-market pressures that negatively impact diverse populations and increase socio-economic 
inequality (Peck 2005, 746).  Urban cultural district planning needs to strike a balance between 
successfully recruiting creative professionals and improving access and opportunities that a cultural 
district offers to communities at large, which in itself is a difficult balance to attain.  

 
 

4. Working force in the sector of conservation of architectural cultural 
heritage  

 
Workforce in the field of conservation of architectural heritage in Bulgaria consists of people 

who have received training in the formal and informal education, primarily in the areas of 
architecture and construction. Qualified personnel can find jobs in construction companies, which, 
depending on their resources are listed into the Construction Chamber to implement certain groups 
of construction activities. As far Archilandia project focuses on old buildings, some of which may 
have been declared cultural monuments, conservation and restoration should be carried out by 
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companies that have received appropriate permissions to work on these sites. Even if it is a 
monument of culture, however, an old building should be renovated by people who have the 
necessary knowledge skills such as knowledge and skills of traditional techniques used in buildings 
in different historical periods; traditional building materials; specific issues that may arise in the 
preservation of old buildings. In Bulgaria, construction companies, which are registered in the 
Chamber of Builders and can carry out repairs on buildings, which are declared cultural monuments 
are quite a lot - 163 of them. 

However, there is the question if the staff working in these companies is really qualified for 
restoration and conservation of old buildings. Such specialized trainings are offered in our country 
recently: 

• Vocational training course for architects in conservation of immovable cultural 
heritage, organized by the National Institute of Immovable Cultural Heritage and the 
Institute "Ecole des Chaillot" in Paris, France. The course is a 2 year course and is 
operational since 2000. So far there are 4 conducted courses and 57 architects trained; 

• Master program in "Conservation of immovable architectural heritage", organized by 
University of Structural Engineering & Architecture "L.Karavelov", Sofia. The program is for 
4 semesters and currently it has two admissions; 

• The University of Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Sofia, has a specialized course 
"Restoration of Architectural Monuments"; 

There are also a number of specialized courses in the field of vocational training, which partly 
address the problems of restoration of old buildings. Certainly we can say that the market 
understands the need for well trained and qualified people who can do quality work in the field of 
restoration and conservation of old buildings and cultural monuments. Moreover, in 2013 the list of 
professions for vocational education and training was supplemented with two new professions in 
the construction sector on the proposal of training institutions in partnership with business. These 
are the "Restorer - executor" and "Technician restorer" of objects of cultural heritage - real cultural 
values. 
Restorer - executor restores structural elements of buildings, structures and objects of cultural 
heritage real - cultural values, performing formwork, reinforcement, concrete and masonry, 
carpentry work, making plasters makes tiling and flooring, paint and perform wallpaper and 
decorative works. 
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Some of the skills that must be used in training for the profession " Restorer - executor" 
referred to in the educational requirements for qualification in the profession are "restores 
construction, plastic - artistic decorative elements of buildings of cultural heritage - real cultural 
values"," performs roofs with stone or Turkish tiles", "assembles wooden roof, wooden beams and 
wooden stairs, carry wooden floor and black floor." All knowledge and skills of the restorer-executor 
described in state educational requirement for qualification in the profession, developed at the 
National Agency for Vocational education and Training (National Agency) by a team including 
employers, restorers and trainers. The professions "restorer-executor" and "technician restorer" 
were adopted on December 18, 2013 by the Board of the National Agency. 
What is the need for such specialists? What are the chances graduates in restoration to find work? 
According to UNESCO, the country ranks third after Italy and Greece on their heritage in Europe. 
Houses, bridges, castles and other facilities exist in countless places in Bulgaria - some of them 
restored and well maintained are already part of the programs of Bulgarian and foreign tourists. 
Many of these facilities, however, are not managed well and crumble - and one of the reasons is 
the lack of well-trained professionals who can recover and maintain. 

According to the state educational requirements for the profession "Restorer - executor" the 
people trained in this profession may be appointed as assistant restorers, workers for treatment and 
artwork of stone products, tinsmith ornaments, workers of floor coverings and flooring, ornamental 
plasterers, painters, decorators, wall panels, workers in production of relief images. The people 
trained in the profession "Technician restorer" can work as technical managers, builders and 
draftsmen not only for monuments but also for other facilities. 

The duration of the training for the profession " Technician restorer" is 960 hours min. The 
duration of the training for the profession "Restorer - executor" shall be minimum of 660 hours. At 
least half of these hours are meant for acquiring practical skills - in a workshop or at site. The 
training courses for technician restorers require an entry level of at least high school diploma for the 
people, who want to participate in the professional education. 

The proposal for inclusion of the new jobs in the List of educational professions is supported by 
enterprises - "Enemona" ltd, "Glavbolgarstroi" ltd, "Stroyexpert-SEC" and other training institutions - 
Vocational School of Construction Architecture and Geodesy "P. Penev" Ruse, Vocational School 
of Construction and Architecture, Pazardzhik, Sofia High School of Engineering, Architecture and 
Geodesy "Hristo Botev", Construction Training Center, Sofia, CVT "Victoria - PM", Varna, 
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Vocational Training Center "Viana", Sofia, Professional Trade Unions Federation "Construction, 
industry and water supply" and more. 

Occupations related to restoration of buildings are new and there are not licensed centers that 
offer training for them yet. One reason is probably that the state requirements have listed quite high 
demands on educational institutions about facilities - eg. training workshops need to have 
specialized tools for restoration of structures and decorative elements. 
On the other hand Bulgaria is a country in which historic buildings in need of protection and 
restoration are enough (talking about 40 000 different types of objects47). This in terms of demand 
for professionals with qualifications in this field should mean that the market offers ample 
opportunities to work as long as the interests of owners, state and construction industry find 
intersection of interests. 

One of the goals set by the project Archilandia is precisely to promote the need for the training 
of such personnel. The envisaged workshops in the framework of the project with the target groups 
are meant to show good practice in this area and the basic skills that are necessary for people who 
want to find employment through activities in the field of restoration and conservation of 
architectural heritage. But Archilandia project sets also  a larger purpose - not only to promote the 
practice of restoration of architectural heritage, but also to show that the restoration and 
conservation of buildings should not be a final goal itself, but should be used for sustainable 
development of the territory. This can be achieved by building cultural districts not only to create 
employment for people in the construction industry, but also for people working in many different 
areas - tourism, arts, education and others. 

 

5. Good practices in the field of restoration and conservation of 
architectural cultural heritage, human resources development and 
management of the territory  

 
The practices described below show particular initiatives in the field of professional education, 

restoration and conservation of architectural heritage and management of territories, based on the 

 
47 Arch. Staneva, Hr. “Conservation of cultural heritage in Bulgaria and buffer zone issues”, The World heritage Convention and 
the Buffer Zone, ICOMOS Symposium 28-29 November 2006;  
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concept of building cultural districts. The practices that are chosen are practices that have proved 
their effectiveness; their development in time has lead to real results not only for the municipalities 
but also for the people, living there. The study of the practices was done by analyzing literature and 
by contact with the people, responsible for the realization of these projects. The choice of the 
practices was made based on the following criteria:  

• Adapted in practice theoretic model (pedagogical, economical, social);  
• Created working places or new enterprises as result of the realization of the 

project;  
• Achieved economic effect on the territory.  

 

1. Project Archilandia  
In the analysis under activity 1 of the project „Integral conservation of architectural cultural 

heritage, focused on sustainable development of the territory” the reasons for creation of 
Archilandia project by LAG Marmila in Sardinia were discussed in details; the economic and social 
environment of the work was given as well as the main goals and results achieved. Here we will 
focus on the particular activities and how they were implemented at site.  

Study  
The comprehensive study undertaken with the help of local authorities and technical staff of the 
municipalities covered by the LAG Marmila, includes the identification and mapping of urban 
centers, traditional buildings - part of the cultural heritage, construction companies, local craftsmen 
and professionals and immaterial assets. What has become clear is that the census was carried out 
with the active support of local authorities through their administrative officials and technical staff, 
who provided important project information on local traditions, crafts and identity, and especially 
help identify buildings of historic value, which are suitable for conversion to the cultural centers. 
As for the physical assets of the territory the study refers to the experience gained in the 
preparation of a manual for the restoration of the historic centers of Marmila, Sarchidano, Arches, 
Grigine, by the project partner the Department of Architecture at the University of Cagliari. 

This phase was implemented mainly through maintaining contacts and fieldwork through the 
following stages: 

• Collection of statistical information; 
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• Collection of maps and sketches related to the residential area in towns and 
villages; 

• Collection of photographic material at site. 
Upon completion of the census the report done during the work is made available for public 

use both in paper and electronic versions. Summary of the content is made below. 
The census of traditional architectural heritage and initiatives for reconstruction and change of use 
of buildings for cultural purposes, which is carried out within the LAG Marmila, led to the collection 
of 44 data tables, one for each of the 44 urban centers of the participating municipalities and 53 
data tables for architectural centers identified and mapped by the local authorities. Each of these 
tables provides clear and detailed information about each building/site: 

• Floor plan; 
• Photos; 
• Three-dimensional data; 
• Geo referenced data; 
• References for zoning; 
• Means of implementation; 
• Period of performance; 
• Compliance with the Handbook for restoration of historical centers Marmila, 

Sarchidano, Arches,Grigine; 
• The duration of the reconstruction; 
• Current use of building; 
• Changing the designation, if any, based on specific plans and programs; 
• Implemented cultural activities in the building, if any; 
• Construction materials and specifications; 
• Check for the presence of the building in the Register of assets related to landscape 

and identity/ Òhe register of the landscape and identity assets/, officially opened in 
20.05.2008 (Official Journal of Sardinia BURAS). 

 
Furthermore, in accordance with the principles of the cultural district 81 tables were collected 

and related to intangible assets on Architecture, Performing Arts, Craft, Design, Publishing, Events, 
Film and Video, Creative Industries, Fashion, Music (creating, rehearsal rooms, etc.), Multimedia 
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programming, Advertising, Religion and religious events, educational and training services in the 
field of cultural, entertainment software, television and radio, traditional holidays and festivals. 

The study of intangible assets provides information about cultural activities in the territory, 
which could take place in any of the buildings or any of the historical centers mapped as tangible 
assets. Thus an unnecessary duplication can be avoided. These activities are implemented either 
in the buildings included in the census or other buildings that are not counted as they are actually 
useless in the short and medium term. 

The census of construction companies and craft workers involved in the restoration of the 
architectural heritage and using traditional materials resulted in 37 tables covering these industries 
operating in the municipalities included in the census. From these tables information about the 
location and the specific area of activity of companies and craftsmen involved in them can be drawn 
- freelance professionals, technical staff of municipalities, professionals, etc. A total of 219 
construction and craft workers are identified. 

 
Activities to raise awareness 
Awareness raising activities play a very important role: the objective is the project activities and 

results to be shared with local stakeholders who in one way or another benefit of the project. To 
promote the project and to enhance awareness of the importance of traditional architecture, and 
hence the various innovative approaches to renovating historic buildings (and in view of possible 
new applications), meetings were held with representatives of the local authorities. These meetings 
were also intended to provide the necessary support for the implementation of the census of 
tangible and intangible assets in the pre-set deadlines. Tables with summarized information on the 
activities planned under the project were provided to participants in the meetings and later of all 
stakeholders.  
In order to raise awareness among the representatives of the construction and craft industry 
several information meetings were held, presenting the project and highlighting the importance of 
local buildings for the operation and development of these two categories. 
Regarding the dissemination of information on incentive systems, within the project public 
conferences were organized designed to provide information to local residents about existing 
incentives for renovation of old and traditional buildings. Part of the information campaign under the 
project is the connection with other businesses and individuals by mail or phone. 
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Seminar on making videos 
The seminar of video creation was preceded by an anthropological study aimed to identify the 

elements of local folk culture, focusing mainly on the links between legends, fairy tales, folk beliefs 
and architectural elements, forming their context. 

This workshop allowed the participants to master the art of storytelling through movies and 
basic niceties in the process of filming. As a result of historical and anthropological studies, the 
participants developed a series of scenarios that were subsequently used to capture short clips 
available to the public online at YouTube. 

The workshop includes lectures on the main optical and lighting concepts as well as practical 
exercises in which participants learn to use their equipment (digital cameras). It was held in the 
Municipality Lunamatrona with the overall support of local social services. The seminar was 
attended by 20 representatives of the target group, who were given all the necessary equipment 
and machinery: semi-professional digital cameras, tripods and long static shots and graphics 
software. As a result of this workshop 4 videos were made, that have been uploaded to the popular 
video sharing site YouTube , and of course on the website of the project. 

 

2. Project „ Old craftsmen” (Аntichi Мestieri project) 
Aims of the project: 

• Sustain the entrance and the enployment in the sector of craftsmanship assuring the 
theorical and practical competences necessary to develop and manage th creation of smal 
craft entreprises; 

• Salvage and valorization of traditional crafts; 
• Developing “activity potentialities” referring to a niche market linked to the “know 

how to do”; 
• Exchange of competences of old crafts and skils and creation of links among 

potential complementary sectors; 
• Boost the generational change, through using and transferring the competences. 
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Expected results: 
• Prepare 15 young crafters through the classes and the stage in the different 

enterprises; 
• Enhance the local labour activity linked to the old crafts, recovering traditional 

techniques and modernizing the craftsmanship role; 
• Foster and facilitate the creation of new enterprises boosting the local entrepreneur 

oppurtunities; 
• Facilitate the generational exchange through transmission of old crafts and trades. 

The project is focused on education of people from 18-60 years of age, who want to develop 
their craftsmanship skills and start their own business. The project envisages developing the 
professional path for creation of three different figures: 

• Noble metals production and workmanship (copper, brass, bronze and iron) for its 
integration in the new system for the salvage of the local heritage; 

• Expert in the realization of stone production bridging the past tradition with the new 
local architecture; 

• Expert in the wooden manifactures with specific competences in the cane 
production for the construction industry for houses and the production of wooden 
manifactures for internal and external furniture and decor (wood, cork and reed) 

 
Project methodology: 

• to qualify the professional advancement of the group and of the individual; 
• facilitate the relational, operational, decisional skills and competences. Problem 

solving. Inductive reasoning. Action learning and net learning based on the operative 
dimension of the participants; 

• make the paticipant confident with himself and the protagonist of his advancement 
and development; 

• In class: ROLE PLAYS,  PRACTICAL EXERCISES, SIMULATIONS, INCIDENT 
CASIS (to see analogies and difference of how participants react). The methodology is 
“learning by doing”. 

The project work was organized in several phases: 
Phase 1: SELECTION OF THE PARTICIPANTS 
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Collaboration with project partners, local institutions, enterprises and local development and 
job agencies.  

The selection is conducted in public evidence through publications on newspapers, institution 
websites, radio advertisments, local agencies websites and youth Info social net. Then the 
application forms and CVs are collected. Then a test for the background competences and 
motivations is done; then the final motivational interview, which is to decide who will be the 
participants in the educations.  

 
Phase 2: EDUCATION AND TRAINING COURSE 
The training course consists of classroom classes and practice in a real craftsman shop.  The 

classroom classes are common for the three proffesional fields and they are divided in 7 modules:  
• 1. “Knowledge and analysis of the cultural and historical background of the area”; 
• 2. “Starting an enterprise”; 
• 3. “Tools for administrative and financial management of the enterprise” 
• 4. “Techniques and methods for product realization” 
• 5. “Informatics” 
• 6. “Fire escape and first aid”  
• 7. “Communication and group work” 

 
The common modules are divided in 100 hours in class, 2 months, 5 hours per day, 5 days a 

week. The detailed description of the topics, included in all modules and hours, envisaged for each 
module can be seen in the table below: 

N° 
module/In 
class hours 

Advancement results 

1/25 

- Knowledge of the social and economical context 
- Possibilities of context analysis 
- Basic knowledge of the main traditions and cultural masterpieces 
- Identification and creation of social and economic opportunities in the context 

of cultural activities 
- Comprehension of own culture and identity expression through the profession 
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2/15 

- Planning and managing projects to achieve results 
- Identification of professional and economic opportunities 
- Elements of territorial marketing  
- Knowledge of the ethic position of enterprises and the way they can have  

benefic effect in the social context 
- Knowledge of the main normative sources and legislation 
- Orientation in the main normative duties that rule an enterprise’s life 

3/10 
- Knowledge on administrative pillars of an enterprise 
- Be able to use the principal tools and techniques of the enterprise 

management 

4/15 

- Comprehend the basic principles of natural world 
- Knowledge of the fundamental scientific methods, technology, technological 

products and processes 
- Use and handle technological tools and equipment 
- Knowledge of techniques and methods for the creation of products 

5/15 

- Use a computer and the main programs with awareness  
- Communicate with information tools in the job dimension and outside 
- Research for functional information for job activity 
- Analyze, elaborate, represent information 

6/12 

-Use the system of safety in the workplace  
- Apply the basic principles of prevention and emergency  
- Collaborate to the maintenance of the safety conditions in the workplace  
- Fire prevention and fire  
- Fire protection  
- Steps to be taken in case of fire  
- Use the fire safety system  
- Tackling a fire  
- Trauma in the workplace  
- Specific disorders in the workplace  
- Techniques of practical intervention  
- Alert the rescue system  
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- Recognize health emergency  
- Implement first aid 

7/8 

- Recognize and evaluate situations and work problems of a different nature: 
technical and operational, relational, organizational.  

- Communicate in an organizational context and work or communicate with 
others in the context of work to address problems, design solutions, and produce 
collective results.  

- Working in a team or work actively in the working group to tackle problems, 
design solutions, produces results.  

- Negotiate or arrange other solutions and resources, interpersonal and group 
situation.  

- Increasing the self-learning or improving the strategies for learning and 
action, and the job performance.  

- Manage organizational variances and set up, decide on projects and action 
plans under routine conditions. 

 
Before the start of the class the students are tested for the motivations and expectations on the 

learning course and other subjects related to the field to be better implemented. 
The practical work in the craftsman shop is organized for 400 hours of stage, 4 months, 8 

hours per day, 5 days a week. This stage of the project is for the students to obtain the necessary 
competences and professional skills; to boost their counsciousness about the characteristic of the 
job processes and the labour market. This practical stage facilitates the education of discipline, 
tools, and techniques; boosts the commitment and the motivation in the professional dimension. 

The organization of activities during the practical stage is ruled by an individual project, signed 
by the participant and his own tutor, to be carried out during the period of this stage. Evaluation of 
the work is done in the middle and at the end of the project. 

 
Phase 3: CONSULTING ACTIVITIES AND INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT FOR THE CREATION OF 

THE ENTERPRISE 
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During this phase 10 flexible hours are devoted for each participant for specific consultations 
(chosen in accordance with the field of action) developed in at least 5 meetings with the 
consultants.  

All the activities during this phase are recorded or reported in “Logbooks” and can be used for 
the evaluation and the analysis of the project results. 

Phase 4: MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF THE PROJECTS AND COMPETENCES 
ACHIEVED 

The monitoring and evaluation is done trough all the project period. It aims to control and 
assess the activities and the results. The approach of multilevel governance is adopted in order to 
identify possible mistakes or errors in the processes on time and fix them. It aims to procure a 
punctual representation of the developing process of the project with all the efficiency and 
coherency indicators for the achieved results by the participant.  

Phase 5: PUBLISHING AND DISSEMINATION OF RESULTS 
Final workshop with all the participants and the stakeholders in the field, along with all 

interested institutions is elaborated.  
 

3. Project C.U.L.T.U.R.E. 
Improving the cultural district 
Shifting from “culture for tourists” to “culture for citizens” is the key objective of CULTURE 

project in order to ensure a sustainable and overall development of the UNESCO historical centres. 
The aim of the partnership is to provide new form of culture and integrate it with the existing 

cultural heritage while making it the source of territorial competitiveness. 
  
The concept of Cultural District, born and used by British academics to define a cluster of 

artistic and cultural activities in the same territory, is meant to define a relationships system not 
strictly related to the valorisation of local human and cultural resources, both material and 
immaterial, but also the whole activities related to infrastructures, services, companies and all the 
expertise operating in the territory. 
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A cultural district exists only when cultural heritage is the fuel for development of the historical 
centre and if the strategic policies lying behind the management of the site are strictly tied to the its 
identity. 

  
The cultural district could as well be a long-term objective, focusing on a multi-asset 

development calling for a system of relationships between private and public bodies which is meant 
to achieve a comprehensive model describing all the required activities for the district to grow and 
develop. 

  
Therefore, CULTURE partners would like to move forward a model of advanced cultural 

district, aimed at: 
• Enhancing the value of the cultural site 
• Improving the living and working conditions of the residents and supporting the 

creativity and talent to create new artistic value (theory by  R. Florida) 
• Supporting innovation and sharing innovative ideas  
• Developing self-organization skills among the economic actors of the area to raise 

awareness and strengthen motivation orientation 
  
…how? 
  

• By assessing the presence a system of relationships and resources characterizing 
the advanced cultural district; 

• By mapping the actors, relationships and activities thus representing the “integration 
itineraries” of an advanced cultural district 

• By planning a strategy to move from a “local cultural system” (the “hardware” of the 
territory) to the “advanced cultural district” (“software” making the system running); 

 
The main objectives of C.U.L.T.UR.E. project are: 

• Developing a governance model for complex systems such as those underlying the 
historical urban centres, supported by a model of action plan integrating strategic policies; 
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• Promoting synergies between the institutions and the citizens through participation 
processes aimed at preserving identity values and raising and strengthening awareness for 
cultural heritage; 

•  Supporting urban regeneration of historical centres according to both their cultural 
values and environmental sustainability by means of appropriate funding measures, in 
order to provide new or improved financial tools for private and public partnerships; 

• Identifying the strategies and activities able to integrate culture into urban 
regeneration and development processes, in order to ensure that culture activities and the 
whole cultural system become a source of competitive advantage for local planning; 

• Supporting the identity of historical cities through a joint and worth communication 
strategy, thus spreading the positive identity and integrating this cultural soul into economic 
goods such as merchandising. 

Аll these objectives call for an integrated approach among the policies at different territorial 
levels, different public and private actors, different knowledge, cultures, approaches, financial 
instruments and EU regions, sharing the same problems, needs and goals. 
 
Activities 

The integrated approach of CULTURE project led to the identification of the following activities: 
• Talking about the historical centres by... 

Questioning the cultural background and identity of partners historical cities in order to better 
communicate the historical value of the involved territories within any communication activity; 

Drafting and modelling quality souvenirs related to the cultural identity of UNESCO and high-
value historical urban centres to integrate culture into key economic activities; 

•  Planning the historical centres by... 
Identifying the most significant governance practices implemented by the involved historical 

urban centres and collecting them into a 'good practices catalogue'; 
Setting up a common urban planning tool, a joint model of Action Plan, bringing unity to the 

policies often fragmented into several programs according to sector-based approaches; 
• Managing the historical centres by... 

Closing the investment gap for renovation and maintenance of historical city centres through 
private/public cooperation; 
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Improving the environmental sustainability of historical urban centres by collecting the best 
available architectural technologies; 

Developing an integrated strategy to improve the participation processes; 
Testing the participation process through a call for ideas and projects to collect ideas from the 

citizens, young people in particular. 
•  Developing an advanced cultural district by... 

Analysing and questioning best practices in providing cultural services to understand an 
assess the potential of the cultural production according to a network or a single approach; 

Strengthening the synergies among cultural institutions encouraging the development of 
specific training courses to apply an integrated management strategy for cultural services;  

 
Project partners:  
Region Campania, department of EU studies and projects; 
Province of Ferrara 
Municipality of Pisa 
Region Murcia 
Municipality of Tarragona 
Province of Cordoba 
Municipality of Corfu 
Municipality of Rhodes 
Municipality of Dubrovnik 
 
A common action plan for UNESCO historical centres:  
The approach adopted within CULTURE project when dealing with urban planning assumes 

that the interventions and actions of the action plan should not be individually developed but should 
be part of an overall strategy and should be linked and coordinated. 

The model of action plan for Unesco and high-value historical cities aims at bringing unity to 
the policies implemented at a European and national level, often fragmented into several programs 
according to sector-based approaches, lowering the possibilities for further synergies. 

The policies identified as strategic for the historic towns and widely pursuable are: 
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- establishing networks of consistent actors involving the society in order to ensure active 
programming participating processes; 

- conservation and enhancement of cultural heritage through physical public and private 
conservation interventions on the heritage; 

- better quality of life of the residents through a strategy increasing the attractiveness of 
historical towns; 

- sustainability of the urban environment through innovative intervention strategies to maximize 
the environmental benefits of historic towns; 

- cultural revitalization structuring urban regeneration processes through the integration of 
different sectors; 

- economic development through the production of an "economy of cultural heritage" and 
valorisation processes; 

- sustainable tourism to prevent historical towns from being "art-tourist oriented". 
The "integrated management" goes beyond the protection and preservation goals towards a 

complex structure in which the implementation of different phases involve different actors and 
competences. 

The bodies and authorities involved are not only municipal authorities, but a sound partnership 
able to define challenges, strategy, priorities, allocation of resources, and to implement, monitor 
and evaluate the implementation of the action plan. 

  
The network established by the action plan itself should be able to act as a collective actor, 

leading its implementation by involving strategic stakeholders. Provinces and regions will facilitate 
and institutionally introduce further key actors, thus legitimising the whole process. 

 

4. TTSB - Training Tools for Sustainable Buildings   
The Kyoto Protocol, signed on 11 December 1997, became effective on 16 February 2005 and 

was ratified by 183 countries in 2010. From 1997 to 2010, many national initiatives have emerged. 
Professionals responded very differently to the new situation in their professional training. The 
demand for education and training on sustainable construction, however is large. 
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The knowledge gathered since 1997 is extensive but fragmented and scattered and therefore 
often remains unused. It turns out that there are two big gaps to fill: 

• the continuing harmonization and updating of existing information by leading 
scientific experts and 

• the development of a two-way transfer of information between academic research 
and education. 

Eight partners from five countries make the consortium of this project: 

• Two universities: the Vienna University of Technology and the University Roma Tre, 
located in Austria and Italy, which are at the forefront of research in sustainable construction 
and building 

• An Austrian commune, ZWISCHENWASSER, federal state of Vorarlberg, as a 
specimen for its municipal strategy of sustainable development 

• An Austrian consulting and engineering company specialized in passive houses: 
Lang Consulting 

• A French training center for architects, which already applies e-learning techniques 
to support the traditional classroom teaching: ARVHA 

• Three smaller architecture and urban planning agencies: the Austro-French 
Architect Renée Floret-Scheide, the Greek office OMADA 80 and the Romanian BBM 
Group. 

All eight partners are engaged in education on the topic of sustainable construction, or involved 
in the planning and construction of sustainable buildings. 

The project is based on two types of information transfer: 
•  A multilingual e-learning platform with tools for content creation as well as the 

creation of courses and the management of students. 
• The best results of scientific study of the two participating universities, 

supplemented by contributions from all other partners. 
The expected outcome is twofold: 
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• Integration of high-level content in the body of the multilingual e-learning platform 
• Establishment of a European network of users also open to non European users. 

The expected impact is the application of knowledge transferred in an interplay between 
academic research and vocational education. Providing a new everyday training tool, vocational 
training may be reduced to a few days. The learner becomes an actor himself in training and 
develops new relations to the teachers using the platform. The e-learning tool is primarily aimed at 
architects. Within the scope of this project it will be expanded to stand also for state and local 
authorities, developers, planners and other professionals. 

1. Sustainable development  
The concept of sustainable development was defined for the first time in 1987; by the World 

Commission for Environment and Development also call "Sustainable Development". The official 
French translation indicates that is "a development which answers present needs without degrade 
the capacity at futures's generations to answer these needs ". Applied at the economy, the 
sustainable development integrates three parts : economic (efficiency, profitability), social (social 
responsibility) and environment (environmental impact). 

The process of sustainable development is about building. The sustainable building consists to 
limit environmental impact of building, and guaranty a high quality of aesthetic, sustainability and 
resistance. The sustainable building includes the entire life cycle of building construction, the initial 
selecting products until the demolition and recycling. 

Basically, to build sustainable means: 
• To use recyclable materials to preserve natural resources 
• To limit thermal losses 
• To integrate renewable energy and recovery sources to the concept of building 

construction 
• To reduce waste at each phases of building life 
• To care about a user comfort: sanitary quality, luminosity, functionality, acoustics, 

durability... 
To obtain best performances in these different fields, building construction actors have now, 

standards, certifications or reference's sources to help them during building and renovation 
projects. 

Sustainability 
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In the literal sense, sustainability means the capacity to endure. 
The term sustainability was first mentioned at the beginning of the 18th century, when forestry 

was developed due to increasing deforestation. The underlying concept of using forest land such 
that it retains its productivity was already manifested in the 16th century. 

The concept of sustainability, as it has evolved from the forestry approach on sustainability, 
describes the use of a regenerative system in a manner that guarantees system stability and 
ensures the natural regeneration of the stock. 

Sustainable Development 
The idea of sustainable development in our present understanding as a kind of "global 

equilibrium" was first devised in the "Brundtland Report" of the World Commission on Environment 
and Development in 1987, entitled "Our Common Future". The Norwegian Prime Minister Gro 
Harlem Brundtland chaired the Commission, which is why it is also referred to as the "Brundtland 
Commission". 

From this report the following quote is known as a common definition: 
"Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs." 
2. Three Dimensions of Sustainability 

Three Pillars of Sustainable Development 
The concept of sustainable development is often broken down into three equal parts: 

environmental, economic and social or socio-cultural sustainability. At the 2005 World Summit, 
it was noted that the reconciliation of these three dimensions is required to obtain sustainable 
development. 

This idea is often referred to as the three pillar model of sustainability. In the corporate 
and financial world the triple bottom line approach is used analogous, which is based on the 
same threefold division of the sustainability concept. 

 
The three pillars of sustainability are defined as follows: 

• Environmental sustainability: natural resources should be used only to the extent 
that they can regenerate 

• Economic sustainability: economic systems are considered sustainable if they can 
function continuously 
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• Social sustainability: social systems should be organized in a way that limits social 
tensions and prevents escalation 

Three Dimensions of Sustainability 

 
Three Dimensions of Sustainability 
As the depiction of three equal and 

independent elements is quite misleading, the 
idea of three aspects or three dimensions is 
used today rather than the image of three 
pillars. To acknowledge the intersection of 
these three dimensions, the idea is often 
displayed in three overlapping circles. 

A precise delineation of the three 
dimensions is hardly possible. In addition, the 
different aspects of sustainability are 
interdependent. 

 

 

Thus, the protection of natural living 
conditions can be seen as a basic prerequisite 
for economic and social stability, which is why 
some critics of the three pillar model call for 
explicit priority to be given to environmental 
sustainability. 

Therefore, another frequently used 
sustainability model consists of three concentric 
or nested circles, representing their 
dependencies. 

  

 
 
Buildings and Sustainability  
On average, Europeans spend about 90% of their time indoors. 
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The total useful floor space in Europe (EU27, Norway, and Switzerland) is currently estimated 
at around 25 billion sq m, some 75% of which are situated in residential buildings.48 

The construction industry is one of the largest energy consumers in Europe and the energy 
consumption in buildings has been rising continuously in the last 20 years. Currently, buildings 
account for about 40 % of total energy consumption in the European Union.49 

In 2007 construction activities in the EU-27 provided employment to an estimated 14.8 million 
people, while generating an estimated EUR 562 billion of value added, which is 9.3% of the non-
financial business economy’s total value added.2 

These figures show two things very clearly: 
⇒ Buildings play an essential part in environmental, economic and social 

concerns of our society. 
⇒ Buildings must be designed to support and ensure sustainable development in 

all three dimensions. 
 
Building Related Sustainability Issues  
Attempts and approaches to define and measure the sustainability of buildings (as used in 

sustainable building assessment methods or sustainable building labels and certificates) are usually 
quite complex. A large number of different aspects exists, concerning the sustainability of buildings. 
These include topics such as environment and resources, building quality, building equipment, 
facilities and health aspects, as well as socio-cultural and economic aspects. Besides the building 
itself, the quality of the site is often considered relevant as well. 

The following enumeration of building-related sustainability issues is intended to give an 
overview on the subject. It is non-exhaustive and represents only one of many different possible 
ways of the subject matter to be structured. 

Resource Use 
Protection of 

Humans and 
Environment 

User Comfort 
and Health 

Social and 
Cultural Aspects 

Economic 
Aspects 

Energy Atmospheric Indoor Air Occupants Costs 

                                                 
48 Economidou Marina et al.: Europe's Buildings under the Microscope. A country-by-country review of the energy performance of 
buildings. Buildings Performance Institute Europe 2011. 
49 Eurostat 

http://pro.arvha.org/0/indexLire.php?n1=13&n2=18&n3=0&o=3&l=EN#_ftn2
http://pro.arvha.org/0/indexLire.php?n1=13&n2=18&n3=0&o=3&l=EN#_ftn2
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Land 
Water 
Materials 
Longevity 

Emissions 
Waste 
Sewage 
Materials 

Harmful to 
Environment and 
Health 

Transport 
Microclimate 

Quality 
Electromagnetic 

Quality 
Thermal Comfort 
Lighting Comfort 
Acoustic 

Comfort 
Safety and 

Security 
Building 

Equipment and 
Facilities 

Quality of 
Drinking Water 

Related 
Neighbourhood 

Related 
Social Issues 
Cultural Issues 

Yields 
Added Value 

Resource use: 
Energy • grey energy - primary energy content of buildings (building materials 

and construction) 
• primary energy consumption in buildings (heating, cooling, electricity) 
• primary energy consumption by transport (e.g. caused by commuter 

traffic) 
• use of renewable energy (PV, solar thermal, biomass) 

Land 
Resources 

• land consumption (building density) 
• ecological value of building area (existing building stock, land recycling, 

densification, ...) 
• impact on existing site ecology (preservation, enhancement and 

pressures, …) 
• soil sealing 

Water • use of fresh water resources for building materials and construction 
• fresh water consumption in buildings (water-efficient fixtures and 

appliances, consumption based billing, …) 
• use and treatment of ground, surface and rain water 
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Materials 
  

• use of recycled materials 
• use of renewable resources 
• recyclability of used materials 
• separability of construction 

Longevity • adaptability of building automation 
• flexibility of construction 
• optimization for building operation 
• optimization for maintenance and repair 

Protection of Humans and Environment 
Atmospheric 

Emissions 
• greenhouse gas emissions (GWP) from building construction and use 
• stratospheric ozone depletion (ODP) 
• formation of ground-level ozone (POCP) 
• eutrophication (NP) 
• acidification (AP) 

Waste • waste generation during construction 
• waste management during the use phase 
• waste treatment and recycling in decommissioning and demolition 

Sewage • sewage disposal and treatment 
• rainwater infiltration (built-up and sealed areas) 

Materials 
Harmful to 
Environment and 
Health 

• PVC1 
• HCFCs, HFCs and SF62in insulation and components 
• polyurethane foam3 
• chemical wood preservation 
• solvents (in paints, varnishes and adhesives) 

Transport • transportation concept 
• bicycle storage 
• provision of safe and adequate cycle lanes and cyclist facilities 
• public transport accessibility 
• provision of safe and adequate pedestrian route ways 

http://pro.arvha.org/2/etudeLire.php?n1=60&n2=230&n3=0&o=3&l=EN#_ftn1
http://pro.arvha.org/2/etudeLire.php?n1=60&n2=230&n3=0&o=3&l=EN#_ftn1
http://pro.arvha.org/2/etudeLire.php?n1=60&n2=230&n3=0&o=3&l=EN#_ftn2
http://pro.arvha.org/2/etudeLire.php?n1=60&n2=230&n3=0&o=3&l=EN#_ftn3
http://pro.arvha.org/2/etudeLire.php?n1=60&n2=230&n3=0&o=3&l=EN#_ftn3
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• car-pooling 

Microclimate • heat-island effect (effect of materials, landscaping, sealing ...) 
• wind shear 

User Comfort and Health 
Indoor Air 

Quality 
• ventilation system 
• natural ventilation 
• VOC[1] and formaldehyde exposure from installation products, flooring, 

paints, ... 
• mold exposure 
• relative humidity 

Thermal 
Comfort 

• summer comfort (temperature maximum, air circulation, …) 
• winter comfort (temperature difference and asymmetry, air velocity, ...) 

Lighting 
Comfort 

• daylight provision 
• lighting quality 
• sun exposure in winter 

Acoustic 
Comfort 

• airborne and impact noise in the building 
• background noise (on site and within the building) 
• room acoustics 
• specific noise pollution and countermeasures 

Electromagn
etic Quality 

• electrobiological equipment 
• magnetic fields 
• electrical fields 
• high-frequency electromagnetic fields 

Safety and 
Security 

• building security 
• fire safety and fire risk 
• safety in use and accessibility 
• climatological and geophysical environmental hazards (floods, 

avalanches, landslides and earthquakes) 

http://pro.arvha.org/2/etudeLire.php?n1=60&n2=230&n3=0&o=4&l=EN#_ftn1
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Building 
Equipment and 
Facilities 

• local amenities 
• equipment of units (private exterior spaces, sanitary facilities, floorings, 

...) 
• facilities in the building or building complex (multi-purpose- and 

community rooms, playgrounds, gyms, ...) 
• open spaces (private and public, availability, size, quality, ...) 
• building-related quality of outdoor space (roof design) 

Quality of 
Drinking Water • drinking water quality (hot water system, water supply system) 

Social and Cultural Aspects 
Occupants 

Related 
1. affordability 
2. occupants satisfaction 
3. user control on building automation (ventilation, temperature, lighting, 

...) 

Neighbourho
od Related 

4. impact on neighboring properties (shading, noise, ...) 
5. community impact consultation 
6. public accessibility of building and outdoor facilities 

Social Issues • considerate constructors (CSR) 
• socially responsible and ethical procurement of goods/services 
• local employment opportunities (use of local services and locally 

produced materials) 

Cultural 
Issues 

• architectural quality, design quality and ensemble effect 
• impact on image and status of site and neighborhood 
• art in architecture 

 
Renewable Energy - Introduction  
In addition to increasing energy efficiency, the use of renewable energy sources is the most 

important step towards a sustainable energy policy. Energy sources which practically cannot be 
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exhausted within mankind’s time frame, or which can be renewed relatively quickly compared to 
fossil fuels, are often referred to as renewable, regenerative, or alternative energy sources. 

The sun is by far the most abundant renewable energy source. The direct use of solar energy 
is often achieved by utilizing solar heat (solar thermal energy), or the conversion of solar radiation 
into electricity using photovoltaics. Besides using solar energy in a direct manner, the sun’s energy 
can, however, also be utilized in terms of biomass (wood, biogas, vegetable oils, ...), hydro power 
(dam power plants, run-of-river power stations, wave energy, ...), or wind energy (windmills, fall 
wind power plants, power generated by sails ...). 

The heat of the Earth’s core (geothermics) and tidal power caused by planetary motion are 
also available as renewable energy sources, apart from those supplied directly or indirectly by the 
sun. 

Renewable energy sources such as solar radiation, wind, and biomass are greatly suited for 
decentralized electricity or heat generation due to their low energy density and their spatial 
distribution. Decentralized energy systems can also serve to implement high-efficiency combined 
heat and power generation, because distribution losses can be almost eliminated this way. 
Therefore, the decentralization of energy production is one of the essential requirements for 
increased use of renewable energies and efficient energy production techniques. Energy should, in 
future, be produced where it is consumed. 

An inexhaustible heritage 
  
Inexhaustible? Probably for some sources! 
To keep watch over and maintain for others sources whose renewal is not guaranteed. 
 

Renewable energies are energies produced from natural renewable sources like, the energy of the 
sun, wind, rain, tides, biomass and geothermal energy. 

What renewable energies mean today are a set of diverse sectors, whose implementation 
doesn’t entail the extinction of the initial resource in any way. 

The idea is to multiply their implementation with settlements and systems allowing to develop 
their use. 

The use of renewable energies can limit the use of energies from fossil sources and thereby 
diminish polluting emissions. 
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Air Quality  
Healthy indoor air 
Fresh air is our most important resource and essential for our health and wellbeing. Without air 

we can survive for around three minutes only. Just as we would never think of drinking 
contaminated water or eating spoiled food, it should only be natural to avoid breathing in "spent air". 
After all, we pump around 17000 times 0.5 liters of air through our lungs every day. Healthy indoor 
air is of particular importance as we spend, on average, 90 % of our lifetime inside buildings. 

Comfort ventilation 
Comfort ventilation is an intake and exhaust air ventilation system including highly efficient heat 

recovery based on a particularly comfortable and energy-saving design. Some of its quality criteria 
clearly go beyond the minimum requirements applying to intake and exhaust air systems using heat 
recovery. Find out here what comfort ventilation is all about and get valuable support for its 
implementation. 

 
1. What is healthy indoor air?  
"Healthy indoor air" refers to contamination-free air, similar to drinking water. "Healthy indoor 

air" stands out by its cozy temperature of 20° C to 22° C and the right degree of air humidity (not 
too little, not too much). In winter, a relative humidity of 30% – 45 % is ideal. 

How "healthy" indoor air is depends on the quality of the outside air introduced and on the level 
of harmful substances and contaminations inside the building. Sources of harmful substances in 
rooms are furnishing items (floor, furniture, carpets etc.) and people themselves. People emit 
organic substances and odors to indoor air. This is why air should be exchanged at regular 
intervals. To ensure good indoor air quality, around 36 m³ of air have to be exchanged per hour and 
per person. Normally, this allows to sufficiently remove harmful substances emitted from 
furnishings. 

Summary 
Healthy indoor air is a result of building materials and furnishings with a low level of harmful 
substances and regular exchange of air with filtered outside air from which dust, soot, pollen etc. 
have been largely removed. 

Carbon dioxide 1  
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The human body permanently emits a large number of organic substances such as acetone, 
alcohols and odorous substances to indoor air. These substances may be responsible for fatigue, 
irritated mucous membranes and other symptoms. As the entire range of substances is hard to 
capture analytically, usually only carbon dioxide (CO2) levels are measured as they can be 
determined easily. 

Humans and animals exhale CO2. As CO2 levels increase, emission of all other substances 
also goes up. This is why CO2 serves as an indicator. The substance as such is completely 
harmless even at the usual indoor air levels. In airtight modern buildings CO2 concentration may 
quickly exceed levels of 1000 ppm, which is always an indicator of insufficient ventilation. 

Reference value 1000 ppm 
The target is not to exceed CO2 levels of 1000 ppm. 1400 ppm is the upper limit for acceptable 

indoor air quality. To reach this level, active ventilation is usually required every 1 to 2 hours. 
Comfort ventilation systems automatically ensure that this level is not exceeded. 

Ventilation engineering methods use CO2 to find out if rooms are sufficiently ventilated and to 
define quality criteria for indoor air (see Austrian reference values for CO2 and ÖNORM (Austrian 
Standard) EN 13779). 

Air humidity  
Indoor air always contains humidity in the form of water vapor. For a comfortable indoor climate 

the relative air humidity level is decisive. During the heating season 30% to 45 % of relative 
humidity are ideal. When the building structure is poor, levels above 45 % may already lead to the 
formation of mould. Levels below 20 % should be avoided for health reasons. 

The warmer the air is the more water vapor can it absorb. Absolute air humidity indicates how 
many grams of water vapor are dissolved in one cubic meter of air. Relative air humidity indicates 
at what percentage indoor air is saturated with humidity. Air completely saturated with humidity has 
a relative air humidity of 100 %. Beyond that level air can no longer absorb humidity. If more 
humidity is added water vapor will condense by forming small droplets. In nature this phenomenon 
leads to the formation of fog, in heated rooms water vapor from the air condenses on cold surfaces. 
This can give rise to mould. 

The ideal air humidity level is 30 % to 45 % 
Relative air humidity is an essential condition for a comfortable indoor climate. The ideal air 

humidity level during the heating season is a relative humidity of 30 % to 45 %. Values clearly 
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exceeding 60 % of relative humidity are regarded as unpleasant. For reasons of building physics, 
air humidity should not exceed 55 %. When the building structure is poor, air humidity levels above 
45 % may already lead to the formation of mould. While levels below 30 % of relative humidity are 
outside of the ideal human comfort zone, short-time levels down to around 20 % are no reason for 
concern. Fundamentally, lower levels of relative humidity are advantageous as they do not allow 
mite to grow rapidly. 

Pollutants may come from: 
- materials and construction products, insulators, decoration furniture paints 
- household maintenance products, air fresheners, home fragrances, candles, incense, 

insecticides ... 
- different household activities (cooking, cleaning, DIY ...) 
- pets 
- maintenance neglect (development of molds, mites ...) 
- tobacco 

The heating and ventilation devices also play an important role in the quality of indoor air and 
comfort of people. 

 
Fragile and precious heritage  
Water is a heritage which must be protected, defended and treated as such. Waters in Greece 

and worldwide are under increasing pressure from the continuous growth in demand for sufficient 
quantities of good quality water for all purposes. In order to meet these requirements it is necessary 
to endorse a rational development and management policy for augmenting the supply of water in 
adequate quantity and quality. 

However, this policy must be in compliance with sustainable development principles, such as 
water conservation and reuse, prevention of further deterioration and protection and enhancement 
of the status of aquatic ecosystems and wetlands, promotion of sustainable water use, based on a 
long-term protection of available water resources, enhancement of protection and improvement of 
the aquatic environment through specific measures for the progressive reduction of discharges, 
emissions and losses of priority substances and the cessation or phasing-out of discharges, 
emissions and losses of the priority hazardous substances. 
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In the section “water management” the situation of aquatic resources as well as the measures 
and the directives that have been taken by the European Union for their more equitable 
management are presented separate for the countries of Europe and Greece. All European 
Directives are presented in the language of all partners (Greek, English, French, German, Italian, 
Spanish and Rumanian). 

 
The materials  
This chapter will deal with questions relating to sustainable materials, criteria allowing 

recognizing them, an overview of the norms and certifications, the notions of LCA (life cycle 
analysis), carbon footprint, grey energy. 

The categories of materials and raw materials will be analyzed according to their role in the 
design and construction of sustainable buildings: 

• structural materials (concrete, bricks, steel, etc) 
• Wall systems (insulation, wall structure, facade materials, SIPs, etc) 
• Floor and wall coverings (wood floor, linoleum, tiles, faience, etc...) 
• Exterior and interior joinery, 
• furniture, 
• Finishing materials (paints, wallpaper, etc...) 

For each category we will analyse: 
7. the base material, 
8. the objectives related to the material (grey energy and toxicity), 
9. its recyclability, 
10. ecological alternatives 

Finally, we will evoke some prospective elements on the sustainable materials of tomorrow. 
Overarching considerations 
In today’s world, adjectives like “sustainable”, “green” and “ecological” are on everybody’s lips 

and sometimes used as empty formulas lacking any real theoretical support. These touch many 
notions, notably energy efficiency, the preservation of natural resources and the health of 
inhabitants.  

What does “ecological” mean? – Etymologically, oikos-logos, is the scientific study habitat, 
by extension, the science of the existence conditions. 
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What does “durable” mean? – Using the adjective “durable” in relation to a material will only 
refer to its life duration. In the context of « durable construction » it is preferable to talk about 
ecomaterials or life cycle analysis. 

What is an ecomaterial? 
It is a material that complies with the criteria of sustainable development. The tautological risk 

is close. Let’s try not to turn in circles: 
• it is derived from renewable raw materials, 
• its lifetime is long enough, 
• it does not create health issues, during its manufacturing, its use or its demolition, 
• its immediate and long term financial impact is as low as possible. 

Eco materials  
Impact on health 
We spend approximately 90% of our time indoors (house, office, etc) where the pollution level 

can be 2 to 5 times or even 100 times higher than outside. Consequently we are faced with the sick 
building syndrome. The air quality is certainly the main factor. Numerous materials contribute to 
people’s health or on the contrary can be a risk due to their toxicity. 

Environmental impact 
Construction has a significant impact on the natural environment. To protect it we should use 

materials that: 
• are recycled or regenerated – waste reduction 
• protect and preserve natural resources – rapidly renewable materials or durable 

extracts 
• reduce the carbon footprint – local materials, life cycle analysis of a product 

Social impact    
Key social concerns: 

• work practices 
• Fair-trade 
• the transparency of companies 

Labels and certifications  
What is Green washing? – It is the practice of some companies who market their products as 

environmental friendly when they are not. The analyses of materials and sustainable 
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certification/label systems are guides that provide information and ease the identification and 
selection process. For the sustainable aspects to be quantified there are some options: 

• take the certification/labeling into account, 
• take into account the life cycle and the grey energy needed for manufacturing, 
• Set up minimum requirements and analyze technical specifications of the 

manufacturer, 
• Select the materials from reliable databases. 

Certification means that the product has been evaluated and responds to some criteria. The 
norm is a minimum set of requirements and criteria from which a product can be evaluated. 

Certification can have several levels of credibility: Grade I, II, III 
There are product/material certifications (Cradle-to-Cradle, FSC, Energy Star, etc.) And the 

certification of buildings (certified passive house, HQE, Minergie, LEED, BREEAM, etc.). 
Norms ensure the desirable features of a certain product or service. 
ISO norms suitable for sustainability: 

• Type I - ISO 14024: Eco-label 
• Type II - ISO 14021: Environmental requirements 
• Type III - ISO 14025: Environmental information 

Material categories and criteria for the design and sustainable buildings  
Some conclusions on materials: 
Concrete - reduction or replacement of Portland cement: this can be achieved by recycling 

and re-introduction into the process of production of the concrete or partial replacement of cement 
with fly ash 

Steel - minimization of mining by steel recycling and use of recycled-content steel that can 
reach even up to 90% 

Wood - use FSC certified wood, reclaimed wood from old buildings or rapidly renewable wood 
use (note the path of the cutting, processing, product, site!) 

Insulation - using materials with recycled content or natural materials or local materials 
Wallboard - it is a cheap material and recycling is not economically justified, what we can do is 

reduce the waste and / or supplies from a local manufacturer 
SIP walls - the seal should be based on natural oils, and the two layers of OSB / plywood to be 

free of formaldehyde 
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Cork - cork oak absorbs 5 times more CO2 than other trees since the process started peeling 
cork and therefore this material is sustainable (note the stored energy transport) 

Linoleum - using natural linoleum adhesive mounting only low-toxic 
Carpet - use recycled fiber or fiber containing natural substrate is free of petroleum 

substances, assembly adhesives to make low emission of toxic 
Tile - have a high recycled content as 
Stone - is a finite material and extraction creates huge environmental problems and is therefore 

reduced consumption or use local materials are sustainable choices 
Countertops - the range of materials that are produced is very high tops, a sustainable 

selection generally valid is the use of recycled content and local supply 
Furniture - must be pursued following: modularity, reusability, life cycle considerations 

commodity 
Finishes - must have a low volatile without formaldehyde. 
Future trends and conclusions  
Future trends 
It is expected strengthen of standards and certifications will be established for all these 

materials. Future trends: 
• containing product to be recycled 
• product is reused in whole or in part 
• harvesting raw materials and manufacturing process to be managed responsibly 
• product extracted, processed and used locally 
• product is made from rapidly renewable material was extracted sustainable 
• product is non-toxic 
• product release the minimum VOC emission 
• product is disposed of properly or recycled at the end of its life 

Conclusions 
As the manufacturing process is understood and what the origin of the raw material is, we can 

understand if a material is truly sustainable. 
Because the evaluation and choice of materials is not an easy job the choice should be made 

based on economic efficiency, design, safety, after which should be taken into account: 
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• reduce through efficient design the quantity of materials used in order to avoid 
overloading 

• consideration of sustainability and modularity in the design process 
• design for dismantling, demolition; materials should be easily recovered and 

recycled 
• the choice of materials, when is possible, to contain the smallest CO2 footprint 

It is very important to understand thoroughly the whole source of material in order to make a 
correct choice that supports sustainability. 

Insulation materials sheet – Introduction  
The intention of this cataloging by sheets, for each one of the insulating materials presented, is 

to provide information about the physical technical characteristics of each one, on the 
recommended use, on its impact as regards the interaction with man and with the environment, and 
on the choice orientation in accordance with the required specifications which lies at the base of the 
performance features requested and of the typologies which can be found on the market. 

To this end, these in-depth descriptions therefore, are proposed, for each of the materials:  
• Description of the material 
• Advantages and drawbacks 
• Commercially available sizes 
• Installation  
• Recyclability 
• Environmental impact and the impact on health  

In general, waste concerns all residues from a production, transformation or utilization process. 
It also concerns any substance, material, product, or more generally, any chattel being abandoned 
or whose holder destines to dereliction. 

Concerning site waste; it is all waste from construction, rehabilitation or demolitions works of 
buildings. 

The volume and dangerousness of waste has a significant impact on the environment firstly 
because their storage represents a high occupation of land and generates a considerable reduction 
of space, secondly because their treatment sometimes necessitates the use of energy consuming 
techniques and other products, which can represent a risk for the environment. 
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The objective is to reduce the volume but also to reduce the harmfulness of the latter, by 
establishing diverse solutions, which can be articulated around a controlled waste management. 

This way, it allows the preservation of human health and of the environment. 
 
Energy efficiency 
Energy efficiency is defined as a system enabling to consume less energy while maintaining an 

optimum level of performance. 
The purpose is to provide comfort to consumers while meeting the same thermal needs. 
At the macro level, the energy efficiency is measured as the relation between the energy 

consumed and the unit produced (temperature by euro). 
As the construction sector is the first energy consumer, the interest is to improve the 

bioclimatic design, the uses and the choice regarding the installation and materials used. 
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